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be the most abrasion-resistant rope in our programme thanks to 

the new PERDUR coating . Of course the core and sheath of the 

CALANQUES ore also treated with EDELWEISS EVERDRY , thus 

keeping it"s outstanding water resistant property . 

UK Distributor 
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ISSUE 2 MAY/JUNE 1993 

features: 

26 A grand angle Dave Wills on Divine Providence. 
34 Homage to Patagonia Jill Neate describes 

climbing at the end of the world. 46 Fitzroy alpine
style Alan Kearney recalls this first lightweight ascent. 
54 Tilting at windmills Jerry Gore and Don Quixote 

on the second ascent of The Shield. 62 Wenden A 
Mountain Review mini
guide by Claude Remy. 

Front cover: Brendan 
Murphy aiding up the 

crux pitch of Divine 
Providence three days 

out on Mont Blanc's 
Eckpfeiler Buttress. Photo 

by Dave Wills. 
Right: The weather is 
awful - wish you were 

here . Patagonia -
including Cerro Torre and 

Torre Egger - starts on 
page 34. 
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landscape 
PERTEX, a specialist range of 

microfilament fabrics, is a name 

respected throughout the outdoor and 

sports world. 

Not because of any extravagant 

claims to be the 'most' windproof ... 

water repellent .. . breathable fabric 

. .. but because Pertex offers a highly 

desirable, carefully calculated 

balance 

between 

all-weather 

protection 

and all-round 

comfort. 

Densely 

woven, fine 

filament yarns 

create a fabric which is strong yet 

lightweight; hardwearing yet supple ; 

wind , water and snow resistant yet 

breathable. 

Designers, the world over, tailor 

Pertex into performance-enhancing 

fleece linings, duvet jackets and 

sleeping bags , running shorts, cycle 

tops and sailing clothing , even tents. 

Pertex not only performs the part, 

with a rainbow of colourways and 

soft , natural drape, it also looks and 

feels the part . 

So when you're looking for 

extreme, active, travel , or leisure 

wear, look for our label. 

Because, on balance , you ' re 

better off in Pertex. 

Complete the coupon for more 
information on PEPTE)I , 

a fabric apart 

Name _____________ _ 

Address ____________ _ 

Postcode ___________ _ 

Please send me details on Pertex , a fabric apart. 

Perseverance Mills Ltd, Albion Mills, 

Padiham, Lancashire BB12 ?DY 

Telephone: 0282 78711 

a SCAPA Group Company 



Mountaineering. Rock Climbing. 
Backpacking. Telemarking. Back 
Country Skiing. Asolo has been 
the choice of professional 

mountain guides and ex:peditioners 

for over a decade. Now Asolo has 

created a line of footwear for trail 

·oi,·ton 
o. 

Zion 

AFX530 Everglades 

solo performcµtce 

hiking and all-terrain walking. 

Designed and constructed with the 
same world class commitment to 
excellence. From Mt. Everest to 

Death Valley-and all the dirt, 

mud, and snow in between

Asolo deans up. 

AFX341 AFX337 . AXW775 AXW757 

Asolo is only available from the country's best outdoor shops. For a catalogue and list of stock.lists write to 
Asolo/Ventura, Hall House, New Hutton, Kendal, Cumbria, LAS OAH. 
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1 O out there: 
Gasherbrum IV; the British 
are coming. China and 
Everest; counting the cost. 

16 notes & records: 
The Grand Voyage and the 
Trango Towers. Last summer 

in the Dolomites. Full winter 
Alpine report. 

72 departments: 
Everest books we review 

them all. Alpine scoff by 

Peter Berg. Ropes; are you smart 
enough to use one? Victor Saunders 
on how he gets down. Mark Diggins 
on staying out of trouble. 
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Above: The Trango Towers 
in the Karakoram with 
Middendorf and Bongard 
after their excellent 
adventure on Great Trango 
Tower - see page 18. 
Left: Igor Koller on the third 
pitch of Rain from a Clear 
Heaven on the south face of 
Marmolada. See Dolomites 
report - page 20. 

Oedemas and how to survive them by 
Charlie Clarke. Plus: Gear news, The 

Engineer and much more. 

90 once in a lifetime: 
Dan Reid by Leo Dickinson. 
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Alan Hinkes on Broad Peak Expedition 1991 . Photo: Hinkes Collection. 

No 
Compromise 

CYCLOPSII 
If there 's one rucsac which deserves its reputation as 
the best load carrying system available today it has 
to be Cyclops II. 
The Cyclops pedigree is truly unrivalled. 

It has been used and 
abused on 
expeditions and treks 
across the globe from 
the harsh Himalayas 
to the thorny 
Australian bush. 
And because it' s 
tough, with an almost 
bombproof 
construction, it is 
totally reliable in 
those situations 
where equipment 
failure is 
unthinkable. 
As you 'd expect, 
carrying heavy loads 

in rough, mountainous terrain is not a problem. 
A Fixed Geometry harness system gives excellent 
load sharing between shoulder and hips providing 
the ideal combination of comfort and stability. 
And if this is not enough, each model is available in 
a choice of back lengths for a superb, personal fit. 
Whatever your plans make sure Cyclops is top of 

your check list. 

Cyclops - the legend goes on. 

ma 
P.O. Box 2 1, Washington, Tyne & Wear. NE37 2BG 

Tel: (091) 41 5 0200 Fax: (09 1) 4 15 0062 



GASHERBRUM IV 

Nepal: The UIAA has criticised the Nepalese 
government's decision to raise the peak fee 
for Everest from $10,000 to $50,000 for not 
tackling problems caused by more numerous 

trekkers and restricting activity to commercial 
expeditions only. While acknowledging that 
peak fees provide a useful source of foreign 
currency, the president of the Commission of 
Expeditions, Joss Lynam, warned that the 
Nepalese government may be 'killing the 
goose that lays the golden egg': 
'High peak fees discourage small , 
enviromentally clean climbing teams and 
young climbers and encourage large 
expeditions which spread the cost of the fee 
amongst many members - and spread 
pollution .' Lynam also drew attention to the 
number of climbers preferring other 
Himalayan countries in preference to Nepal 
because of lower costs and said that the 
UIAA would be moving its 1993 International 
Training Camp to Pakistan for this reason . 
While recognising the need for co-operation 
and responsibility in maintaining the 
Himalayan environment, the Commission 
also called for peaks below 6,500 metres to 
be freed of fees and regulations. 

Rachel Farmer, one of Britain's leading 

sports climbers, was killed last March in a fall 
from near the Plage section at Buoux. She 
was only 23. Rachel had been enjoying a rest 
day watching friends and slipped from the 
path while walking down. A likeable and 
popular woman, she used her training as a 
ballet dancer to great effect in her climbing 
becoming the first British woman to redpoint 
8a despite only three year's experience. She 
offered the women around her a role model 
they could more easily identify with than the 
superstars from the United States or the 
Continent. Despite her success- shortly 

before her death she had climbed another 8a 
at Cimai - she remained open and friendly to 
all those she met and will be greatly missed 
by her family, her partner Neil Gresham and 
her many friends around the world. 

A NATION HELD ITS COLLECTIVE BREATH in April after five climbers - or 'four 

Britons' in the tabloids since Russians don't seem to count - failed to return on 

time from an ascent of Elbrus in the Caucasus. Happily the party and their guide 

turned up safe and well - only to run into Fleet Street's finest. Perhaps the most 

important lesson to be learned from this near-tragedy is to avoid strange

looking men in shabby raincoats and keep quiet about your preferred brand of 

confectionery until you've spoken to your agent. 

GIV force 
TWENTY-FOUR YEARS AGO, when we were 
all very young, Ken Wilson published a 
preview of Chris Bonington's forthcoming 
Annapurna expedition. It would be 'the 
most important British expedition since 
Kangchenjunga ' - a distant fourteen years 
earlier - and beneath his bald but accu
rate statement was each team-member's 
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climbing curriculum vitae. The list, both 
in terms of who was on it and what they 
had done, was impressive. First ascents of 
the central pillar of Freney were included, 
as were those on the Eiger north face, 
winter ascents on the Matterhorn and 
Argentiere north faces and other impres
sive achievements. The names - Dougal 
Haston (27), Martin Boysen (27), Ian 
Clough (30), Mick Burke (28) and Don 



Whillans (36) - need no further elabora
tion. 

The intervening years have seen 
another generation come through and 
now, in turn , that generation is giving 
way to those who will set the standards 
in the nineties. It has seemed in recent 
years that all the great alpinists come from 
anywhere but Britain - Profit, Gabarrou , 
Lafaille - but this has been more a case 
of fashion dictating coverage. If you invite 
a top photographer to follow your 
progress in a helicopter then a certain 
notoriety is assured. 

The British team leaving for 
Gasherbrum IV's unclimbed south ridge 
this year can certainly be compared 
favourably with their Continental 
colleagues. Their press release features a 
list of 'cvs' not dissimilar to that from 1969 
but the routes included are of a different 
measure: Divine Providence free or in 
winter, the American Directissima on the 
Dru free, the Gabarrou-Albioni in winter, 
30 expeditions to the Himalaya between 
them, ascents of Astroman and the 
Salathe in Yosemite, rock climbing to E6, 
Scottish ice to Grade VI - it's an impres
sive list. The names are not quite so famil
iar as those I gave earlier - Chris Flewitt 
(26), Andy Cave (26), Andy Macnae (27), 
Brendan Murphy (29) and Andy Perkins 

CLIMBING SHOW 

(33) - but no doubt they will be. 
A late addition to the team was 

Murphy's partner Kate Phillips who has 
climbed Arna Dablam and is another 
experienced all-rounder and virtually 
unknown in the UK - perhaps because 
she concentrates on traditional climbing. 
What is more important, in an age that 
is sometimes accused by pundits of sell
ing out the traditions of mountaineering, 
is the obvious passion these climbers 
have and the range of their interest. 

As for Gasherbrum IV, its technical 
difficulty and the fact that it fails to qual
ify in the high-altitude summit-baggers' 
list by 75 metres has preserved the moun
tain 's inystique. After the first ascent via 
the north-east ridge in 1958 by Walter 
Bonatti and Carlo Mauri, the summit 
remained unvisited until 1986 when Tim 
Macartney-Snape, Greg Child and Tom 
Hargis climbed the north-west ridge. The 
year before, of course, Robert Schauer 
and Voytek Kurtyka had pulled off one of 
the hardest climbs of the century when 
they climbed the west face, descending 
the north-west ridge without visiting the 
summit. The pair had spent eight clays 
on the face, including two clays of storms, 
and had opted to forgo the top in favour 
of survival. 
Ed Douglas. 
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Climbing Show Goes Euro: Roll over 
Rupert Murdoch, Bruce Borowsky has got 
some real air-time to show the world. 
Borowsky, producer of possibly the world's 
first serialised climbing television program, 
recently celebrated episode twenty of The 
Climbing Show and has begun transferring 
the program to PAL for the European market. 
The Climbing Show is a half-hour slot usually 
featuring three or four separate topics and 
climbing areas taped by Borowsky. He then 
makes copies and distributes them to public 
access cable television stations in cities 
throughout the United States. 
Borowsky recently got the show on the air in 
New York City, picking up an additional four 
million viewers. It is now seen by ten million 
viewers nationwide. 'It's unbelievable,' he 
said of the show's success in just two short 
years. 'Using community access I've gotten 
on in so many places. ' Topics include 
everything from ice climbing to sport climbing 
to mountaineering, book reviews to 
equipment, interviews, and, of course , 
climbing on location throughout the American 
west. A few of the personalities captured on 
tape include Ben Moon, Lynn Hill, Galen 
Rowell , Christian Griffith, Chris Bonington, 
Royal Robbins, Warren Harding, Dale 
Goddard - the list is endless. Although he 
has been made an offer by the American 
Entertainment Network - which would have 
put the program in front of twelve million 
viewers immediately - Borowsky said that is 
'on hold' while an agent looks into other 
possible - read bigger - deals. He's even 
considering airing it in Britain . Although The 
Climbing Show isn't on in downtown 
Llanberis just yet, you can still get a copy. 
Each VHS 'volume' of The Climbing Show 
contains two half-hour programs. There are 
currently six available at $35 each; contact 
The Climbing Show, Box 2062, Boulder, CO 
80306. Or fax (303)447-9511. 
Cameron Burns 



North Cape 's new range of high 
performance outdoor clothing 

matches the world 's best materials 
to the demands of people who 

know where the action is. Cut for 
freedom of movement, designed to 

keep you warm , dry and 
comfortable , developed to keep 

you on top. 
Rhovyl Plus - Market leading 

thermal sportswear. High wicking, 
warm and dry. 

Reversible Fleece- Polartec/Pertex 
reversibles to keep your options open 

on mountain or crag. 
Polartec is a trademark for labr1cs made only by Malden Mills 

NORTH~ 
CAPE • 
Call now for a catalogue or visit your 

local specialist retailer. 

North Cape , Munro Road , Springkerse Industrial Estate, Stirling FK7 ?SW. Telephone: (0786) 63983/64411 Fax (0786) 50563 

... The Awakening 

manufactured in the HIGHLANDS of Scotland 
Climb with confidence and 
quality on our range of UIAA. 
climbing and static ropes. 
Make a "smart " 
move by j 
contacting: rt///&. 

CAIRNGORM 

ROPES 
THE CAIRNGORM CLIMBING ROPE Co . LTD . 

NEWTON MORE 
INVERNESS-SHIRE PH20 1 DL , SCOTLAND 
TEL: 0540 673405 FAX 0540 673371 

.. watch out for ... The Quickening 



lverest Shrinks 
THE SURPRISE ANNOUNCEMENT in April that 
Mount Everest had 'shrunk' by six feet 
seven inches (2.03 metres) to 29,022 feet 
(8,846 metres) will not be the last word 
on the subject. Since its first triangulation 
by the Survey of India in the middle of 
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the last century, Everest's height has been 
periodically recalculated as new factors 
and coefficients came into play, though 
not as frequently changed on official 
maps. For half a century it stood at 29,002 
feet before being promoted to 29,141 feet. 
When observations became possible from 
within Nepal, the Survey of India brought 
this down to 29,028 feet (8,848 metres) 
- the currently accepted height. 

Over recent years, remeasuring Everest 
has become something of a race between 
scientists from Italy and the United States, 
a race prompted by the incautious - and 
erroneous - announcement a few years 
ago that K2 might be the highest peak. 
That assessment was based on faulty 
readings by an American climbing expe
dition using the latest GPS techniques, 
but before a comprehensive scientific 
programme with NASA support could 
be got off the ground to rectify matters, 
an Italian venture had stolen a march. 

Under the supervision of the veteran 
Milanese mountaineer and geographer 
Professor Ardito Desio, teams were racing 
to both K2 and Everest in the summer of 
1987. They announced preliminary results 
but continued studies over the following 
summers. Meanwhile, Dr Bradford 
Washburn, who had headed the ambi
tious Boston Museum of Science and 

EVEREST'S HE I GHT 

National Geographic Society Everest 
mapping project, spent five weeks in 
Nepal with his wife securing permission 
for a series of observations in the Namche 
area. American climbers p laced laser 
prisms on top of Everest and tried to 
plumb the depths of the summit snow 
drift. Their aluminium pole went 90 
inches into the snow but failed to find 
the bottom. Then the Washburns 
bounced laser beams off the prisms, 
recording the results. They had planned 
to go back this spring for further work -

but the Italians again beat them to it. 
Last September, Benoit Chamoux deliv

ered more laser prisms to the summit and 
with the co-operation of Chinese scientists 
and a network of satellites, the Italians 
were able to produce their latest figures. 
There are still arguments at the highest 
scientific level over the fine tuning 
required for deflection of the vertical , 
earth curvature and local refraction as 
well as more lowly debates over whether 

the Italians' glacier trig points could be 
considered bedrock bases or whether 
they made the right allowance for the 
summit snowdrift. Everest is still rising 
the tectonics men say. But not for much 
longer, counter other geoscientists. It has 
almost reached the limit between uplift 
and gravity. 

Above: Brad Washburn 
spent five weeks in Nepal 
measuring the height of 
Everest only for an Italian 
team to beat him to it. 

Accept for now that the height of 
Everest is definitely 29,022 feet. Or there
abouts. Don't expect the maps to change 
and certainly don't expect it to be the 
end of the matter. 
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Hormones: Male doctors on an expedition to 
Everest have been dosing themselves with 
the female hormone progesterone, according 
to a report in The Times. The hormone 
appears to help acclimatistation by increasing 
the breathing rate, a phenomenon that is 
recognised from giving progesterone to 
babies with respiratory problems. The 
dosage will be 50 times the level found in the 
contraceptive pill. The doctors, from a 24-
strong team of the Birmingham Expeditionary 
Society, do not expect any long-term effects 
- although they're unlikely to get pregnant. 

Canyonlands: An important reason behind 
the spectre of access restrictions on climbers 
here (see MoRe 1) is the delicate nature of 
the cryptogamic soil which forms a brown or 
black coloured crust on the desert surface 
and contains a mixture of small plants and 
micro-organisms. Such crusts play an 
important role in controlling water balance in 
desert soil so preventing erosion. However, 
the crust is vulnerable to trampling - let alone 
4WD vehicles - and anyone travelling in the 
desert should seek to minimise damage by 
using existing tracks to limit the area of 
desert surface affected. 

We regret to announce the deaths of the 
American climbers Mark Bebie and Steve 
Risse who were killed in an avalanche in 
Canada. Also killed in a Canadian avalanche 
was Jeff Radford. Unfortunately this news 
arrived too late for further information to be 
sought, but we will publish more details in the 
next issue. 

American Alpine Club: The headquarters 
of the AAC have been moved to 71 O Tenth 
Street, Golden, Colorado, 80401 . 

Rope Race is a new climbing centre in 
Marple - on the edge of the Peak District -
which claims to have the highest indoor 
climbing wall in Europe. The facility includes 
a 26-metre top-roping wall with a seventeen
metre stepped roof . There is also an eleven
metre leading wall , gear hire , a cafe, a 
physiotherapist and tuition . The arrival of 
such a major facil ity should alleviate some of 
the pressure on Sheffield's celebrated 
Foundry. Call 061 426 0226. 
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'SPIDERS' Web was created using Beal rope for the BBC's Really Wild Show' 
by Rob Porker of the Bristol Climbing Centre. Photos Govin Newman. 
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C~ina and lverest 
Elizabeth Hawley reports from 
Kathmandu on new revelations about the 
Chinese on Everest in the 1960s. 

WHEN TI-IE WESTERN mountaineering world 
reacted with scepticism to Chinese claims 
in 1960 that their brave climbers had 
reached the summit of Everest, the author
ities in Peking did not publicly take any 
notice. In fact, they took p lenty and 
decided to mount another assault in 1967 
to prove that they were as capable as 
anyone of reaching the summit. And in 
preparation for the 1967 conquest, two 
earlier climbs would be organised. 

These p lans and preparation for a 
Chinese expedition to Everest in 1967 have 
never been reported before. I heard repo1ts 
in the mid-1960s from Nepalese Sherpas 
who traded across the border at Tingri that 
they had seen large numbers of men clad 
in climbers' down suits. Tingri was near 
the base camp sites of British teams in the 
early twenties and these repotts suggested 
climbing activity in the area was once again 
happening. No official news of Everest 
climbs in those years emerged from China. 

This activity was all the more interest
ing in view of the doubt Western 
Himalayan experts had expressed about 
Chinese claims of having put three men 
on the summit on May 25th, 1960. There 
were no summit photos produced - the 
Chinese claimed it was dark - and reports 
about the final difficulties on their ascent 
were vague. They attributed their success 
to the inspiration of Maoist doctrine. More 
recently, brief repo1ts have been published 
about other Chinese efforts on Everest in 
the 1960s but these have been vague and 
their authenticity uncorroborated - unti l 
now. 

The Tibet Mountaineering Association, 
which is headed by a Han Chinese but has 
Tibetan, climbers associated with it, 
launches a ten-year campaign this sp1ing to 
put Tibetans on the summits of all the 
world's 8,000-metre peaks. Two TMA offi
cials and the leader of this spring's attempts 
on Annapurna I and Dhaulagiri I came to 

Kathmandu earlier this year to make 
advance arrangements. 

In the course of discussing routes on 
tl1ese mountains, I said I had been told by 
someone in England of Chinese fatalities 
on the 1960 and 1975 expeditions. I 

CHINESE ON EVEREST 

mentioned the names of these men begin
ning witl1 Liu Lien Man. This surprised the 
TMA people, who said that Mr Liu was 
alive and well and living in Harbin. They 
promised that they would send details of 
Chinese fata lities back when the leader -
called Samdrup - returned with his expe
dition. 

Samdrup - who reached the summit 
himself in 1975 - presented me with a list 
of eight men who had died - five Chinese 
and tlvee Tibetans. The latter I knew about 
but the former deaths were news to me. 
They included Wang Ji died in 1960 of 
pulmonaty oedema at advance base after 
climbing to tl1e no1th col; Shau Zhi Quing 
died of a cerebral haemorrhage at the no1th 
col in April, 1964; Ma Gao Shu reached 
7,790m in 1966 but slipped on the descent 
and fell to his death; Wu Zhuang Yue, who 
had climbed Shisha Pangma in 1964, 
suffered a fatal fall at 8,100 metres in 1975; 
Shi Ming Ji suffered a fatal cerebral haem
orrhage at only 5,700 metres in May, 1978. 

The 1960 and 1970s expeditions were 
o ld news, but activity in the mid-1960s 
certainly wasn't. Following western doubts 
about Chinese success in 1960, another 
expedition was planned for 1967 which 
would also carry out other assignments 
including measuring the mountain. In 
preparation, teams would go to Everest in 
1964 and 1966. The route would be that 
taken in 1960 and before the war by tl1e 
British. 

The spring 1964 expedition had around 
twenty climbers and was lead by either Shi 
Zhang Chun, the leader in 1960, or Xiu Jin. 
They were tasked with determining the 
route, carrying up supplies of oxygen and 
demonstrating skills to the 1967 team selec
tors. Six or seven of this team reached 
8,100 metres. 

The group who went in 1966 were 
soldiers with no clin1bing experience who 
were ordered to the mountain by the lead
ers of the Cultural Revolution, then in its 
early phase. There were 60 of them in all, 
twenty of whom were to do the climbing. 
The leader was Shi Zhang Chun and the 
team reached 7,790 metres but were not 
capable of going higher. 

The Cultural Revolution then took a 
different line and climbing was suspended 
while the nation's energies were directed 
elsewhere. The next effort on Everest did 
not take place in 1967 but 1975 when nine 
people , including the Tibetan woman 
Phantog, reached the top. 
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Mount Everest Foundation: Having devoted 
a column to this subject in the last issue we 
fe lt it might be worthwhile to explain who the 
MEF actually benefits. While it is certainly 
true that many famous and impressive deeds 
have been assisted by funds from the MEF, 
most of those who currently benefit are small 
British expeditions organised by young 
climbers. There are two opportunities to 
apply each year with the screening 
committee sitting in November and March . 
Completed appl ications have to be returned 
by August 31st and December 31st 
respectively. The MEF also organises a 
lecture evening where beneficiaries can meet 
and share wisdom. Contact WH Ruthven , 
MEF Hon Sec, Gowrie , Cardwell Close, 
Warton , Preston , PR4 1 SH. 

Eiger: The Alpine winter was especially fine 
this year with some notable ascents. The 
Czech-born climber Michal Pitelka climbed 
the north face at the end of January via the 
1938 route solo - in only nine hours. The 
Swiss climber Christian Portman made a 
number of first winter ascents in January 
following from his success last winter when 
he climbed the Welzenbach route on the 
Dent d'Herens. On the Breithorn's north face 
he climbed the Gabarrou/Steiner route with 
Patrick Torrent. On the Dent Blanche he 
soloed the Quatre Anes ridge. On the north 
face of Lyskamm he climbed the 
Gabarrou/Grassi/Stratta direttissima with 
Stephane Albasini. On the huge east face of 
Nordend , again with Albasini , he cl imbed the 
GabarrouNiard route , spending the night in 
the Margerita hut after taking in the 
Dufourspitze, the Signalkuppe , Lyskamm, 
Castor and Pollux. A full Mont Blanc Range 
report appears in Notes & Records where 
Andy Macnae reports that Alain Ghersen 
(above) placed a bolt on Divine Providence 
during the first winter solo ascent. 
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HIMAIAYA 

Writing in the Himalayan 
Newsletter, Josef Nyka 
provides some interesting 
statistics on the numbers of 
climbers concentrating on 
8,000-metre peaks. 

There are, of course, only 
two men who have climbed all 
fourteen - Messner in 1986 
and Jerzy Kukuczka in 1987 -
but some 120 have climbed at 
least three and more than 30 
have ticked five. 

Without wishing to encour
age what some pundits might 
see as high-altitude train-spot
ting, we reproduce here 
Nyka's list of the fourteen 
'elite' climbers who have 
climbed more than seven: 

Reinhold Messner (Italy) 14 
Jerzy Kukuczka (Poland) 14x 
Erhard Loretan (Switzerland) 11 
Marcel Ruedi (Switzerland) 10x 
Michael Dacher (Germany) 9 
Noboru Yamada (Japan) 9x 
Fausto De Stefani (Italy) 9 
Viktor Groselj (Sloven ia) 9 
Sergio Martini (Italy) 8 
Benoit Chamoux (France) 8 
Sigi Hupfauer (Germany) 8 
Hans Kammerlander (I taly) 8 

. Krzystof Wielicki (Poland) 8 
Wanda Rutkiewicz (Poland) 8x 

Four of the of the fourteen 
have died (marked x) in the 
mountains, most recently 
Wanda Rutkiewicz - the only 
woman on the list. The next 
most successful woman is the 
Belgian Ingrid Baeyans, who 
has climbed four. 

Until 1986, all of these 
death-zone experts were still 
living and, considering the 
statistics for Himalayan climb
ing, this seemed to indicate 
that sufficient experience 
offered some security. 

Whether any of the nine still 
alive who haven't finished will 
bother is another matter. 
Dacher is 59 and presumably 
looking forward to putting his 
feet up, Loretan is - apparently 
- not interested and the others 
still have a few to do. 

INDIA 

Gangotri 
The 1982 Scottish route on 
Bhagirathi III was repeated at 
the end of September by 
Americans Mark Gunlogson 
and Mitch Miller. This is by no 
means the first repeat of this 
route which at V / Al/2 is not 
surprising considering its 
aesthetic charms. The striking 
west face of Nameless Peak 
(Pt6193m) on the Bhagirathi 
ridge was attempted in August 
by Slovenians Janez Kesnar, 
Marjan Kovac and Ivo Ivanc 
but they were thwarted by bad 
weather. 

In the Bhrigupanth Group 
Britons Andy Cunningham, 
Gary Murray and Ian Rea 
reached the summit of Manda 
(6529m) via the south-east 
ridge and south ridge. Pt6014m 
was climbed by another British 
team, James McElwaire topping 
out from the east face on 
September 18th. This team had 
previously attempted Jogin III. 

Central Garhwal 
Kamer (7756m) and Abi Gamin 
(7355111) were climbed in 
September by an Indian team, 
apparently by new routes. 
Mukut Parbat (7274m), to the 
north-west, was climbed by a 
team from Delhi. The stunning 
and remote Nilkanth (6596m) 
was attempted by a British 
team lead by Graham Little in 
October via the south-east 
ridge which has seen a 
number of attempts.They 
reached a highpoint of 5,600m. 

Kumaon 
An Indian team failed to climb 
Maiktoli (6803m) - located on 
the edge of the Nanda Devi 
Sanctuary - and suffered four 
fatalities in the attempt. The 
team were ill-equipped and 
inexperienced and were 
unable to attempt a rescue of 
their deputy leader when he 
fell into a crevasse. The other 
three died when their camp 

was hit by an avalanche, This 
peak was climbed from this 
side in 1977 by a Japanese 
team . 

CASCADIS 

The spring, summer and fall of 
1992 saw alpine activity on 
several peaks in the Cascade 
Range of Washington: Katsuk 
Peak, Colchuk Peak and 
Mount Baring. 

In April of 1992 Carl, Gordy 
and Skoog approached Katsuk 
Peak from Mesahchie Pass, 
several miles south-west of the 
North Cascades Highway. The 
trio climbed a 1,200-foot north
facing couloir in good spring 
conditions. 

During August Steve Risse 
and Keith Hartel put up a 
route on the east face of the 
north-east buttress of Colchuk 
Peak. Although a difficult line 
Risse described it as unpleas
ant and involved 'scrambling 
up rotten friable rock and 
steep climbing up cracks, short 
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Above: The north face of 
Mount Baring with the 
Dolomite Tower on the right. 
Scene of new multi-pitch 
5.11 and 5.12 climbs by 
Pete Doorish and friends. 

walls and large loose flakes .' 
Risse rated the climb a Grade 
IV/ 5.l0d/ A0 

Risse and Donna McBain 
established a far better and 
easier route on Colchuk when 
they climbed the west face on 
October 11th. Following an 
approach up Mountaineer 
Creek the couple ascended a 
huge gully which splits the 
bottom half of the face left of a 
large yellow wall. The hardest 
moves involved steep cracks 
and ramps on the right side of 
the gully. Above, moderate 
slabs led to an amphitheatre of 
pinnacles just below the top. 
They rated the climb a Grade 
III , 5.8. Just east of the popular 
Index Town Wall sport-climb
ing area is 6,125-foot high 
Mount Baring. The north face 



is some 2,600 feet high and 
boasts a huge pillar known as 
Dolomite Tower. Over June, 
July and August, Pete Doorish 
along with Laurel Black, Bryan 
Burdo, Alex Cudkowicz and 
Paul Woodrum established 
four high standard Grade IV 
and V routes on Baring and 
Dolomite Tower. 

Doorish didn't plan to hang 
out so long on Baring, but 
while preparing his first route 
an enticing nearby line 
sparked his interest. When one 
climb was finished he started 
another. He didn't think of the 
projects like one man expedi
tions, but rather 'summer camp 
for climbers that have nothing 
better to do. ' 

Although Doorish admitted 
there were tense moments he 
avoided any epics by becom
ing familiar with the terrain 
and conditions. 'You sort of 
get a feel for the weather and 
adapt to the environment.' 
Much of the rol1te work he did 
alone but on three of the four 
lines, various partners joined 
Doorish on weekends for the 
actual leading. The start of the 
climbs were reached in a 
three-hour hike and the 
descent off the top required a 
couple of hours. Fred Beckey 
among others poked fun at 
Doorish's 'summer retreat' on 
Baring and said 'he ought've 
put a beacon on top to let 
people know he was still 
there.' 

In July Laurel Black joined 
Doorish for Dionysus where 
the pair climbed steep face 
and cracks on Dolomite 
Tower. Their fourteen-pitch 
route followed a sharp corner 
on the north-east arete of the 
tower and adjacent Mount 
Baring. They rated the clin1b a 
Grade V, 5.llc. 

The following month Bryan 
Burdo, Alex Cudkowicz and 
Paul Woodrum accompanied 
Doorish for Spindoctor. The 
climb went up to the centre of 
the north face of Dolomite 

Tower and had a different 
character to the previous route. 
'Steep overhanging face climb
ing and roofs and long crack 
systems up dihedrals' 
comprised the climb. 
Woodrum, a Kentucky climber, 
experienced his first long 
multi-pitch with the ascent of 
Spindoctor. The group rated it 
Grade V, 5.12a, AO. 

Also in August Doorish and 
Woodrum climbed Oatmeal 
Man on the north face of 
Mount Baring. The pair rated 
the fifteen-pitch route a Grade 
V, 5.llc. Once his weekend 
visitors drove back to Seattle, 
Doorish would either return to 
a cave with a spring, at the 
base of Baring, or the tent he 
had pitched on top. He 
commuted from town by bus 
and stayed on the mountain 
for nearly three weeks during 
his longest spell. Protecting the 
climbs was hard work on the 
flint-hard metamorphosed 
basalt and Doorish stated that 
most of the routes required a 
few bolts and two of the 
climbs, twenty bolts each. 
Alan Kearney 

DISIHJ ARIAS 
Colorado 
Near Colorado National 
Monument, Mike Baker contin
ued picking off desert virgins, 
climbing Little Big Horn 
Pinnacle (II/ 5.7/ A2) with Leslie 
Henderson and Lindsey Archer 
in March. The tower is located 
in a small box canyon between 
Devil's Canyon and Fruita 
Canyon. It is in the vicinity of 
another Baker Henderson 
tower climbed last year, 
Phantom Spite (I/ 5.8/A3). 

Canyon lands 
Jeff Widen reported an older 
tower he climbed with Mitch 
Allen in November 1991. 
Brave Little Toaster (III/ 5.9/ Al) 
climbs Tiki Tower. Paul Frank 
and Fred Lifton worked on the 
first pitch, prior to Widen and 
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Allen's ascent, and the tower is 
located along the White Rim, a 
couple of miles before Monster 
Tower. 

Arches National Park 
Ann Robertson and I climbed 
the higher of the two Testies, 
calling it the Left Nut 
(II/ 5.9/ A2-). It is located 30 
feet north of the Phallus. In the 
San Rafael Swell , near Goblin 
Valley, Benny Bach, Charles 
Martin and I climbed probably 

the last unclimbed tower in tl1e 
Family Butte Group. We called 
the nortl1ernmost tower Son of 
Putterman (II/4th/ AO+). 

Also of note, well-known 
desert pioneer Steve Hong 
(Primrose Dihedrals on Moses 
etc) recently took first place in 
the 1993 Tour de Pump in 
Colorado's Front Range. Top 
female honours went to 
Boulder resident Mia Axon. 
Cameron Burns 

Left: Cam Burns on the first 
ascent of Putterman's corner 
(lll/5.9/A2) on Venus Needle, 
Navajo Reservation , New 
Mexico. 
Pictured below is 24-year-old 
Juraj Recka from Slovakia 
who is emerging as one of 
the best sports climbers in 
the world. After an early 
career in the Tatras was 
curtailed by a near-fatal 
accident, Recka started 
climbing bolted routes and 
worked his way through 
classic desperates like 
Chauca (Sa+) and Tabou Zizi 
(Sb) at Buoux before moving 
on to repeat Sb+s like Le 
Minimum and the Sc 
Agincourt. He has also 
repeated Maginot Line (Sc) at 
Volx and done all the moves 
on a wild project in the La 
Plage area , again at Buoux, 
which has attracted the 
attention of Ben Moon and is 
likely to have a huge grade 
awarded on completion. 
Recka is the first professional 
climber operating in 
Slovakia. 
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The Grand Voyage 
Last summer, Xaver 

Bongard and John 
Middendorf took 

Himalayan big wall 

climbing into a new 

and sobering 

dimension with a bold 

new route on the 

Great Trango Tower in 

the Karakoram. 

W e anived at base camp 
near the mouth of 
the Dungee Glacier 

where it runs into the Baltoro at 
the end of June after a three-day 
trek from Askole. The expedition 
members were Xaver Bongard, 
John Middendorf, Uli Buhler, 
Frani;:ois Studiman - the latter 
pa ir attempted a route on 
Nameless Trango Tower - and 
our photographer, Ace Kvale. 

We immediately began prepa
rations for the route , including 
scoping the line, organizing gear 
and food and establishing Camps 
I and II on the very dangerous 
approach, much of which was 
only possible to climb at night. 
After fixing the initial pitches, we 
spent our first night in our 
portaledge on July 13th. 

We climbed in capsule style, 
with only six ropes, and estab
lished a total of five camps on 
the wall - four hanging and one 
at the snow ledge ha lfway -
fixing ropes above each camp 
until we cleciclecl it was safe and 
timely to move the ledge up. 
Many of the belays were in suici
dal positions, clue to ice, snow, 
and rockfall from above, but our 
camps were generally in safe 
havens. On July 28th we 
summited, after being trapped 
400 feet below the rim for three 

clays in a fierce ston11. 
The climbing involved many 

pitches of technical aid climbing, 
some pitches of free, and diffi
cult ice and mixed climbing. The 
last five pitches below the snow 
ledge involved vertical ice clin1b
ing and rotten aid and free clinlb-
ing up a dangerous and steep 

corner system which we named 
'Gollum's Gully'. This turned out 
to be a drain for the snow ledge. 
It was only possible to climb 
these pitches at night clue to 
incessant ice and snow 
pummelling down during the 
day. The rest of the route also 
had severe objective hazards. 
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Occasionally huge sections of 
rock would exfoliate off the wall 
above and pound down around 
us. The upper headwall above 
the snow ledge was superb, 
though chimneys in the final 
section required multiple 
'Harding slot' type manoeuvres 
in inclement weather at 20,000 



Right: A diagramatic 
representation of The Trango 
Towers illustrating the line of The 
Grand Voyage and other routes. 
Great Trango - pictured left - was 
first climbed in 1977 by a team 
including Galen Rowell , John 
Roskelly, Kim Schmitz and Dennis 
Hennek. The lines marked go to 
the east summit which has only 
been climbed twice. Nameless 
Tower was first climbed the year 
before by a strong British team 
after one previous attempt. 

Great Trango Tower (6286m) 
1: Norwegian Buttress. 1984. Hans 
Christian Doseth and Finn Doehli . 
Few details of the final climb are 
known as the Norwegians 
disappeared during the descent. 
1 v: Japanese Variant. 1990. 
Masanori Hoshina, Satoshi 
Kimoto, Masahiro Kosaka, Takaaki 
Sasakura. The Japanese did not 
continue to the east summit and 
were then involved in a dramatic 
rescue on Nameless Tower. 
2: The Grand Voyage. 1992. John 
Middendorf and Xaver Bongard. 
See article for details. 
Nameless Trango Tower 
1: Japanese Route. 
2: Kurtyka/Loretan . 
3: Yugoslav. 
See below tor details. 

Right and top right: Nameless 
Trango Tower (6237m) 
1: Japanese Route. 1990. 
Takeyasu Minamiura. A solo 
ascent over 40 days involving 
5.10/A4NII climbing. Famous tor 
its dramatic aftermath after 
Minamiura's parapente descent left 
him only 200 feet lower, 
suspended from his canopy by a 
small spike after a gust blew him 
into the face. Rescued eight days 
later by compatriots who had just 
completed the second ascent of 
the Norwegian Route who then 
climbed the British route to rescue 
him from above. 
2: Kurtyka/Loretan. 1988. Voytek 
Kurtyka and Erhard Loretan 
A3/ED+ climbing. 
3: Yugoslav. 1987. Franc Knez 
and Bojan Srot. The second 
ascent of Nameless Tower. Freed 
alpine style in 1988 by Kurt Albert, 
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Great Trango Tower 

Wolfie GOllich and Hartmut 
MOnchenbach at 5.12. 
4: German. 1989. Milan Sykova, 
Christoph Steiger and Wolfgang 
GOllich. Known also as Eternal 
Flame, this 35-pitch route goes 
free with sections up to 5.12c. 
5: British. 1976. Joe Brown, Martin 
Boysen , Mo Anthoine and Malcolm 
Howells. The original route up the 
tower. 
6: Gallego. 1989. Miguel-Angel 

Gallego, Jose-Luis Clave/, Chiri 
Ros, Jose Seiquer. Reportedly 
dangerous in its lower section with 
much mixed climbing. 
7: Piola. 1987. Michel Piola, 
Stephane Schaffter, Michel 
Fauquet and Patrick Delale. A 
6c/A4 line fixed to 6,000 metres. 
8: Child/Wilford. 1992. Takes a line 
betwen No2 and No3 - see More 1 
tor a report on this dramatic 
expedition. 
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Nameless Trango Tower 

feet. The final six pitches from 
the rim to the summit involved 
technical ice and tenuous mixed 
climbing, as well as a tough final 
slog through deep unconsoli
dated snow to the summit ridge 
and on to the east summit. 

It took us three days to rappel 
the route, and from the base of 
the wall we were fo rced to 
rappel a buttress to the east of 
th e approach gully d ue to 

dangerous all-day and all-night 
avalanches caused by the warm
ing summer conditions . We 
made 44 rappels in to tal. In 
general, the weather was fine 
though we spent many days and 
nights in freezing storms in our 
hanging bivouacs. 

We named the route The 
Grand Voyage (G rade 
Vll/5. 10/A4+) . Total length from 
base to summit was 4,400 feet -
33 climbing pitches with a 200-
foot lead rope. 

Also of note is our sighting of 
fixed pitons and slings on rock 
outcroppings _on the final pitches 
to the summit left by th e 
Norwegians, verifying the likeli
hood of their complete ascent. 
O ur ascent was th e second 
ascent of the east summit, as the 
previo us two tea ms w ho 
repeated the Norwegian Buttress 
did not venture past the rim. ■ 
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AlPS 
Andy Macnae reports three 
winter solos of the Walker spur 
and a bolt placed on Divine 
Providence. 

In terms of weather and 
conditions, this was the best 
winter for years. A number of 
significant routes received first 
winter ascents. Soloing contin
ues to be the fashion amongst 
Continental climbers, although 
the media attention and 
support given to these ascents 
is a far cry from the Bonatti 
days. 

MUNI BlANC RANGI 

Grand Pilier d' Angle 
Wills and Murphy's ascent is 
reported in detail elsewhere. 
Between the 10th and 14th of 
February, Alain Ghersen made 
the first winter solo of Divine 
Providence. Ghersen - together 
with Thierry Renault - did the 
first free ascent of Divine 
Providence in 1990 and so 
knew the route well . Like Wills 
and Murphy, Ghersen took one 
day to the base of the red 
tower and three to climb it. He 
controversially placed a bolt on 
the first of the tower's hard 
pitches (7a+ or A3). Wills and 
Murphy took falls here and yet 
it is surprising that Ghersen felt 
a bolt necessary or took a bolt 
kit in the first place - hardly a 
standard piece of gear on a 
well-established route. 
Grandes Jorasses 
Dick Turnbull and Frank 
Connell made an ascent of the 
Walker spur from February 1st 
to 5th. Although they found 
the initial low-angled section 
time-consuming, the rest was 
apparently in good condition. 
Connell and Turnbull have 
now made winter ascents of 
the classic three north faces: 
Eiger, Matterhorn and Grandes 
Jorasses. On February 8th, in 
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Good Times in the Dolomites 

While many western 

alpinists focus 

their attention on 

Chamonix, eastern 

Europeans have been 

showing the way in 

the Dolomites. Igor 
Koller reports. 

M armolada saw a great 
deal of new routes 
climbed in 1992, more 

in fact than in any year since 
1985. Most were the work of 
Slovakian and Slovenian climbers. 
(Some people have trouble distin
guishing these two nations; 
Slovakia was part of 
Czechoslovakia until the end of 
1992 and the republic of Slovenia 
was formerly part of Yugoslavia.) 
The Slovak climbers Igor Koller 
and Dino Kuran made three first 
ascents. Rain from a Clear 
Heaven is a serious and hard 
alpine route. The next two routes 
are shorter problems on perfect 
rock with brilliant climbing. The 
celebrated Slovenian soloist 
Slavko Sveticic attempted the 
vertical grey face just right of the 
route Specchio di Sara. This has 
been a much-eyed line in recent 
years and there are fixed ropes 
belonging to climbers from 
Rovereto there. Luigi Rieser has 
made more attempts than most 
and on his last attempt it is 
reported that his partner fell more 
than 30 metres. 

Sveticic did make the first 
ascent on the next wall - known 
as the Elephant Pillar - in excel
lent style and at his first attempt. 
He returned to this area in 
September with another well
known climber Franc Knez. (See 
the Patagonian section in this 
issue for more of Franc's achieve
ments .) In a seven-day period 

The celebrated alpinist 
Slavko Sveticic who added 
several major climbs in the 
Dolomites last year. 

they did five first ascents on the 
right side of Marmolada on Piz 
Serauta. 

The reputation of Italian 
climbers was at stake. The well
known academic Garziano 'Feo' 
Maffei from Rovereto had tried 
since 1989 to climb the 
immensely overhanging yellow 
wall between the routes Tempi 
Modemi and Vinatzer. In August 
1992, Feo, together with his 
climbing partner, succeeded. 
They used fixed ropes to return 
to their tent below the face from 
hard, technical aid climbing. You 
can object to their style but it was 
an impressive achievement 
despite that. Roland Mittersteiner 
from near Bolzano is without 
question one of the finest 
climbers operating in the 
Dolomites and his hard routes are 
the best in the area. Many of his 
climbs are first free ascents. In 
August 1992 he climbed Fish in 
ten hours with Hans Peter 
Eisendle - who unfortunately had 
to rest briefly on the rope during 
pitch eighteen. 

The Italian climbers Oswald 
Celva and Andres Dichristin made 
the second ascent of Viva Corbi 
(VIII). The third ascent of Fram 
(IX) was also made, by Czech 
climbers Frantisek Cepelka and 
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Marcel Toman who later did the 
second ascent of La Mamma 
(VIII). According to Mittersteiner, 
the hardest and best effort on 
Marmolada is the free ascent of 
Andromeda at IX+ by - you've 
guessed it - Mittersteiner. 

The Civetta had another line 
added last year by Mittersteiner 
and A. Holzknecht called Kein 
Rest van Sehnsucht (VIII-). This 
is an extreme route with a dearth 
of pitons and bolts. The pair also 
made the first free ascent of 
Captain Skyhook, an even harder 
proposition than Kein Rest with a 
pitch of IX-. 

Tre Cime di Lavaredo's north 
faces still epitomise climbing in 
the Dolomites. During the last 
three years, Czechoslovak, 
Spanish and Yugoslavian 
climbers have made first ascents 

continued on page 24 >> 

Savana 



Right: Marmolada south face: 
1: Viva Gorbi. 
2: Ultimo Presidente. Igor 
Koller and Dino Kur.in, 
August 1992. Dne pitch of 
IX/AD, two pitches of VIII-, 
two pitches of VINI+. BBs, 
9BRs, 1PR. Three to six 
hours. 
3: Dirty Politics. Koller and 
Kur.in, August 1992. One 
pitch of Vlll+/IX-, one pitch of 
VIII-, one pitch of VII+. BBs, 
4BRs, 1PR. Excellent rock 
and just off vertical. Three to 
six hours. 
4: Luigi Rieser route. 

Below and left: 
Marmolada south face 
Savana. 
Slavko Sveticic, August 1992. 
Climbing of up to VII- solo on 
this 1,000-metre wall. 
Climbed in six hours. An 
impressive achievement. 

Below right: Marmolada 
south face 
Rain from a Clear Heaven. 
Koller and Kur.in, August 

1992. One pitch of Vll+NIII, 
one pitch VII+, five pitches 
VINI+. 4PBs, 1BR, 3PRs. A 
demanding line with poor 
gear in places. Six to nine 
hours. 
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>> continuing fine weather, 
Catherine Destivelle began a 
three-day solo ascent of the 
Walker spur. This first female 
ascent was followed with 
considerable media attention 
One doubts whether she was 
particularly lonely on the face. 

Two other - and quieter -
solos were made over the next 
few days. The first, by 
Frenchman Hugues Beauzile 
over four days, was remark
able insofar as it was his first 
major mountain route. He 
followed standard novice 
procedure by dropping 
bivouac gear and running out 
of food and fuel but neverthe
less made it up with only 
minor frostbite. Stevie Haston 
made a much smoother ascent 
of the spur shortly after with 
one bivi. Sveticic's 1991 test
piece Manitua had its first 
winter ascent from four Poles. 
Details are awaited. 
Petites Jorasses 
In January, A. Cayrol and F. 
Vimal climbed L 'CEil au Beurre 

Nair (ED/ 90°) between Le 

Pitier lnconnu an La Beaute 

du Monde. Qn the north face , 
P. Gabarrou and F. Vimal 
added a 450-metre line called 
In Memoriam, dedicated to 
Alexis Long. 
Petit Dru 
The French Direttissima is a 
hard free/ aid line (ED2/ 6b/ A2) 
taking the steep red pillar 
some way to the right of the 
west face route. The first 
ascent was by Giot and 
Sachetal in 1982. It has had 
three or four winter ascents 
and was probably first soloed 
in 1988 by Andy de Klerk. 

Starting on December 27th, 
Franc;:ois Marsigny made the 
first winter solo in an 
extended fashion. He took 
seven days to reach the junc
tion with the American 
Direttissima at which point he 
followed the fashionable 
procedure of dropping his 
haul sack. Attempts were 
made to rescue him but when 

these failed due to helicopter 
breakdowns and high winds, 
Marsigny continued and after a 
cold night reached the shoul
der of the Bonatti pillar where 
he was lifted off. Absolu, an 
ED3/ 6c/ A2 line to the left of 
the Bonatti, very nearly 
received its first winter ascent 
from F. Vimal and A. Rhem. 

AL p s iii·ii►i·l;•l·id+i 

They climbed nineteen of the 
22 independent pitches before 
retreating. 

Grand Capucin 
On December 28th and 29th, 
P. Dal Pra and G. Bassanini 
made the first winter ascent of 
the steep and testing L 'Elixier 
d'Astaroth. Six initial pitches 
were fixed in advance. 
Apparently sections of up to 
7a+ were freed in tempera
tures down to 20°C below. 

Les Droites 
Jean Annequin made an ascent 
of the Tournier spur via the 
direct Deck/Jouty variation. 
This three-day ascent was 
probably the first winter climb 
of the combination. 

New Zealand's back 
country is an unforgiving 
place. 
Out on the edge 
of Southern New Zea
land a howling southerly 
from the Antarctic can 
saturate and freeze with
out warning. 
For this kind of country 
we demanded a ruck
sack fabric that would 
get us to the end of each 
day of torrential rain and 
endless river crossings 
with nothing in our 
packs but dry gear. 
Working to refine the 
uniquely weatherproof 
characteristics of AzTec® 

rucksack cloth has taken years. 

Not just by white coated men in sterile laborato
ries, but by Macpac men and women out in the 
untracked vastness of our own back yard: the 
unforgiving mountains of New Zealand. 

Unlike coated nylon fabrics, AzTec® has no 
coating to abrade or perish. 

The waterproof quality of Macpac's AzTec® 
rucksack cloth is built into the fabric's structure 
for the life of the rucksack. 

So you can forget about soggy sleeping bags. 

When you set out to make the world's finest 
rucksacks there are no second chances. 

Because at Macpac we make your rucksacks as if 
our lives depended on it. 

~ 
macpac 

Ask to see Macpac rucksacks with the lifetime 
warranty at your specialist outdoor store, or phone us 

now on 061 -474-7097 for a free 
catalogue detailing the complete selection of quality 

Macpac outdoor equipment. 
Macpac (U.K.) Ltd, 

P.O.Box 61, Stockport, Cheshire SK 3-0AP. 
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>>continued from page 21 
here. Slovak climbers and broth
ers Milan and Pavo! Packo 
directed their attention to these 
vertical or overhanging faces in 
1989, making the second free 
ascent of Squirerel s Pillar (VIII). 
Two years later they returned to 
free the Swiss route on the Cima 
Ovest (VIII+/ IX-) and repeated 
the free ascent of 
Superdirettissima on Cima Grande 
with one rest point. 

Last year they tried a new route 
on the north face of Cima Grande 
left of the Direttissima but Milan 
broke his ankle after a fifteen
metre fall and they abandoned 
the attempt. 

Sass Maor belongs to the most 
important peaks in the Dolomites, 
especially its near 1,000-metres
high east face. 

Manola's climb Supermatita is 
located here which is rarely 
repeated in its entirety as climbers 
prefer to start the line from the 
ramp on the Solleder route. 
Koller and Kuran put a route up 
to the right of Supermatita to join 
the Solleder. There are only three 
pegs and one bolt in 500 metres 
of climbing on this route. ■ 

Marmolada/Piz Serauta south 
face 
1: Direttissima. 
2: Via delle Zurle 
3: Joint. Franc Knez and 
Sveticic, September 1992. 
One pitch of VII-, three 
pitches of VINI+. Six hours. 
4: Diagonale. 
5 and 6: Super Camino and 
Misura Precesa. Svelicic and 
Knez, September 1992. Both 
routes are 350 metres of V on 
sound rock. 

Bottom right: 
Marmolada/Piz Serauta south 
face 
1: Pisoni/Casliglioni. 
2: Three Pitons and Four 
Roses. Knez and Svelicic, 
September 1992.On pitch of 
VII+ and one pitch of VII. 600 
metres of climbing done in 

. four hours on the first ascent. 
3: Madonna Assunta. 
Topo right: Three Pitons and Four Roses 
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Marmolada/Piz Serauta south 
face 
Gold Dust in the Eyes. 
Knez and Sveticic. One pitch 
of VIII+, two pitches of VII, 
two pitches of VI. 225 metres 
long and overhanging. Six 
hours. 

Picture top right: 
Civetta/Punta Tissi north
west face 
1: Captain Skyhook. 
Christoph Hainz and Valentin 
Pardeller, August 1991. FFA: 
Adam Holzknecht and Roland 
Mittersteiner. 
Two pitches of VIII-, six 
pitches of VIINII+, nine 
pitches of VI-NI. Altogether 
27 pitches and 1,200 metres 
of climbing. Many PBs, 
bivouac possible. 
2: Kein Rest von Sehnsucht. 

Bottom far right: 
Cima Grande di Lavaredo 
north face. 
1: Yellowstone. Milan and 
Pavol Packo, August 1992. 
One pitch of VIII-, lour 
pitches of VII-NII+. 3BBs, 
3BRs, 20PRs (not in situ). 
2: Direttissima. Kurt Albert 
and G. Sprachmann. VIII. 
1987. 
3: Superdirettissima. Packo 
brothers. VIII+. 1991 . 
4: Alpen Rose. Vlll+/IX-. M. 
and M. Coubal. 1988. 
5: C. Barbier - gediichtmis 
Weg. M. and M. Coubal. 
1989. 

Bottom right: 
Sass Maor east face 
1: Solledor. One of Emil 
Solledor's three classic 
Dolomite routes, climbed in 
1926. 
2: Supermatita. 
3: Change is Lile . Koller and 
Kunin, August 1992. One 
pitch of VIIINIII+, others of 
VN+. 3PBs, 1BR. Six-eight 
hours. 
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'To think that Patrick Gabarrou 

had the vision to come here in 

the first place and that every inch 

is now climbed free.' Dave Wills 
describes how he and Brendan 

Murphy spent Christmas on 

Mont Blanc's Eckpfeiler Buttress. 
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D 
ivine Providence had been on my mind 

since 1987. Starting up it in the dark, I had 

been repulsed by falling ice and this failure 

had sparked a burning desire. The 

attractions were considerable - a real 

mountaineering route considered by many to be the 

hardest in the range on the highest mountain in western 

Europe. In winter it would assume almost Himalayan 

characteristics. For Brendan Murphy, the attraction was also 

too strong to resist. 

Two days before Christmas the weather forecast was 

excellent; there was no mistake this time. With snow shoes 

to keep us afloat, we left the Midi telepherique station and 

started out across the Vallee Blanche provisioned with 

enough food, equipment and bravado to last to the end of 

the predicted fine spell . Seeing four climbers ahead gain 

the bergschrund and move up to the Ghiglione, I crossed 

my fingers, hoping they were not after our route. In the 

comfort of the refuge we passed the afternoon brewing 

and eating pre-climb luxuries while enjoying a perfect view 

of Mont Blanc's Brenva face, bordered on its left by the 

Another RP - test - and I move up the etrier. 
Transfer weight. It holds. I pulley myself up 

with the rope. Then I'm in space. 

superb Grand Pilier d'Angle. We studied the pillar but the 

topo, photocopied from the Alpine Journal, only covered 

the main headwall and offered no clues from this distance. 

We made the decision to start via a large snow ramp on 

the right and from there climb up past the Bonatti/Gobbi 

to join the route proper below the main wall. 

5.30am. There was no chance of a reprieve as we 

picked up old tracks heading over col Moore. The tracks 

returned, offering us a mystery to help pass the drudgery 

Brad Washburn's 
photograph of the Brenva 
Face of Mont Blanc , taken 
from an aircraft in 1958, 
illustrates the location of 
the Grand Pilier d'Angle 
( see over for route 
diagram) with the col 
Moore to its left. The Pear 
Buttress (4) , Route Major 
(3) and Red Sentinel (2) -
T. Graham Brown's 
stunning trilogy of climbs -
are illustrated on the topo , 
as is the Brenva Spur (1) 
and the Peuterey Ridge (5). 

and apprehension of the approach. As the tracks 

disappeared under avalanche debris, we made our own 

way across the basin and began up the initial snow ramp. 

The morning dissolved into the afternoon and then the 

mellow light of evening as excellent mixed climbing 

brought us ever nearer the huge impending wall, its 

dominant overhanging corner looming above us. The end 

of the day found us directly below the start of the real 

climbing - a 6b chimney - while the wall to our left was 

protected by a massive arching roof. We excavated our 

terraced accommodation - me upstairs with the kitchen 

and Brendan downstairs with the toilet - before settling in 

for the night to enjoy a few hot brews and simple food. 

High above the lights of Courmayeur, we talked about how 

else we could have been spending Christmas Eve. 

Emerging from the relative warmth of our bivvy bags, 

perfect weather provided a memorable Christmas present. 

Brendan started up the chimney without his sack. When he 

reached the top , he tied off one rope for me to jumar and 

hauled with the other. The next lead was one of Andy 

Cave's 'only four hard pitches' - meaning 7a+. It looked 

awkward and bold. 

Gloves off and I climb to a small roof as a helicopter 

gives us a close inspection. Having removed a lower peg 

by hand, a reasonable peg at the roof offers psychological 

support as I ease myself up on an RP. The groove above 

proves uncooperative as I scratch around for a placement. 

Another RP - test - and I move up the etrier. Transfer 

weight. It holds. I pulley myself up with the rope. Then I'm 

in space, watching the next piece pop before realising -

too late - that I am gripping the rope. 'Down,' I call and 

soothe my burned hands in the snow while Brendan 

prepares to take up the challenge. It's· not long before he 

too is airborne, although he is not so stupid as to grab the 

rope. Calmly returning to his high point, determined to 

find a way forward, he finds a possible placement and our 
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Right and below: The Grand 
Pilier d'Angle. The topo 
illustrates just how 
complicated the network of 
routes on this face has 
become and to avoid 
confusion the Tamagnini 
and Lafaille routes have 
been omitted . The latter 
goes very close to the 1976 
Czech route . 

Grand Pilier d'Angle 
ECKPFEILER 

Col de 
Peuterey 
3934 

~;il 

% :z. 

\ 
:... ...., ao.1 

me grand ~ilier d'angle -a chronology 
The Grand Pilier d'Angle, known obstinately to the English as the Eckpfeiler 
Buttress, forms a shoulder on the Peuterey Ridge of Mont Blanc above the Brenva 
Glacier between the col Moore and the Pear buttress. It has two distinct aspects, 
the north-east face and the east face. Ascents most usually start from the Trident 
or Ghiglione Hut - reached from the Midi telepherique station. 

1. 1957 Bonatti/Gobbi TD+/ED 
East face. Follows a prominent chimney line. Steep, 
with some loose rock, but very fine climbing. 

2. 1962 Bonatti/Zapelli ED1 
North-east face to the right of the Eckpfeiler serac. A 
rarely climbed snow and ice route which in summer 
should be climbed partly at night - as, indeed, should 

the majority of the routes on this face. 

3. 1963 Bonatti/Zapelli TD 
East-south-east face. Starts from halfway up the 

slopes of the col du Peuterey. Some good rock 
climbing but exposed to some rockfall. 

/4' 
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4. 1969 Chrobak/Mroz/ ED+/A3 
Laukajtys 

East-south-east face. Climbs steep ground to the left 
of the Red Pillar. Required six days and 250 pegs on 

the first ascent. Stonefall threat. 

5. 1971 Cecchinel/Nomine TD+/ED 
Excellent mixed route on the left of the north-east 
face. Regularly climbed and the safest route on the 
face. 

6. 1973 Dufor/Frehel TD+ 
Takes a fairly central line up the north-east face 
finishing left of the serac. Serious but often climbed. 
Speed and cold conditions vital for success. 

7. 1974 lnoune/Matsumi TD+ 
North-east face to the right of Route 2. A dangerous 
line threatened by both the Eckpfeiler and Pear 

seracs. 

8. 1975 Bouchard TD+ 
Originally climbed as an independent line, it can now 

be combined with the Boivin/Vallenc finish to create 
a fine mixed route (ED). Safer than the Dufor/Frehel. 

9. 1975• BoivinNallen,ant ED 
A direct finish to Route 6, it is also used as an 
alternative finish for Route 5. Threatened by debris 
from the upper serac barrier. 

10. 1976 Cherenka/Launer/ ED+/A2 
Mizicko/Piacek/ 
Svec/Tarabeck 

East-north-east face to right of Red Pillar. Climbed 

over six days in March. 30 pegs used and team 

helicoptered off the Peuterey Ridge. 

11. 1976 Becker/Baumont TD+ 
Right side of north-east face. connects start of Route 

6 with finish of Route 7. A serious route which 
passes right under the Eckpfeiler serac. 

12. 1977 Caise/Grandmont/ TD+ 
Munting 

To the left of the Cecchinel. Relatively safe mixed 
route. A couple of sections in common with other 
routes. 

13. 1977 Fowler/Thomas TD+/ED 
Starts up Route 10 before breaking out right. Finish 
to right of Route 1. Reasonably safe. 

14. 1983 Gabarrou/Long TD+ 
Good rock climbing up buttress to right of Cecchinel. 

Pick your finish. 

15. 1984 Gabarrou/ ED3/4/ 
Marsigny A3/6b 

Divine Providence. Takes the Red Pillar. Steep, hard 

and safe. A completely free ascent represents the 
state of the art in the Mont Blanc Range at ED4/5/7c. 

16. 1990 Tamagnini ED2/A2/90° 
Apperente Apana. Works left from the Dufor/Frehel 

start. Covers little new ground. 

17. 1991 Lafaille ED3/4/ 
A3/4/6c/7a 

Another World. A direct on the '76 Czech route. 
Apparently not as good as Divine. 

• Also in 1975 Rouse and Carrington climbed a 
variation connecting Routes 6 and 5 via a leftward 
diagonal. 





>>32 token" sky-hook leaves its decorative place on my 

harness. Risking the first RP placement again, the sky-hook 

rests on a ledge with Brendan at full stretch. He gingerly 

ascends to the top step of the etrier to finally reach good 

gear. I exhale with relief as he reaches a ledge. I follow 

and Brendan continues up the remainder of the pitch to a 

small ledge at the bottom of the next hard section, already 

submerged in gloom. The last 60 metres of climbing have 

taken six hours. We hadn't noticed. 

Struggling into sleeping bags, we settled into our routine 

and the delicate operation of passing the drinks. The stove 

and I shared the small ledge while · Brendan tied himself 

The last 60 metres of climbing have taken 
six hours. We hadn't noticed. 

onto the slab directly above , accepting the discomfort as 

part of the climb. Day three arrived. The climbing had 

become automatic. Freeing the mind to observe the 

process from a different plane. I set off up a delightful 

corner and reached the hanging stance beneath the crux 7c 

pitch, making myself comfortable for what could be a long 

wait. The sack stays with me as Brendan starts up the pitch 

which is liberally decorated with fixed gear. 

The second piece comes out by hand and another - a 

wire - sends him spiralling into space. With much re-using 

of gear, the pitch slowly yields to his determination. 

Suspended from my belay, I just revel in the situation, 

carefree, exhilarated, unable to find concrete expression 

for how I feel. To think that Patrick Gabarrou had the 

vision to come here in the first place and that every inch is 

now climbed free. 

Left: Wills enjoying a 
moment's rest among the 
pinnacles on the Peuterey 
Ridge during the summit 
day. 

Right: Dave Wills leading 
up to the crux corner on day 
three. 

Jumaring the pitch is a real battle; I struggle desperately 

to unclip the ropes and retrieve the well-spaced gear 

before swinging out from the rock and moving up to 

repeat the process. The haul-rope is wrapped around me 

like a boa constrictor and I shout my frustration before 

finally reaching Brendan. I set off up one of the 'easier' 6a 

pitches, covered in snow. The temperature is around 10°C 

below. I take it easy with the etriers but then grind to a 

halt from a lack of suitable gear. 

It was dark when Brendan arrived so we abseiled down 

to a snowy ledge suspended in space above the big 

overhanging corner. Twenty minutes spent clearing snow 

yielded the luxury of our first lie-down since leaving the 

refuge. The wind picked up and passing spindrift reminded 

us that we were on a mountain as we began our routine -

two brews, dinner , brew and sleep - still buoyed by 

euphoria, feeling like there were no limits to our time or 

endurance. 

I was woken early by the spindrift, afraid to stick my 

head out. Retreat from this position could prove somewhat 

awkward. Still enthralled by our surroundings , with the 

wall cutting away beneath us, we finished our brews and 

· got back to business. Brendan jumared up to the previous 

day's high point and continued to the next stance while I 

shivered in the breeze, getting little warmer even after the 

sun arrived. 

Another helicopter disturbs the peace as it makes 

several passes; it seems to be touting for business. Not 

today. No insurance. I join Brendan on the stance, swap 

gear and carry on. Gloves off for a few free moves before I 

arrive at the pendulum sling. Brendan tensions the rope 
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out as I teeter across the hanging slab to a stance below 

the roof pitch where the fun begins. As Brendan struggles 

to gain the wall above, in situ pegs come out in his hand. 

He's rebuffed and frustrated before eventually disappearing 

from view. The rope snakes slowly through my hands until 

a call comes down inviting me to join him on a small · 

snow-covered stance. 

Excavating holds from beneath the snow I carry on, 

forced to free-climb through a lack of protection. After 

twenty metres I place a good peg and lower off to an 

inadequate ledge between us where Brendan took a turn 

with the cooking and I suffered the worse position. We 

drew comfort from the growing feeling that we had 

Suspended from my belay, I just revel in the 
situation, carefree, exhilarated, unable to 

find concrete expression for how I feel. 

cracked it and that all the difficult ground had been 

covered, While Brendan struggled with the stove, I 

sheltered from the wind in my bag, only emerging from 

my cocoon to accept drinks or offer another lump of ice 

from the stuff sack. 

Summit day - our fifth on the face - arrived with a 

glorious pink glow and a sea of cloud that crept up from 

the south. The brew session was spent watching a pair of 

head torches approaching over col Moore before 

disappearing in the direction of the Cecchinel/Nomine. We 

remembered the avalanche of the first day. Brendan was 

ready first and headed off up rock that fell well short of the 

usual standard. Weaving my way up the next pitch, I 

accidentally dislodged a small rock. It bounced once -

chopping a rope - before soaring over Brendan's head; a 

timely reminder of our fallibility. 

The climbing, however, had become much easier, so 

when Brendan arrived, we stowed most of the gear and 

continued, moving together but cautious of sporadic wind

gusts which threatened to send us back to the glacier 

below. Stunning views - a sea of cloud had swallowed up 

most of the Brenva Glacier - were counter-balanced by the 

sight of snow plumes decorating the summit accompanied 

by appropriate sound effects. After a while we moved on 

to a snow-field and followed this to a small gap on the 

Peuterey ridge. We moved on to the Freney side to pass 

the pinnacles before emerging from the windswept cold 

into a cauldron of heat and light. 

Before leaving the shelter of the last rocks, we stopped 

for a brew to recover some energy for the 600 metres still 

to go. The Peuterey was in good condition and with a 

steady pace we duly arrived at the summit of Mont Blanc 

de Courm'.1yeur, gaining a brief respite from the wind. We 

traversed wind-slab-laden slopes with our heads bowed 

from the blowi~g snows, stumbling as gusts bullied us 

from first one and then the other direction. 

At the summit proper, Brendan's camera proved unco

operative in the cold and it had to be coaxed into 

providing the obligatory ice-rimed summit-photo which 

naturally failed to develop properly. An hour later, the 

sight of the Vallot refuge reflecting the weak moonlight 

was like that of a long lost friend and we were relieved to 

reach its squalid interior. Such luxury to lie down and 

spread out with no wind and the chance to take off our 

boots. 

Next morning - Tuesday - we emerged into a relentless 

wind and began the inevitably slow and mindless descent. 

Back in the valley , on our way to a shower and our 

accommodation, we were amazed to read the meteo report 

which forecast 'temps anti-cyclonic jusqu 'a Dimanche' -

just perfect for eating, drinking and sleeping, to relax and 

soak up the triumph. The details will fade but the feeling 

of timelessness, of unreality, will endure in my memory. 

Summary: The first winter ascent of Divine Providence 

(ED2-3/ A3/ F6b) to the summit of Mont Blanc by Brendan 

Murphy (Ireland) and Dave Wills (New Zealand) from 

December 24th to 28th, 1992. A previous winter ascent was 

made on January 5th-7th, 1992, by the Italians Roberto 

Bressan, Saverio Occhi and Paolo Tamagnini. 
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Three views of Cerro Torre . 
Right - at sunrise in stormy 
weather. Left - wind 
blowing snow from the 
summit. Below - Hans 
Barenthaler abseiling out 
of it all. 

■ 

There is nowhere on Earth quite like Patagonia. Its gigantic granite 
walls and savage climate have proved a stern testing-ground for 
the world's finest climbers. It has seen the very best and worst of 

climbing ethics practised. Overleaf Jill Neate outlines some of the 
most important early achievements. Also in this special 

Patagonian issue, Alan Kearney describes his alpine-style ascent 
of Fitzroy in "1984 and Jerry Gore reports on a new route climbed 

alpine-style with Andy Perkins in "1992 on The Shield. 
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G olden-brown granite, preposterous summit 

mushrooms, immense glittering ice-fields. 

Or, 100mph winds, white-outs and few 

really fine days a month. Most people who 

go to experience the lure of Patagonia 

which - St Exupery, Guillaumet, Mermoz - commemorate 

the intrepid pilots who flew the mail planes between the 

two World Wars. Flying fragile craft that were open to the 

elements, some pilots were flipped over or driven far out 

over the Atlantic by the terrible winds which could come 

out of a pure blue sky. probably return with memories of all these. Patagonia is, 

above all else, a place where one must know how to ride 

out the worst while waiting for the opportunity to achieve 

great climbs. 

The first ascent of Fitzroy was Patagonia's equivalent of 

the first 8,000er or the four-minute mile. The route climbed 

by the French in 1952 was not exceptionally severe - in 

technical standard somewhere between the north-east face 

of the Badile and the north-west face of the Dru - but the 

The first attempt to climb Fitzroy had been made in 

January 1937. Fired by De Agostini's photographs, the well

known Italian mountaineer Count Aldo Bonacossa had 

sailed for Argentina with three first-rate guides. 

They arrived during a spell of exceptionally fine weather 

and had been advised to attempt a crack on the south 

face. They quickly worked their way up to a height of 2,000 

metres below the east face and made camp. A 

psychological pressure was 

intense . No one had ever 

experienced a serious rock climb 

in such hostile and unpredictable 

conditions. 

At 3,441 metres Fitzroy is the 

highest and biggest of the dramatic 

rock spires that are the popular 

hallmark of Patagonian climbing. It 

is flanked by a curtain wall of 

lesse r but still spectacular 

pinnacles, the names of some of 

geography--------< 
What do we mean when we speak of 
Patagonia? The climbers' Patagonia 
commences at about lat. 45° south, in 
the vicinity of Puerto Aisen and runs 
southwards for some 900km to 
Magellan's Strait. And it does not stop 
there for, apart from a lack of dramatic 
rock spires, Tierra del Fuego is a 
natural continuation with a truly 
Patagonian character. 
The topography is, briefly, as follows. 
First, the northern ice cap in the north 
of which rises San Valentin (3876m), a 
snow peak and the highest in 
Patagonia. Between the two ice caps, 
and somewhat to the east of them, is a 
small group of heavily glaciated peaks 
headed by the rugged San Lorenzo 
(3660m). Next comes the huge region 
of the southern ice cap, some 330km 
long, and varying in width from 30-
80km. Both ice caps are bordered on 
the west by numemus fiords, while to 
the east they front the Argentine pampa 
and several great lakes. The most 
famous groups - Fitzroy, Cerro Torre 
and Paine - all lie along the eastern 
perimeter of the southern ice cap. As 
the Andes approach Magellan's Strait 
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constant barrage of 

debris , set off by the 

mild weather, caused 

them to wait until 

evening , when the 

three guides started 

with very little 

equipment - only two 

axes and no 

crampons. After 
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reaching the col -

Brecha de los Italianos 

- they bivouaced on 

the snow slope above. 

Under the south face 

next morning their 

prospective route 

seemed impossible -

likewise the south-east 

ridge. The south-west 

ridge looked more 

promising but was too 

far away. The climb 

was abandoned there 

and then. 
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the land becomes gradually more 
fragmented. Around lat. 51 °25' south, 
near the head of Fiord Ultima 
Esperanza, rises Cerro Balmaceda, 
final bastion of the mainland Andes. 
South of Magellan's Strait, on Tierra del 
Fuego, the principal mountain masses 
are located in the south-western part of 
Isla Grande, in particular Sarmiento 
(2184m) and the Cordillera Darwin, a 
range the size of the western Alps. 
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In 1952 the strong 

French party were as 

well prepared as they 

could be but 

conditions on the 

mountain were foul 

and load-carrying exhausting. They very 

soon discovered the necessity for snow 

caves instead of tents. On their first so1tie 

on to the lower east face, Lionel Terray 

and Guido Magnone were swiftly forced 

to retreat and were pinned down in the 

top camp for four days. After a rest period 

they managed to secure the route as far as 

the big ledge about 100 metres above the 



snow crest. Everything now depended on 

what the next day would bring. 

It dawned fine and still, but for speed 

they jettisoned their cameras, some 

clothing and a large part of their food and 

drink. Nightfall found them high on the 

peak but the signs next morning heralded 

a change in the weather. By now they 

were on the knife-edge of the south-east 

ridge. Terray looked anxiously across the 

ice cap where the highest summits were 

already shrouded in mist. They agreed to 

continue for another two hours. 

Magnone excelled himself, 

surmounting overhangs and icy ledges 

without a single piton. The weather now 

forgotten, at 4pm they stepped out on to 

the summit ridge and were soon 

embracing on the top. As they fled down 

the mountain it began to snow but the 

deadly wind held off. In the middle of the 

night they crawled into the snow cave, to 

be greeted with wild enthusiasm by their 

companions. 

Cerro Torre, which rises five 

kilometres south-west of Fitzroy, is nearer 

the ice cap and thus receives the fullest 

early ex~loration --
In the year 1520 Magellan (right) and 
his tiny fleet found themselves beating a 
passage up against the prevailing 
westerly winds. After a helter-skelter 
voyage through narrows interspersed 
with wide basins, and now running 
between rugged mountains, they 
sighted icy peaks, topped by a sharp 
spire so lofty it seemed to pierce the 
very sky - Mount Sarmiento. This was 
subsequently the first Patagonian peak 
to be attempted in 1898 by Sir Martin 
Conway. 
Years later, the Spanish sea-captains 
Juan Ladrillero and Cortes de Ojea 
were instructed to reconnoitre the 
Pacific coast to Magellan's Strait. 
Separated from his companion in a 
storm, Cortes de Ojea was carried into 
the Patagonian archipelago where he 
encountered 'many pieces and islands 
of snow swimming in the water'. Sailing 
inland he eventually arrived in a 
spacious bay into which flowed a river of 
ice, one of the glaciers descending from 
the southern ice cap. 
On the opposite side of the ice cap, 
Fitzroy is visible from over 150km but 
the first recorded sighting of it was not 

until 1782 and its regular cloud plume 
was for a long time taken as evidence of 
a smoking volcano. Around the end of 
the nineteenth century, experts were 
busily engaged in determining the line of 
the Chile-Argentina frontier. In 1899 
Rudolf Hauthal, for the Argentine 
government, visited the region of Ultima 
Esparanza, the Paine cordillera and 
Lago Argentina, attempting in vain a 
pass across the ice cap to Peel Inlet on 
the Pacific. 
The man who deserves most credit for 
opening up this climbing paradise was a 
missionary priest from Italy, Alberto De 
Agostini. As well as being an 
enthusiastic explorer, he was a superb 
mountain photographer and it was his 
pictures that originally kindled the fires 
of interest among European climbers. 

fury of the weather. It has become the most notorious 

Patagonian peak, not only on account of its severity, but 

also for the ;rnthenticity of its first ascent. It is a long st01y, 

the details of which are known only to the chief surviving 

protagonist, Italian Cesare Maestri and he's not telling. 

Many attempts were made to repeat the ascent and every 

failure fuelled the doubts of the climbing world. Eventually, 

in defiance of his critics, Maestri returned in 1970 with a 

compressor and bolted his way to the summit, although he 

did not actually reach the top of the ice mushroom. This 

effort did nothing to endear him to his peers. To this day, 

only the 1974 route up the west face is accepted without 

reservation by everyone as the first ascent. 

Cerro Torre is separated from its neighbours by two 

notches: col of Conquest to the north and col of Hope to 

the south. On the first attempt in 1958, Walter Bonatti got 

120 metres above the col of Hope from the west. He 

considered the peak was a hopeless proposition and most 

people were inclined to agree. 

Maestri, however, had also been there and the following 

year he returned with Austrian Toni Egger and Cesarino 

Fava from Buenos Aires. They started up the east face and 

eventually reached the col of Conquest via a feature they 

called the 'triangular snow patch'. Fava then gave up and 

remained below in support. 

The peak was by now heavily plastered with snow and 

ice. Maestri and Egger continued for 750 metres up the 

steep north face to the summit, which they reached on the 

fourth day. The weather began to deteriorate again and, 

during the perilous descent, Egger was swept away by an 

avalanche. His body disappeared along with the camera 

and photographic evidence. Fava shepherded the now 

delirious Maestri off the mountain. 

Lionel Terray called it the greatest climbing feat of all 

. time but other climbers thought it too good to be true. 

The biggest peak in the Paine Group, Paine Grande 

(3050m), has the distinction of being the only mountain in 

South America ever to have been 'reserved' for a specific 

expedition. Its highest point put up stiff resistance before 

being climbed in 1957 by an Italian expedition led by the 

millionaire climber Count Guido Monzino. 

In 1954 and 1955, after two Argentine climbers were 

buried in an ice avalanche while attempting the vertical 

rocks of the east face, Chilean climbers found a way up 

from the west to the 'roof' glacier below the summit block. 

The Argentines immediately laid plans for a big expedition 

during the 1957/ 8 season. In mid-1957 Buenos Aires 

newspapers reported the intention of an Italian group to 

attack the Paine Towers. There was no hint of the trouble 

to come. 

Just as the Argentine climbers were about to fly out, a 

letter arrived from Punta Arenas stating that the governor of 

the province had been instructed by the Chilean foreign 

ministry to prevent them from attempting Paine Grande. >>44 
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'I WAITED UNTIL the gusts dropped 
down, then ran as far as possible and 
rammed my axe into the snow to wait 
for another gust of wind. We had a 
quick look round at the view, then 
embraced each other.' 
Cesare Maestri wrote these words to 
describe the climax of the most 
daring climb in history - reaching the 
summit after the first ascent in 1959 
of the north face3 (superscript 
numbers refer to topos) of Cerro 
Torre (3128m). Or is he a fraud who, 
overcome with grief at the seemingly 
pointless death - during their descent 
from Cerro Torre - of his close friend 
Toni Egger, fabricated a detailed 
account of a climb that never 
happened? The stunned 
congratulation that followed their 
success became doubt and then 
disbelief as climbers tried to repeat 
Maestri and Egger's feat . It is, in the 
final analysis, up to Maestri, but 
during the ascent of Torre Egger 
(2750m) in 1976 - which shared 
some of Maestri's 1959 route -
American Jim Donini describes 
finding odd pieces of gear left by the 
pair. Then, 150 feet below an obvious 
snow-field only a fraction of the way 
up the route and some way from the 
col of Conquest, Donini and his 
companions made another discovery: 
' ... we find a pitch completely fixed. A 
pin and karabiner every four feet, 
with a rope clove-hitched through 
each and every placement -
puzzling! The pitch ends on a narrow 
ledge, 100 feet higher. The ledge 
yields more treasure: an old pack 
containing wooden wedges and 
several coils of sun-bleached rope 
are found buried in the snow.' 

The team found no other traces of 
Maestri (pictured here) and Egger. 
Following Maestri's bolt-happy return 
in 197Q which resulted in the 
Compressor Route 1 - the mountain's 
most popular objective - Cerro 
Torre's history has proved more 
impressive. In 1974 a team of the 
legendary Lecco Spiders led by 
Casimiro Ferrari climbed the west 
face. The weather is notoriously 
worse on this more remote side of 
the mountain. Some have been 
tempted to award this achievement 
with the status of first ascent as 
Maestri's compressor route failed to 
climb the ice mushroom to the 
summit. 
Interestingly, the west face has been 
repeated only three times - in 
comparison to the two-way traffic on 
the other side of the mountain - and 
all these repeats were by Americans: 
the second by John Bragg , Dave 
Carman and Jay Wilson in 1977, the 
third by Eric Winkelman and Michael 
Bearzi in 1986 (a free ascent - the 
first in the Torres) and the fourth in 
1992 by Jon Krakauer and Dan 
Cauthorn. 

C(RRO TOQA.C 

The east ridge is taken by Maestri's 
Compressor Route although an 
alternative line had been tried in 1967 
by a British team that included 
Boysen, Crew, Haston, Burke and 
the Argentinian Fonrouge. The north
east face4 was climbed in seven days 
during January 1981 by a the British 
climbers Tom Proctor and Phil Burke; 
they too provided evidence that 
throws doubt on Maestri's claims. 
The east face2 was climbed by the 

Yugoslavians Silvo 
Karo and Janez Jeglic 
in the summer of 
1985/6 - a line known 
as the Devil's 
Direttissimo. This pair 
are perhaps the most 
impressive of all the 
climbers in Patagonia's 
admittedly dramatic 
history. Not content 
with one new route on 
Cerro Torre they added 
in 1987/8 what was at 
the time - and possibly 
still is - the most 
difficult and 
adventurous big-wall 
climb in the world - the 
south face. With 45 
pitches, A4 and Grade 
VII climbing , 75° ice 
and many objective 
dangers, it's easy to 
see why this route 
received such 
accolades. Ironically, 
the compressorroute 
was climbed in as little 
as twelve hours that 
season by more than 
one party. The greatest 

rewards, it seems, are hardest won. 
The other route in this mind-boggling 
Yugoslavian quartet is the south-east 
face of Torre Egger. Knez, Karo and 
Jeglic climbed the 950-metre Psycho 
Vertical in 1986/7 facing climbing of 
Vll+/A3/90° as well as the inevitable 
objective dangers. It was the third 
ascent of the mountain - the first 
coming in 1976 from Donini, Bragg 
and Jay Wilson via the col of 
Conquest5. 

Below: Once regarded as the hardest 
mountain in the world, Cerro Torre is 
certainly one of the most beautiful. 
The left sky-line indicates the rough 
position of the Compressor Route 
and the corner (in shadow) to its right 
is taken by the 1985/6 Yugoslavian 
route. The peak to the right is Torre 
Egger and the obvious V-notch is the 
col of Conquest from which it was 
first climbed. Maestri's 1959 line on 
Cerro Torre also makes for this point. 
The Yugoslavian route on Torre 
Egger takes a line just to the left of 
the obvious snow patch halfway up 
the peak. The rope and rucksack 
found by Jim Donini and his 
companions in 1975/6 was on a 
ledge below the huge snow patch at 
the base of Cerro Torre. The location 
of these mountains and the Fitzroy 
group is shown below. 
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that included Michal 
Kochanczyk, W. Burzynski 
and M. Dasal. This route 

AG.POINCENOT 

I 

I 

FITZ ROY 

I 
AG.MERMOZ 

'OF ALL THE C LIMBS I have done, the 
Fitzroy was the one which most nearly 
approached the limits of my stamina 
and morale. Technically speaking it is 
doubtless slightly less extreme than 
some of the climbs that have been 
done on granite in the Alps in recent 
years, but a great ascent is more than 
the sum of its severe pitches. The 
remoteness of the Fitzroy from all 
possibility of help, the almost 
incessant bad weather, the verglas 
with which it is plastered, and above 
all the terrible winds which make 
climbing on it mortally dangerous, 
render its ascent more complex, 
hazardous and exhausting than any to 
be found in the Alps.' 

\y 
I \ \ 

Vladimir Petrik. 
This was an 
outstanding ascent 
up Fitzroy's only 
remaining 
unclimbed facet. A 
vast and complex 
area, its base is 
some 8,000 feet 
below its summit. 
Unrepeated. 

joins the Casarotto pillar 
where the Poles ran into 
Kearney and Knight who 
were making the second 
ascent. Unrepeated. 

AG.S.Ef UPERY 

AG.RAFA I AG.GUILLAUMET 

J paso Guillaumet 

Lionel Terray's famous and dramatic 
description of climbing Fitzroy 
(3374m) from the Groupe de Haute 
Montagne magazine of 1956 
illustrates the problems suitors to this 
elegant peak face. However, the 1952 
route 1 (superscript numbers refer to 
topo right) , now often done with the 
Argentinian variation2, is a 
straightforward proposition in 
comparison to the more modern 
routes. 
Among these are Renato Casarotto's 
solo first ascent in 1979 of the north 
pillar3 - the second ascent and first 
alpine-style ascent of which is 
described by Alan Kearney in this 
issue - which takes the obvious right 
sky-line of Fitzroy in the photograph 
opposite. The Yugoslavian route of 
1983 up the north-east corner on the 
east face4- climbed by Silvo Karo, 
Janez Jeglic and Franc Knez - is 
another excellent achievement and 
not the only one. by these remarkable 
Slovenians. Local climbers haven't 
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always received the recognition they 
deserve - not least the Argentinians 
Cruz, Ruiz and Eduardo Brenner who 
made the first winter ascent of Fitzroy 
in 1986. This ascent was even more 
remarkable when the comparative 
youth of the party- Cruz was only 
seventeen - is borne in mind. 
Fitzroy's other routes include: 
The south face5 (ED-) climbed by a 
British team that included Mo 
Anthoine, Guy Lee and Dave Nicol in 
1975. Unrepeated. 
The south-west pillar6 (ED-) - also 
known as the Californian route -
climbed by Chouinard, Dick Dorworth, 
Chris Jones, Lito Tejada-Flores and 
Douglas Tompkins in 1968. This was 
soloed in seven hours by Austrian 
Thomas Bubendorfer in 1986. 
The west face (EDN+/A 1) climbed in 
1983 (after an attempt by Rab 
Carrington and Al Rouse in 1977) by 
Michal Orolin, Robert Gally and 

The Supercouloir, 
climbed in 1965 by 
Carlos Comesana 
and Jose Luis 
Fonrouge - also 
the route of the first 
winter ascent. 
The north-north
west face (ED-) 

was climbed in 1980 by a French 
team that included Guy Aber!, Jean 
and Michel Afanassief and Jean 
Fabre. 
The central groove line on the north 
face was climbed largely free in 46 
pitches by an Italian team in 1985/6. 
Unrepeated. 
A line (EDNI/A2) between the north
north-east pillar and the north face 
was climbed in 1984 by a Polish team 
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The east face had another 
route added in 1992 by a 
Swiss team that included 
the Swiss climbers Kaspar 
Ochsner and Ruth 
Baldinger and the Czech 
Michal Pitelka (see also the 
Wendenstock article in this 
issue for more of their exploits). El 
Corazon (A4/5.11 /39 pitches) takes a 
line between the Yugoslavs' Diedre 
Devils and the Ferrari route (ie 
between routes four and seven). 
Unrepeated. 
The east pillar7 (ED+) had a number 
of attempts before it was climbed in 
1976 by Casimiro Ferrari and Vittorio 
Meles. 
The south-east face8 (ED+) was 
climbed by the Spanish brothers 
Miguel-Angel and Jose-Luis Garcia 
Gallego in 1984. Unrepeated. 

The topo above provides a key to the 
photograph below which shows the 
eastern aspect of these mountains. 
Among the satellites of Fitzroy, 
Poincenot (3036m) is the most 
impressive. This was first climbed 
from the east by the Anglo-Irish team 
of Don Whillans and Frank Cochrane 
in 1962. The west face was climbed 
alpine-style by Rab Carrington and Al 
Rouse in 1977. The modern routes 
here include: 
The west-north-west pillar - climbed 

/ 

I 
alpine-style over four days in 1986 by 
Bosisio, Della Santa, Panzeri and 
Vitali. 
Piola and Anker's Desperados from 
1989 which takes the east face. 
The south-east arete climbed in 1986 
by an Italian team. 
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H,elo Sur 
(Southern 
Patagonian 
Ice Cap) 

GREY 

FOLLOWING THE FIRST ASCENT (see 
main article) of the Central Tower of 
Paine 1 in 1962/3, a number of lines 
have been.added, beginning in 1974 
when South Africans Michael Scott 
and Richard Smithers climbed a 

PHOTO BELOW BY ALAN KEARNEY 

corner on the east side of the 
mountain - the other side in the 
photograph opposite which shows 
the Central and North towers from 
the west. 
Other lines on the east side are: 

Magico Est, 
climbed in October 
of 1986 by 
Maurizio Giarolli, 
Elio Orlandi and 
Ermanno Salva, 
Riders on the 
Storm - climbed in 
1990 by a German 
team that included 
Wolfgang G0llich, 
El Regalo de 
Mwoma put up in 
1992 by the British 
team of Paul 
Pritchard, Sean 
Smith, Noel Craine 
and Simon Yates -
pictured right. The 
west side of the 
mountain has three 
routes other than 
the 1963 line: The 
Knight/Kearney 
route of 1982, 
which was first 
climbed alpine
style and then 
repeated using 
siege tactics in 
1986 by an Italian 
team, a line on the 
north-west face3 

climbed also in 
1986 by the 
Italians 
Defrancesco, 
Manica and 

Stedile, and El Rumbo del Viento 
(5.10/A3/25 pitches) climbed in 1992 
to the right of the Kearney route by 
Sebastian de la Cruz from Argentina 
and Americans Steve Hayward and 
Eric Rand. 

On the North Tower the original route 
up the north ridge2 - climbed in 1958 
by an Italian expedition - has proved 
increasingly popular and at TD 
provides a reasonable alpine outing. 
Another route was recently added in 
fine alpine-style by Michel Piola and 
Vincent Sprungli on the west pillar -
La Ultima Esperanza 

(TD+/A2/6b+/500 metres). This pair 
climbed a new route on the east face 
of the South Tower in the same year 
- 1992 - called Dans l'Oeil du 
Cyclone. 
There are, of course, many other 
objectives in the Paine Group and a 
new route on The Shield is described 
by Jerry Gore in this issue. 
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>> In Santiago, government officials stated that, on the 

wishes of the Italian ambassador, 'exclusivity' for the Paine 

massif would be given to the party led by Monzino. The 

Argentines would be given another peak in a different area. 

Despite having the mountain to themselves from 

October 19th to November 10th, their numerous attempts to 

get beyond the 'roof' of the Chilean route were mostly 

frustrated by poor conditions. The final part of the route to 

the summit ridge followed an iced-up gully, which gave 

them a lot of trouble. They reckoned they were only 30 
metres short of easier ground when they were obliged to 

retreat. The summit of Paine Grande was finally reached on 

December 27th by Jean Bich and four other Italians after 

climbing for six and a half hours beyond the last of the 

Despite protestations and support from Chilean climbers 

and press, the government refused to budge, so the 

disappointed climbers set off for Balmceda, accompanied 

by so ldiers w ho were to su pervise their movements. 

Surreptitiously, a splinter group laid plans for a raid on the 

Grande before the Italians could reach it. 

the weather 
'The chief problem is presented by the 
weather, which is said to be the worst 
in the world. Heavy rain falls for 
prolonged periods; fine spells are rare 
and usually brief, and above all there is 
the notorious Patagonian wind, the 
savage storms which often continue for 
weeks at a stretch, with gusts up to 
130mph.' 
Eric Shipton writing in Land of Tempest, 
1963. 

'I wriggled up a small chimney through 
which the wind howled at fearful force, 
and looked upon a wedge-shaped ridge 
which was the summit. I quickly looked 
round to see that there was nothing 
higher, then brought Frank up; and we 
took turns in sitting on top for 
photographs. 
Quickly we began the descent, climbing 
wherever possible - it was impossible 
to throw the abseil rope down because 
of the wind. When the rope was pulled 
down, it refused to drop and stood 
vertical, lashing like a mad thing in the 
air.' 
Don Whillans on the summit of Aiguille 
Poincenot on the first ascent in 1962. 

Above: Gear development on the hoof; 
the Whillans Box Mark I. 

'The Patagonian winds deserve respect 
- a faint and distant roar being the 
signal to dive for cover as far above the 
snow was whipped into a frenzy. Within 
seconds, the sound was a frightening 
bellow, and then a deafening scream 
as the gale hit the tent, bending it 
almost flat. ' 
Steve Hillen climbing in the Paine 
Group in 1990. 

Below: Sean Smith and friends enjoying 
the weather on the Central Tower of 
Paine. 
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Argentine pitons. 

In the 1962/ 3 season, 

rivalry between British 

and Italian climbers for 

the prized first ascent of 

the Central Tower of 

Paine nearly ended in 

undignified brawling. 

However , the need to 

be on the spot ready for 

the first opportunity to 

go for the summit did 

produce one of the most 

significant advances in 

Patagonian (and world) 

climbing - the original Whillans Box. 

The British ascent of the north face of 

the Tower started in earnest from the 

notch between it and the North Tower. 

Fierce winds funnelling through the gap, 

snow and intense cold so inhibited 

progress that after a month they had done 

only about 25 of the 300 metres of the 

vertical rock above the col. With their 

tents flattened , they tried to camp out 

under a huge boulder but conditions 

became intolerable. Their bedraggled 

retreat coincjded with the arrival of a 

high-powered Italian team bent on the 

same climb. At once there were mutual 

feelings of dislike; the Italians ' only 

concession was agreement not to use the 

British fixed ropes . 

Down at base the British secretly began 

to construct a little sectional hut of wood 

and tarpaulin. Weighing in at 113kg, it 

was not easy to transport but they got it 

up to the foot of the Tower on New Year's 

Day. The Italians moved their smart tenteo 

camp up as well. During another two 

weeks of poor weather some progress was 

made on the wall above, but· eventually it 

dawned fine. Chris Bonington and Don 

Whillans slipped away at first light, past 



Right: Barrie Page and Ian 
Clough in the notch below 
the Central Tower with The 
Fortress in the background 
during the fi rst ascent. 

the now ruinous Italian camp whose 

inhabitants were all fast asleep. 

Moving up the fixed ropes, Whillans nearly 

came unstuck when a wind-frayed rope 

snapped. Balancing on a slab, he simply tied 

the broken ends together and carried on. By 

now the Italians had woken up to the fact 

that the others were well up the Tower and 

started up the British ropes in hot pursuit. A 

pantomime ensued as the rearguard British 

climbers tried to pull them up out of reach. 

By 5pm Bonington and Whillans had 

reached the shoulder and were tackling the 

tricky summit ridge , coated with verglas. 

Abseiling back down next morning they 

encountered a mixed reaction from their 

rivals. The Italian consolation prize was the 

first ascent of the South Tower three weeks 

later. 

British and Italian rivalry turned to co

operation five years later. The Fortress and 

Shield are adjacent, massive, and 

predominantly rocky peaks. During the 

1967 / 8 season a British team were hard at 

work forcing a route up the south-western 

side and upper west ridge of the Fortress, while the Italians 

were tackling the south-west face of the Shield. 

There had already been two Italian attempts on the 

Fortress. Led by Ian Clough - who was killed at the end of 

the 1970 expedition to the south face of Annapurna - John 

Gregory, Gordon Hibberd and Dave Nicol managed to 

complete this long and difficult route, under constant threat 

of bad weather. On the 70° , 100-metre ice hose and other 

pitches, they used lengths of electron caving ladder, partly 

to save time after sitting out storms. There were long 

pitches of Grade V+ slab climbing and a great corner where 

they found traces of an earlier attempt. Meanwhile, on the 

Shield, the Italians were battling against hurricane-force 

winds and great technical difficulties , during which they 

used over 1,000 metres of fixed rope and 200 pegs. 

The British party completed their climb while the Italians 

were still on the mountain. and went off to attempt the 

Cuernos (Horns) de! Paine, during which Ian Clough's wife 

Nikki sustained a serious ankle fracture. Ian raced back to 

the Italian base camp for help while some Chilean climbers 

followed with Nikki. After administering expert first aid, the 

Italians entertained them for two days while the evacuation 

was being organised. Piero Nava, the Italian leader, saw 

them off as they left with two horses, on one of which 

Nikki looked like an awkward Joan of Arc. He observed 

wryly: 'They left late, at 6.20pm. These British are never in 

a hurry and are disorganised. Curnis says they give the 

impression of a defeated army - however, they did climb 

the Fortress!.' ■ 

Jill Neate is a well-known authority on climbing in South 

America and a second edition of her book Mountaineering in 

the High Andes is published later this year. 

Further reading: The current 'bible' for Patagonian enthusiasts is Patagonia by Gino 
Buscaini and Silvia Mezeltin publsihed by dall'Oglio in 1987. It covers the history, 
geography, geology and above all the climbs with comprehensive topos , 
photographs and diagrams. A lack of Italian is no great handicap in the latter 
instance. Alan Kearney has just had a book published in the United States which 
MoRe will review this year. Other sources or accounts worth seeking out are: 
The Conquest of Fitzroy by M.A. Azema (translated by Katharine Chorley and Nea 
Morin), published in 1957 by Andre Deutsch. 
Conquistadors of the Useless by Lionel Terray, published in 1963 by Gollancz. 
Mountain magazine published many features on Patagonia (esp. nos. 38, 42, 51, 79, 
95, 129) during its lifetime and reported at length on the Maestri affair. Readers 
should consult the indexes that are still available. 
Climbing, Ascent and, of course, the American Alpine Journal are all good sources. 
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F or the past sixteen years I have completed long 

climbs in the North Cascades , Canada and 

Alaska. On every expedition my companions 

and I ascended quickly without a great deal of 

equipment. I wanted to use the same approach 

on the no1th pillar of Fitzroy; no party had climbed it in a 

lightweight style and the pillar itself had not received a 

second ascent. A few such alpine-style climbs had been 

achieved in Patagonia between 1965 and 1983, but most 

teams still relied on large groups of climbers, establishing 

camps and lots of gear. 

In 1982, Bobby Knight and I succeeded in climbing the 

difficult Central Tower of Paine with only 45 metres of fixed 

rope, no established camps and no support from other 

climbers. Our impact on the mountain was minimal and 

apart from rappel anchors we carried everything off. Because 

we made the top once in 1982, my theory was reinforced. 

Lightweight was the way to go, so why not try it again on 

Fitzroy? However, we perceived two differences between the 

two mountains - shape and size. 

Fitzroy's giant cone of granite appears as though the 

summit had been lopped off with a knife, leaving the south 

side lower than the north. Every face has an impenetrable 

loo_k that hints at difficult climbing. Fitzroy had 45 pitches of 

fifth class climbing on the north pillar, compared to only 

seventeen pitches on our 1982 climb of the Central Tower of 

Paine. I discovered that to climb quickly in Patagonia on a 

route this big needed tremendous enthusiasm, a willing 

partner and a lot of luck with the weather. 

When Bobby and I first arrived in the National Park by 

car we couldn't see Fitzroy. High winds raked the mountain, 

and bank after bank of clouds engulfed the huge rock walls. 

For a week we carried 20-30kg loads to the base camp at 

762 metres, ten kilometres from the road-head. In two more 

weeks we moved equipment up to col Superior at 1,676 

metres and dug a snow cave. From our cave to the base of 

the wall, across the Piedras Glacier, was a two to three hour 

walk depending on the snow conditions. Late in the third 

week we climbed four pitches up the route and anchored 

three ropes. 

Previous page: Bobby 
Knight taking a moment's 
repose on the north pillar 
of Fitzroy. 
Inset previous page: Knight 
back on the case. The route 
has 45 pitches of fifth class 
climbing. 

Left: Long periods of 
confinement at base camp 
proved a stern test of 
patience. 

After four and a half weeks in the park with unsettled 

weather, Bobby frequently questioned the value of climbing 

Fitzroy and I struggled to maintain my drive. Our first foray 

on to the mountain failed halfway up the pillar when the 

stove broke down and a brief snowstorm plastered the face. 

We climbed slightly more than halfway up the north pillar a 

second time only to face another storm during the night and 

indecision in the morning. I awoke before Bobby and 

thought about our position. If we continued up, our 

commitment would increase with every pitch. 

A layer of fresh snow had dusted my bivvy sack during 

the night. The sight of those millions of tiny snow crystals 

made me feel even colder now that morning had arrived. 

Even in the summer-time at lat. 49° south, the nights seemed 

long. Afraid to look at the sky and confront bad news, I kept 

staring at the wrinkled and faded yellow Gore-Tex covering 

my legs and feet. Shifting my position a little created micro

avalanches of snow on the steep sides of the s·ack. Small 

slabs a centimetre thick poured down on to the gravel

covered ledge. I raised my head a few degrees to direct my 

vision eastwards. A warm light streamed down between 

layers of dark clouds and illuminated a winding river far 

below. I wondered if the sun would ever reach the ledge 

and melt the snow. 

My toes remained numb with cold and every joint in my 

body felt stiff. A few pea-sized granite pebbles had left an 

impression on my bottom. I craved more sleep but only 

movement would return feeling to my extremities. Bobby 

and I would have been more comfy had we not left our 

sleeping bags and pads tl1irteen pitches below at the first 

bivvy. We were cold but those extra pounds could have 

slowed our ascent considerably. When the time arrived to 

get moving, Bobby was still dozing. He needed to. The 

previous day, our second on the route , we exhausted 

ourselves trying to find the way. 

Just before dark that night the route had diverged with 

two cracks disappearing into the fog. The left-hand fissure 

oozed water and looked too steep to climb free . The right

hand crack was dry and not as steep. I had stemmed wide 

with one foot in a corner and the other in the crack until the 
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crack thinned. I scanned the rock for small crystals to place 

my feet on. After forty metres of climbing, my forearms 

began to burn with fatigue and the crack I was following 

was in danger of petering out. I attempted to pendulum half 

a dozen times into the left-hand crack but without success. 

Bobby thought we should rappel 45 metres back down to a 

good ledge. I had wasted more than an hour and could only 

agree to his suggestion. 

Around midnight, a moisture-laden storm came pouring 

out of an inky sky. Hail, snow and water flowed down the 

cracks and gushed out directly at Bobby. He danced about, 

trying to avoid the torrent and divert the water by 

rearranging rocks and digging two tiny ditches. During his 

moment of frustration I saw an oppottunity and handed over 

my poly bottle for a refill. Thirst nagged at my throat but the 

gesture irritated Bobby. 

So far the weather had been unbelievably good. For ten 

days straight the wind had blown vety little, while clouds 

filled the valleys and covered the Patagonian Ice Cap. Now, 

In Patagonia , every day of good weather 
makes a climber feel as though he is living on 
borrowed time . Alpinists can never shake the 

feeling that only moments away the mother of 
all storms is brewing winds that will pluck the 

fixed pitons right out of the wall . 

from our _perch at 2,590 metres and upwards, the sky 

remained blue and we could catch glimpses of it from inside 

of Fitzroy's private cloud that cloaked the upper half of the 

granite monolith. We realised it could not last and that 

somewhere between the Pacific Ocean and the mountain 

must lurk a massive amount of moist air waiting for the right 

moment to strike. In Patagonia, every day of good weather 

makes a climber feel as though he is living on borrowed 

time. Alpinists can never shake the feeling that only 

moments away the mother of all storms is brewing winds 

that will pluck the fixed pitons right out of the wall. 

The Swiss climber Thomas Wuschner knew a lot about 

Patagonian storms. Aside from his extensive experience in 

the Alps, he had climbed Fitzroy, Cerro Torre and Poincenot, 

waiting to try another peak. 

'In storm you must leave karabiner on abseil anchors,' 

commented Thomas before we started our climb. 

'Why's that?' I asked. 

'The rope freeze and you cannot pull rope down.' 

His statement formed a crisp image in my mind now that 

we sat on our ledge 760 metres above the Piedras Glacier, 

only halfway to the summit. Now, high on the pillar, I 

studied Bobby's tired face as he slept. Deep creases existed 

where none were before. The wind, sun and anxiety had 

done tl1eir work. 

When Bobby agreed to go with me to Fitzroy, he was 

uncertain as to the amount of energy he would have for the 

north pillar and pointed out I might have to take up the 

slack at times. I was so overjoyed at having a partner that I 

agreed to anytl1ing Bobby said. Later, on the climb, when he 

expressed doubts about the route or weather, I continued to 

supply the optimism. 

As we approached the point where the climbing began, I 

could see that major differences existed as to our 

expectations and goals. I talked about reaching the summit 

of Fitzroy while Bobby said he would be satisfied to reach 

the top of ilie north pillar, 300 metres below the summit. I 

wondered if this morning would find us arguing or just 

exchanging small talk over breakfast. 

With the snowstorm on the second night, I thought the 

game was over, but the sun came out and tendrils of vapour 

swirled upwards as the wet rock began to dry out. Even if 

the weather remained good during the day, success was not 

assured. Bobby's hands had started to crack and bleed and 

my stomach was aching from the nervous tension of the 

climb. 

'Cocoa's ready,' I told Bobby. Very little could upset 

Bobby when he is tucking away his hot chocolate, and after 

the cup was drained I detected a slight sparkle in those 

weary eyes. We might reach the top after all. 

The slimy crack I had avoided the night before now 

appeared our only option. I climbed on direct aid for the first 

24 metres, alternating placements with a three and a half and 

a number four Friend. I began wedging my hands and free 

climbing as the crack dried out and narrowed in size. We left 

the stove and bivvy sacks on the ledge at our second 

bivouac, in hopes of trimming down our gear so we could 

move faster but the ease of carrying a lighter pack hardly 

kept pace with our continual loss of energy. All we had for 

food was a small hunk of cheese and some dried pears. 

Water, however, was not in short supply. Above me a 

squeeze chimney and off-width crack dripped with the stuff. 

Bobby led the chimney pitch methodically and ran out of 

rope just as the big crack began to narrow. That meant I 

would have to lead the fifteen to eighteen-centimetre fissure 

which glistened with water and flared slightly. Usually, I 

have a ravenous appetite for cracks of that size but this one 

lacked appeal. Luckily, a thin crack alongside accepted 

pitons and small stoppers nicely and allowed me to 

circumvent the nasty rent in the wall. The second crack then 

merged with the first and I was forced out of my etriers to 

free climb the upper part of the wide crack. A good deal of 

writhing and heavy breathing finally put the damp obstacle 

below us. Our progress was meagre. We had been climbing 

all day and only completed five pitches. 

That didn't seem so bad when I thought about Renato 

Casarotto spending 43 days on the first ascent of the north 

pillar in 1979. Casarotto exhibited his determination on 

Fitzroy by slowly pushing his route higher whenever the 

weather allowed. He climbed just 60 metres during a stormy 
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day in late December and 106 metres on another day. But he 

kept at it and finished this elegant line. We found Casarotto's 

fixed pitons and scraps of rope here and there, although our 

route deviated from his on many pitches. The faded and 

tattered equipment fascinated me. I had read descriptions of 

the gear abandoned on Cerro Torre by climbers performing 

hasty retreats. Racks of hardware, coiled ropes, pitons, 

karabiners and fixed ropes festooned that frosty spire. But 

with Casarotto it was different. He climbed the north pillar, 

anchored ropes, made the summit, retreated and then left 

behind perfectly good equipment instead of carrying it 

down. The ropes were probably in bad shape and not cut 

loose because he rappelled them instead of setting up 

retrievable ropes for each rappel. But why did he leave 

everything else? At his bivouac 335 metres above the glacier 

we found a demolished tent, two rucksacks (one full of 

rusted cans of food), two functioning butane stoves, a rock 

hammer, slings and a whole rack of karabiners and pitons, a 

couple of which were titanium. Perhaps he had plenty of 

money and didn 't need the gear, since much of his 

equipment was donated by manufacturers. Or maybe, after 

six weeks soloing the pillar, he was so anxious to get off the 

mountain that little else mattered. 

Casarotto's motives puzzled me and I wanted to whip out 

my knife and at least cut free the sun-bleached fixed ropes 

but another part of me marvelled at those traces of human 

passage. Six years ago the man climbed every pitch on the 

mountain by himself, hauled and fixed over one and a half 

kilometres of rope and carried up sacks of pitons, karabiners 

and wooden wedges. His task demanded respect and I felt it 

best not to disturb the vertical museum too much. 

Climbing past the old ropes and wedges had taken most 

of the day and it was getting late. I took the plastic outer 

boots off my rock shoes and led up thin cracks and over 

solid golf-ball-sized knobs of granite. Snow mushrooms two 

or three metres high marked the pillar and the main wall of 

Fitzroy was enveloped in fog. The place had a dank smell 

and it was obvious we could climb no further in the dark. 

I chopped the ice from a three-foot-square ledge as 

Bobby kicked off unwanted rocks. Our headtorches sent 

sporadic rays of light into the gloom as our proposed bed 

improved. It began to snow as we sat down on the ropes 

with nothing for warmth but our clothing. After sharing the 

last scrap of cheese the night grew colder and any further 

discussion between us died. Our thoughts followed separate 

channels and hunger gnawed our stomachs. I remembered 

Wuschner's response when I asked him if he exercised to 

stay in shape during the long storms in Patagonia. 

'No,' he replied. 'If you're here a month you don't eat 

much at first, then you eat plenty. You start in the morning 

and eat all day. It is the only work here.' At the time he was 

systematically consuming boxes of cookies dunked in coffee 

heavily laden with milk and sugar. The man's thighs were 

big as my waist and it looked as though he needed a lot of 

food to fill them up. If only I had followed the example 

Wuschner set, I might have had a few more pounds of fat to 

bum through the night. 

The fog ebbed, revealing stars above, and the faint voices 

of other people drifted towards us. Three weeks earlier we 

had met five Polish climbers who had planned to siege a 

new route up the pillar's west side. They must have reached 

the notch, although in the dark it was difficult to be sure. 

Casarotto's motives puzzled me and I wanted to 
whip out my knife and at least cut free the sun
bleached fixed ropes but another part of me 
marvelled at those traces of human passage. 

Communicating with them would have served no purpose as 

we could not reach them. The Poles probably had sleeping 

bags and hot food at their bivouac, but not us. Siege 

· climbing did have its advantages. I ached for morning to 

arrive and with it the possibility of sunshine and warmth. 

Around 5am the sun did hit us. My hunger was worse . 

This was our fourth day on the mountain and it was clear. 

Although I felt giddy, my desire to finish the climb had not 

died yet. Bobby and I cramponed across steep snow to the 

pillar's top and then did two rappels d_own into the notch. 

Remembering how cold and hungry we were the night 

before made the sight of the Polish camp in the notch even 

more shocking. 

On boulders and level spaces they had spread out their 

equipment. They had every form of comfort. Yellow bivvy 
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On our rock-climbing courses, 
you'll meet yourself not your maker. 

If you're a climber, often the biggest If you've ever suffered this type of mental 

problem isn't getting your body lo the top of a #anguish (and most climbers have), you should 

rock face, it's getting your mind up there loo. see a specialist. One of our instructors. 

Once a climb becomes difficult, it's very Because at Glenmore Lodge, we'll teach 
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way away. The lop even further. Your mind By the end of one of our courses, you 

starts to play games. The wall seems much could be climbing with control and safety on 

steeper and more intimidating than before. crags you wouldn't have thought possible at 

Handholds become smaller and just out of the start of the week. 

reach. Muscles in your arms and legs begin to· Just the place to take in some of the most 

ache. The next move seems impossible. spectacular views in the Scottish Highlands. 

Before long, your confidence has gone If you'd like to spend a week testing your 

completely. You break into a cold sweat. mind as well as your muscles, enrol on a rock 

Convinced you're going to fall, you hug the climbing course at Glenmore Lodge. 

rock face for dear life. Fordetails,call 0479 861276 now. 
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sacks, blue bivvy sacks, aluminiumised space blankets, blue 

foam pads , down sleeping bags , various pots and two 

butane stoves. Plastic bags of cereal, dried fruit, margarine 

and sugar littered the granite slabs. I caught a whiff of hot 

cereal cooking and greeted the Poles as they crawled from 

sleeping bags and fitted cold stiff boots on their feet. Food 

was on my mind and I knew good film was difficult to come 

by in Poland, so I traded the expedition photographer -

Michal Kochanczyk - a roll of Ektachrome film for a pot of 

instant cornmeal. He apologised for the flecks of windblown 

gravel that peppered the food, but our starved bodies 

accepted both vegetable and mineral greedily. I managed a 

great smile. The day was December 24th and the weather 

was calm. 

Bobby led up cracks and flakes to a point where the wall 

poured with snow-melt. He winced at the prospect of getting 

soaked and admitted that he had no desire to go to the 

summit. Bobby had made the top of the pillar, that was the 

goal he had set himself. I had the summit of Fitzroy as my 

goal - a good 300 metres higher. Inside my head a pounding 

exasperation began to mount. The day was damned near 

perfect and here we sat, arguing when we could be 

climbing. Half an hour later Bobby agreed to go to the 

summit if we jumared the ropes the Poles had fixed the day 

before. Michal had said to us that morning: 

'We have much fixed-da rope, you can use. ' I said no. 

A second argument followed and I stated that I preferred 

retreat to using their ropes. How absurd - the fomth day on 

Fitzroy, 35 pitches of hard climbing below us, starving and 

weak and I would not cheat. The Poles gave me strange 

looks and Bobby shook his head but finally responded: 

'If the summit means that much to you and you won't use 

their ropes, I'll try, but you'll have to do the hard leads. ' I felt 

inwardly happy but ashamed that we had to yell at each 

other about going to the top. 

Steep, curving cracks disappeared swiftly beneath us and 

the pleasure of climbing on excellent rock softened my bad 

memories of our disagreement at the notch. Up above, the 

Poles shouted unintelligible words back and forth as they 

reascended their ropes. To them I surely appeared mad as I 

led strenuous pitches with a fixed rope dangling a couple of 

metres to one side. Fog, sun, hail and more fog brushed the 

mountain as we scrambled on rotten ice with ice hammers 

but no crampons. We met the Poles descending from the 

summit as we prepared to climb the low-angle ice. They 

eyed us sceptically. I tried to tell them we had to leave 'a few 

things' behind in order to climb the north pillar in four days. 

Boulders appeared and the sought-after views of the 

nearby peaks, especially Cerro Torre, awaited us. On these 

same slopes the French climbers Guido Magnone and Lionel 

Terray had plodded to the summit to make the first ascent 32 

years earlier. Since that year members of 29 expeditions from 

Argentina , the United States, Great Britain, New Zealand, 

Spain, Poland, Switzerland, Italy, South Africa, Chile and 

Japan had reached the top. Many of them had been 

exhausted and hungry like us, and some had groped along 

to the summit in high winds. For us, the air was calm but the 

summit view that meant so much to me did not exist. Clouds 

obscured all but Poincenot and patches of blue sky over the 

pampas. 

Bobby and I spoke hardly a word to each other. Although 

we had made the summit it had lost its importance. I 

wondered what would become of our relationship and 

realised how selfish my decision to continue to the top had 

been. For seven weeks we had been imprisoned in a 

situation whose outcome might affect us forever. I hoped 

Bobby and I could live as friends. 

The bulbous summit ice mushroom hung 
above the east face like a spectre waiting for 
a fine warm day to loosen its great tonnage of 
frozen water. 

Quietly, we began to leave and at that moment the clouds 

parted for fifteen seconds, unveiling the rime-coated spire of 

Cerro Torre. Shreds of mist floated across sheer walls caked 

thick with ice. The bulbous summit ice mushroom hung 

above the east face like a spectre waiting for a fine warm 

day to loosen its great tonnage of frozen water. Three 

months earlier friends had asked if I would try to climb the 

Torre also. 

'It's too dangerous,' I replied.' With the high winds and 

the ice falling off, I wouldn 't risk it.' But the question 

pestered me and, now that the phantom mountain had 

submerged into the fog again, I wondered. 

Bobby and I spent two and a half days rappelling down 

Fitzroy and struggling through soft snow on the glacier to 

reach our snow cave. We were drained. For two days we 

lounged in the sun outside the cave eating and reading. Our 

friendship was still intact; I was glad reaching the summit of 

Fitzroy hadn't destroyed it. We talked of a coming expedition 

to Pakistan and of plans to party with the Polish climbers 

when we all made it back down to the beech forest. 

From the snow cave, Fitzroy seemed exactly the same as 

it had been seven weeks before. The image of a beautiful 

unattainable summit persisted. But something had changed. 

For a few moments Bobby and I had stood on the top, 

added our footprints to the snow and then left. Already the 

memory of the freezing bivouacs and incredible hunger had 

faded. I tl10ught only of the brief view of Cerro Torre and of 

all the climbers before us who had struggled to reach the 

highest point. 

Summary: An account of the first alpine-style and second 

overall ascent of Fitzroy's north-north-east pillar and the first 

alpine-style ascent of Fitzroy itself by Alan Kearney and 

Bobby Knight in four days during December 1984. ■ 
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Left: Perkins leading pitch 
25 above Sancho Panza 's 
Lunchtime Ledge . This 
involved 5b/5.9 climbing 
for 1 DD feet without 
protection. 
Above: Perkins belaying on 
pitch 23 of Don Quixote 
with Windmill col beneath 
him. 
Right: The imposing east 
face of The Shield which is 
unclimbed. 

Patagonia's 

uncompromising climate 

has discouraged climbers 

from attempting new 

routes in a lightweight 

style. At the end of 

December 1992, one good day allowed Jerry Gore and Andy 

Perkins to climb a new route on The Shield and make the 

second ascent of this imposing mountain. 
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C limbing among the Towers of Paine in 

southern Patagonia had been a long

cherished dream of mine, ever since I 

attended an Alpine Club Symposium on 

South America. I had been captivated by an 

old black and white film taken during one of the early 

flights over the range. In August of last year I had still not 

managed a trip abroad and the north ridge of The Shield 

(2400m) seemed to offer everything I wanted: a good 

alpine objective with a bias towards rock, a new route and 

one that might yield to a lightweight approach. All I needed 

now was a partner. 

Andy Perkins was an obvious choice. A seasoned 

campaigner with a predilection for the cold and wet stuff, I 

knew he could stay focused through the hideous weather I 

anticipated meeting. Practically every account I had ever 

read on Patagonia mentions the hideous winds, but one 

quotation stuck in my mind. It was Toni Holdener's 

comment on the Swiss attempt of 1973/ 4 on Fitzroy's east 

pillar: 

'During the subsequent retreat - which would have been 

impossible without fixed rope - everyone had to give his 

all to escape those elements of hell. ' 

He was six, we were two and we were not taking any 

fixed rope. 

DECEMBER 15TH. Breakthrough. After four days of carrying, 

digging, stashing kit and bitching about it we made the 

'Windmill ' col and saw the ridge for the first time. Climbing 

alpine-style in Patagonia is a bit like juggling with Mercury 

- hazardous to your health and very frustrating. It is a 

specialist 's game with few doing it and even fewer 

succeeding. All the teams we would meet in Paine were 

sieging the Towers with fixed ropes, heaps of ironmongery 

and a lot of vino. Most were four-man teams or larger. 

An Argentinian group operating on the diehedral to the 

right of the South African route on Central seemed to have 

a weekly change around with an assorted team of South 

Africans, Americans, Argentinians and Chileans. While one 

unit was bashing away on the face , another would be off 

leading treks around the park to raise money so that they 

could maintain their assault on the wall. Theirs was a 

strange existence but it did mean they could spend most of 

their time at base camp partying. 

Not for us the easy life of wood huts and smokey fires. 

Like banished monks we retreated to advance base - a 

large boulder perched under the gothic vastness of The 

Shield's east face. Our route took its long, curving north 

It was so windy that when I heard it cracking 
like a whip above our heads it reminded me 
of the little explosions from a Chinese 
festival dragon. I considered attempting to 
climb technical rock in this sort of wind and 
shivered inside. 

ridge, elegantly describing the mountain 's right-hand 

skyline . The Shield was first climbed in 1968 by two 

Italians, M. Curnis and M. Dotti, from the Rio Frances side. 

This expedition encountered the usual hurricane-force 

winds and great technical difficulties on a route that 

required 1,~00 metres of fixed rope and 200 pitons. 

Andy and I arrived at the col leading to the summit ridge 

armed only with a basic rack, fifteen pitons and two 8.2mm 

ropes. Up to this point we had climbed a 5.7 rock band just 

above advance base, Grade 1/11 snow and ice slopes to the 

approach gully, and then a series of interesting mixed 

pitches up to the col. These involve d strenuous IV/ V 

climbing, loose rock, waterfalls, Al nailing and vertical 

snow. I felt like a mountaineer again. 

It was so windy that when I heard it cracking like a 

whip above our heads it reminded me of the little 

explosions from a Chinese festival dragon. I considered 

attemtping to climb technical rock in this sort of wind and 

shivered inside. 

I remember talking to Alan Kearney , the American 

Patagonian expert, in Yosemite a couple of years ago. He 

had raved about the north ridge then, saying it would 

probably go. He is a great promoter of alpine-style climbing 
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Right: A troll in his lair. 
Andy Perkins reflects on 
the vagaries of the weather 
at advance base below The 
Shield 's east face. 

Topo: The Adventures 
of Don Quixote 
First Ascent: December 
30th , 1992 by Jerry Gore 
and Andy Perkins. 
Lower gully fixed between 
thirteen and fifteen . Ridge 
climbed in alpine style. 
Round trip in 22 hours. 

Left: Patagonian climbers 
should take plenty of 
recreational facilities 
to while away bad 
weather- a large Russian 
novel perhaps. 
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in the region, making the first true ascent of the south face 

of Central -without recouse to fixed ropes. He completed 

the ascent after four major attempts over two months and 

ended up spending two nights on the wall with only 

minimal clothing and food. The article about his ascent that 

appeared in Ascent is full of tales of shredded rope, frozen 

and bleeding hands and the sheer savagery of being in a 

full-blown Patagonian storm with no place to hide. 

His story came back to me as Andy and I stood doubled 

up on the col, peering at the huge sweeping arch that 

formed The Shield's northern battlements. I clung hard to 

the rock, my fingers already beginning to freeze, and 

looked up at the serried ranks of granite towers that stood 

between us and the summit. It was late in the day and the 

weather was deteriorating - certainly not the place for a 

couple of alpine rats. 

'Rack your gear and let's piss off!' Andy yelled against 

the furore. 

DECEMBER 23RD. At 3am it is fairly clear and we decide to 

got for it. After seven days of gales and sleet huddled under 

a rock it was good to get moving again. We were climbing 

by 4.15am up the ropes of the first rock band, across the 

snow and on to the ice that leads to the approach gully. 

Halfway up on jumars, covered in spindrift and sodden 

Pertex, the wind roars and the world closes in on me. I go 

to clip my top jumar above a belay piton and suddenly I'm 

falling.There's a jerk on my harness and I'm stopped by the 

thin line linking my second jumar to the rope. 

The wind draws its breath as I hang motionless by a thin 

strip of tape. There is silence for a split second - just the 

drip-drip-drip of the melting icicle above me. My jurnar 

system - invented by Hornby - has worked and I am still in 

the game. Cursing deeply at my own stupidity, I offer up a 

quick prayer and determine to be more careful next time. 

At the col the wind is so strong I can't hear Andy even 

when he's yelling in my ear. Dejected, we descend. 

DECEMBER 24n1. Weather shit - lost at chess twice today. 

Christmas Day tomorrow and then it's practically New Year. 

I think of home, hot water, good food, clean sheets. Then I 

prepare the freeze-dried; another tin of tuna, the inevitable 

noodles all washed down by tea and the obligatory Mars 

Bar. Four bars per person per day. Our diet had a sta1tling 

variety. I zip into my bag, plug in and drift off as the wind 

picks up and the snow starts falling. 

DECEMBER 29m. At 3am the skies are clear so we go back to 

Windmill col. We arrive at Sam to be blown flat by the 

winds. The weariness of defeat surrounds me as I accept 

that conditions are too bad to continue. The delicate face

climbing we anticipate above would simply be suicidal; 

back to advance base. Wandering along the glacier, I stop 

under a large boulder and watch the snow fall as the wall 

shimmers and the sun's rays pierce the light cloud to pick 

out streaks of melt-water. I trudge back to the tent to listen 

to Frank Zappa and crawl inside my protective shell. 

Andy wakes me at 4pm. He seems ve1y agitated. The 

vario is singing; the pressure is going up fast. Outside it 

looks clear but still windy. Andy is sure the weather -

corning now from the south instead of the west - is getting 

better. We check at 6pm and again at eight; the pressure is 

still going up. Axes are sharpened, food packed and spare 

clothing sorted and stowed. We lie back but sleep comes 

only fitfully. 

The alarm buzzes once again at 3am and I practically 

spring to attention. Old habits die hard. Outside the sky is 

clear and still. Brews, a packet of Alpen and I'm out into 

the night. A well-rehearsed ritual unfolds itself, perhaps for 
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information about ropes 

QUALITY CONTROL 
BY RIVORY·JOANNY. 

Exclusive packaging with ring : 
• Guarantees, formally and totally, that the rope has not been used. 
• Easy opening. 

Woven core: 
All our dynamic ropes have what is called a woven core. 
• Improves the cohesion between the core and the outer cover 

to lessen the sliding effect. 
• Lessens the sliding effect of the rope at its extremities. 

• • Woven core 
• Lessens the deformation of the rope durrng use. 
• Uniform ageing of the rope. 

Individually controlled, to the 
millimetre and guaranteed : 

ach rope is checked before packaging 
using a combined laser and computer 
system developped by Rivory Joanny. 

rivory ~ ioa~~Y 
·cordes et sangles pour l'aventure 
Rue du Pont·Fournas • 42400 Saint·Chamond • France 

Troll Safety Equipment Ltd, Spring Mill, Uppermill, Oldham OL3 6AA. U.K. Tel: 0457 - 878822 Fax: 0457 - 871051 



This picture , taken from the 
Central Tower of Paine , 

stiows Paine Grande on the 
left, The Fortress and The 

Shield on the right. The 
latter pair were first 

climbed in 1968 by Ital ian 
and British expeditions. 

Paine Grande's east face 
was climbed in 1984 by a 

South African team - a bold 
and technical undertaking 

on mixed ground. The east 
face of The Shield - facing 

camera - is unclimbed . 

the last time. I clean the pans, Andy dons his Buffalo suit 

and packs his sack. Ice tools attatched, headtorch secured 

firmly on my helmet, we move into the darkness. 

In four hours we're at the col. It's cold but 'there 's no 

wind. Plastics are swapped for rock shoes and Gore-Tex 

socks. I lead off up a short, strenous section and I am up 

on to easy ground that leads to the ridge proper. Despite 

our big rack and 60-metre ropes we quickly get moving on 

pitches that get harder and steeper. Across slabs, up cracks 

and grooves, and we are doing the bugger in style. Rough 

granite onion layers three-quarters peeled hang above us 

like daggers as Andy lays siege to a blind crack off to the 

left. It is choked with ice and he has to clear it with his axe 

Rough granite onion layers three-quarters 
peeled hang above us like daggers as Andy 
lays siege to a blind crack off to the left. 

to make progress. He takes a hanging belay near the top of 

the crack system. 

Panting hard from bringing up the sack, I move past and 

immerse myself in what proves to be the first crux. I tear 

my frozen hands jamming up the ice-filled cracks, my shoes 

now sodden and useless. I reach a roof and dither for a few 

moments before stepping gingerly across to another system. 

It leads through the overhang and on to easier ground. 

The route winds on and we arrive at the Big Shelf, 

signalling the halfway stage. Andy leads off on the second 

crux, bridging delicately up a rotten corner-cum-chimney. It 

emerges onto friable and loose flakes and he takes an 

awkward stance on slabs. I race off and find myself 

climbing cracks right on the edge of the ridge. I can look 

straight down the east face, a vertical drop of 2,000 feet. I 

quickly pop another Friend in. 

Above I can see easier terrain and after the 25th pitch 

we stand on summit rubble anxiously looking at the 

weather. I pause for an instant, glancing across to the east 

face of the Fotress reviewing the Yugoslav route carved out 

over a two-month period of sustained aggression in 1990. 

The irony of reaching a Patagonian summit is reflected in 

their route name - One Minute of Wisdom. We start down. 

At lam, exactly 22 hours after waking, we are back in 

the tent. The Adventures of Don Quixote - a long 

wandering journey that is in places both dangerous and 

exciting set against a Spanish backdrop - exists. On New 

Year's Day the weather is perfect and we climb the no'rch 

ridge of the North Tower of Paine. Last year it took six 

Italians five weeks to climb this route. On the summit it is 

so still I could have flown my parapente back to base 

camp. The whole of the Patagonian Ice Cap is spread 

before us and the Central and South Towers stand like 

burnished spears on a blue canvas. 

Perkins finished his fourth bottle of wine - and I was 

on my third - when the hostess passed our seats to leave a 

couple more. I switched off the movie as the drink took 

effect and dozed fitfully through a dreamworld filled with 

huge spires of rock torn apart by the explosive howl of 

violent winds: Patagonia - land of tempests. I was glad to 

be going home. 

Summary: An account of the first ascent of The Adventures 

of Don Quixote (EDl/ 5.10/ A2/ 28 pitches), the no1th ridge 

of The Shield (2400m) in the Paine group. This ascent 

illustrates that with exceptional luck and a fast, lightweight 

approach, as much progress can be made in a clay alpine

style as in weeks of sieging. ■ 

Jerry Gore, 31, has climbed extensively in the Himalaya, South 

and North America, Arctic Norway, the Alps, the Pamirs and 

Gogarth. He works in North Wales for the retail chain 

Cotswold Camping and offers lectures on his many travels. 
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Our ROPE and BOOT 
prices really are 

THE BIZNIZ!!! 
E.G. MARLOW 9mm x 50m £54.95!!!! 

ALSO 
10mm x 50m £64.95 
11mm x 50m £72.95 
11 mm x 45m £65.95 

BOREAL ROCK BOOTS 
LAZER 
VECTOR 
ACE 
BA'LLET 
CLASSIC 

From -hm>./ clisbzl,'ef -lrJ urtdis pu+td 
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JUST WHAT MAKES 
BLACK DIAMOND 

• The Best Materials 
• Good Designs 
• Meticulous Production 
• State-of-the-Art Quality 

Assurance 

EQUIPMENT 
SO SPECIAL? 

• A Commitment to 
Climbers 

• A Worldwide Reputation 
for Innovation 

• It's History 

No other climbing equipment manufacturer in the 
world can offer all of these reasons. Relocated 
from Ventura to Salt Lake City, the new heart of 
USA climbing, Black Diamond is once again 
setting the climbing pace and is now available in 
the UK. 

CAMALOT™ SLCD 
The unique, patented double axle design offers 
several important benefits over all other 'spring 
loaded camming devices' on the market. 
♦ Larger cams extend the range of crack size in 

which each Camalot™ can be used. 
♦ Safe, when cams are fully open. 
♦ Colour coded cams for quick size recognition 

and faster placement. 
♦ Injection moulded trigger can be used safely in 

horizontal placements. 

~LA♦~Q R,\~~OL~p· 
For- l,-.rther details, and a free 
copy of the superb Black 
Diamond catalogue, contact: 
FIRST ASCENT, Units 4 & 5, 
Limetree Business Park, 
Matlock, Derbys. DE4 3EJ. 

Tel: 0629 580484. 



THE 
BEN MOON 

, RANCE 
OF BOLT-ON HOLDS 

MADE BY 

BENDCRETE 
BEMOCRE1"t. 
BENDCRETE 

CLIMBING WALLS 

"When it came to picking a company to 
make my range of holds there was only 
one choice; BENDCRETE make the best 
walls and holds. 
For climbing with Fontainebleau-like 
friction without travelling to France, try 
this range of 56 holds from £3. 75 each." 

Ben Moon 

Brochure, price list and further infonnation from: 

BENDCRETE 
CLIMBING WALLS 

- AQUADUCT MILL, TAME STREET 
STALYBRIDGE 

CHESHIRE SK15 1 ST 
Telephone: 061 - 338 3046 

Europes 
Leading Performance 

Rock Boots 

ACE 64.95 

BALLET 65. 95 

Vecitvi 6 t .95 

LASER 56.95 

NINJA 39.95 

,~, with 

C4 STEALTH SUPER 
STICKY RUBBER 

SUMMIT 62. 95 
LYNX 67.95 
ANASTASI RANGE 

SLIPPER 49.95 
VELCRO 64.95 
LACE-UP 67.95 

·d 5pec1N-S outs, e ceo'goNLY 44_95 
.. pJ..PHJ.' 1rom ,l!O~ONLY 64.95 

ti£ ''f0RC£" from 
rr ~ 
~ Prestige, quality 
~ & performance 

SCARPA SL I 56.95 
ROCKMASTER II 64.95 LA RAGE 68.95 
PHANTOM 67.95 RUN OUT II 69.95 

GET YOUR BOOTS FROM 

Outside 
PEAK THE FOUNDRY LLANBERIS 

Main Rd, Hathersage, Unit 2, Mowbray St, Old Baptist Chapel, 
Nr Sheffield S3D 1 BB Sheffield. High St. Llanberis. 

TEL0433651936 TEL0742797427 TEL0286871534 

MAIL ORDER 

074Z 797427 





Left: Yves Remy on the first 
ascent of Incas (450 
metres/6b/c/A1 or 7a) on 
the south face of Tillis. The 
Grassen hut can just be 
made out at the bottom of 
the picture . 

Right: The Tlillistock offers 
a good introduction to the 
style of climbing in the 
Wenden massif with 
around fifteen routes of 
between 300 and 400 
metres. 

SWITZ[RUHQ 

$UISS[ C£NTRA(.£ 

Bigger, bolder, and more 

varied than the Verdon, the 

Wendenstock is on the 

verge of becoming the 
venue for the nineties. 

Btrn 

Glctsc:h 

8r19 

Claude Remy offers route 

suggestions and information, 

and describes the area's 

dramatic history. 

Zurich 

Cr~ue W.in d 

Anderm.itt 

Furk~ Chur 

Ga th•r d 

... 
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U ntil the end of the fifties, no routes 

- apart from a few gullies - had 

been climbed on the Wendenstock. 

The necessary equipment wasn't 

available and there were so many 

other routes to climb on more amenable peaks. In 

1958 things almost took off in a daring and 

visionary manner when Kurt Gri.iter and Max 

Niedermann sta1ted up the isolated and impressive 

south face of Titlis some 150 metres left of the 

south-east pillar - a line that Hans Howald would 

take in 1981. They came to a halt after about 250 

metres, foiled by the blankness of the rock. 

A year later, Niedermann returned with Dietmar 

Ohngemach to climb the left side of a pillar on the south 

wall of the Tallistock. 1959 also saw the debut of another of 

Wenden's early pioneers when the legendary Sepp Inwyler 

climbed a route with Will Richard on the extreme right-hand 

of the south face of the Talli. 

In 1960, Inwyler returned, this time with Sepp Bielmeier, 

to climb an astonishing route directly up the 400-metre 

vertical wall of the 

Talli. Even now this 

route commands 

respect with its 

imposing roofs, airy 

traverses and lack of 

escape routes. 

Climbed originally 

in the impressive 

time of two days, 

the achievement 

was even more 

notable when one 

allows for the 120 

pitons and two 

dozen wooden 

wedges the pair 

dragged after them. 

In the end they only 

used around 40 

pegs and wedges 

and very little aid. In 

1990, at the age of 50, Inwyler climbed his route again -

now the classic of the Tallistock - to celebrate its thirtieth 

anniversary. 

Like the Geneva climbers, those from the Jura formed one 

of the most close-knit and active mountaineering groups in 

Switzerland. They trained on the small crags along the 

French-Swiss border - an activity virtually unheard of at the 

time. The leader of this group was Hugo Weber. To give you 

the measure of the man, in 1959 he put up an extraordinary 

route on the overhanging north face of the Cima Ovest in 

the Dolomites. The following year, with Michel Vaucher and 

others, Hugo reached the summit of Dhaulagiri (8167m) 

during its first ascent. 

Max Eiselin, another very active Swiss climber and leader 

of the Dhaulagiri expedition, told Hugo about a certain 

unclimbed pillar , right in the heart of Helvetia. The 

Wendenstock was revealed to the Jura climbers during a 

recce on skis, and the stunning profile of the south pillar of 

Titlis made an immediate impact. It is the steepest and 

highest rock spur in the country, resembling the overhanging 

prow of some gigantic ship. Their usual holiday in Chamonix 

went by the board. 

Hugo Weber and his Jura friends prepared for their 

venture as they would have for an expedition. In addition to 

all their equipment, they took 200 home-made bolts. The 

walk to the Titlis takes a few hours so they needed to bivvy 

overnight. (The permanent little Grassenhut, at the foot of 

the pillar, was added later by the Swiss Alpine Club.) The 

team was a mixture of the 'old boys' such as Weber himself 

and Jean Braun, Martial Perrenoud and supporting young 

talents as daring as they were irresponsible: Bernard Meier, 

Robert Boegli and two seventeen-year-old boys, Michel 

ZuchschwGrdt and Raymond Monnerat. 
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Right: Taken from the 
Wendenalp , this picture 

shows on the extreme left 
the Mahren, then the 

Pfaffenhuet and the 
Excalibur pillar with the 

rest of the Gross 
Wendenstiick. The topo 

illustrates the location of 
many of this area's routes. 

Thorwachter R Andorra 
Sonnenkonig s Jednicka Nr.1 
Trachsel T Aureus 
Passion u Charia 
El condor pasa V Strada del sole 
G6ry W Secteur des voies 
Frere 
Lupus 
Sternchnuppe 1 Cleopatra 
Inuit 2 Batman 
Stars away 3 Trash 
Excalibur 4 Pain-killer 
Lancelot 6 Caminando 
Blaue lagune 7 Spasspartout 
Legacy 8 Rockmantic 
lbicus 9 Virus 

Right from the start they got an idea of how inhospitable 

the area 's weather can be and to keep the boredom at bay 

they put up a route - during the rain and snow showers - on 

the closest and easiest face of the Tallistock. Then, using 

siege tactics and battling through a final violent sto1m, the 

Jura climbers finally got up the extreme 700-metre height of 

the Titlis. It was tl1e hardest rock climb in Switzerland at that 

time and, in addition to their achievement, they were proud 

of placing ve1y few bolts. Hugo Weber, who couldn't take 

part in the final assault , did the first repeat with Sepp 

Inwyler. The pillar is still rarely climbed and is still 

considered one of the hardest routes in the country. 

At the end of July in 1968, Markus Brechbuhl and 

Hanspeter Trachsel climbed the vast south-west pillar of the 

Pfaffenhuet. Access to the mountain is up very steep, long 

grassy slopes with no obvious path. Even though using axes 

and crampons, more than one team has been thrown off 

course during the approach. Being caught on these slopes in 

bad weather is no laughing matter. 

wenden mini-guide p.68 >> 

The Trachsel Pillar, a logical and elegant line with good 

rock all the way to the summit, has become an esoteric 

classic in these parts, although the seriousness of the climb is 

somewhat minimised by a couple of wide ledges providing 

an escape route if necessary. 

Hanspeter Trachsel was one of those rare young geniuses 

in mountaineering. In 1962, aged 18, he had already climbed 

the Walker Spur on the Grandes Jorasses and the Bonatti 

Pillar on the Dru. In January 1970 he was part of the team 

who made the first winter ascent - and first repeat - of the 

Japanese Route on the n01th face of tl1e Eiger. In the summer 

of that year Trachsel and P. von Kane! made another 

important first ascent above Grindelwald, climbing the 1,000-

metre Direct Route on the west pillar of the Scheidegg

Wetterhorn. On the Wenden he climbed the Juarassiens 

route on the Talli and made tl1e third ascent of the Inwyler in 

a record - if not unbeatable - time of five and a half hours 

when it was barely equipped. He also made the third ascent 

of the south-east pillar of Titlis. 
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The seventies saw a continuing, though still modest, 

exploration of the Wenden massif. In 1970 Hans Berger and 

Ji.irg von Kane! put up a direct line on the large, compact 

slabs of the Tallistock. J0rg became largely interested in rock 

climbing and was one of the early pioneers of free climbing 

in Switzerland. For more than twenty years he has remained 

at the forefront and in 1990, at the age of 39, he made the 

first ascent of Mission Miranda at Leen, graded - and 

confirmed - at solid Sb+. 

Also in 1970, Hans Howald and J. Whiting climbed the 

south-east pillar of the Pfaffenhuet. Howald's reputation was 

not made in the Wenden, however, but on the granite slabs 

of Handegg in 1979. He showed it was possible to do fine 

climbs entirely free as an end in itself. In 1981 Howald 

bagged yet another important climb in the Wenden - the 

first ascent of the south face of the Titlis and soon after 

added another serious route to the nearby north face of the 

Elger. 

During this period another team of Jura climbers 

appeared on the scene. Calling themselves the 'Tabornios', 

they baffled and upset the establishment. Even in the 

mountains their behaviour was hardly exempla1y. In 1973 

they put up a serious route on the Talli, near Kanel's Direct 

and called it 'l'Antidirecte' . Five years later the Tabornios 

made the first ascent of the south face of the still unclimbed 

Klein Wendenstock. 750 metres of winding up through a 

maze that's never too steep - although there are many 

pitfalls to watch out for. Now that the Tabornios have 

calmed down we can give you their names. Some are still 

active climbers - C. Oppliger, G. Vouga , B. Nicoulin. The 

latter was the co-producer of the extraordinary 

mountaineering film Totem. The wilder ones included 

Christian Lemrich, Stephane Shaffter and the now

disappeared Thomas Gross, the giant from Czechoslovakia 

and at the time a refugee in Switzerland who, in 1975, 

soloed a new route on the west face of the Dru. 

In 1976, the south wall of Reissend Nollen was climbed 

for the first time. It is an easier climb tl1an one might think 

taking an amazing hidden line of ramps and chimneys for 

almost 900 metres. Etienne Gross and Walter Keusen used 

200 pegs on the first ascent, a high number in those days 

although it is the longest route in the range. The route is a 

masterpiece and can be climbed completely free at 6b or 6c. 

With the introduction of first manual bolting and then, 

from 1988, a portable drill, routes that were once considered 

unthinkable because of their angle and compactness became 

possible. People were also considering climbs that didn 't 

necessarily climb to the summit but went as far as the good 

rock did. In 1983 and 1985 Pierre

Alain Steiner and Paul Maillefer put up 

two fine routes on the Talli, placing a 

few bolts from the top using existing, 

adjacent routes. In 1986, shortly 

before his fatal accident on Cho Oyu, 

Pierre-Alain climbed one more superb 

route with Frarn;:ois Studemann on the 

Reissend Nollen slabs. 

But from the late seventies 

onwards the majority of development 

was made by Peter Lechner and 

Kaspar Ochsner, putting up a >>70 
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wenden mini-guide 
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
~ with 100 bolts which climbs the face just to the i\ 

/ ,/j/ R 13 right of the south-west pillar. Abseil descent. m 2 I~ 
t'~/c.: ■ Welsches: Pierre-Alain Steiner and Paul 7bc .~\\ ?a •r 

5a '1- •• - 11 f / b/A ( 1 11 ,ro .,.;.:., Mai e er, 1983. 350 metres 6 1 two O , . · 

I , 0 ,. sections of 6c+). A fine, slabby route, equipped 6c /- - O-\-v 6c 
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J c '--'11....,,_•p•>•.•::•· ... ~·-=•_. descent. !1 ~J' 7a 

oc ·1 at,: _ (\_. . ■ lnwyler: Sepp lnwyler and Sepp Bielmeier, .~ ' ' ' 

1 C. fr 0
\
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10,,:--.,. 
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7a · I •~ ·, j \ ,-t )
1
: I\ 1., 1 • :

0
{\ t_ of autumn. r!!- t, ?ab ~- ~) 7a 

■ Torah: Remy brothers, 1991 . 400 I ~ 6c L ¼ 
6c _;, ... 1 ,f; ; metres/6c/A1 (7c - firstfreeascentYves I J \ ( i , 6b 

1 . f-"r i1 0 i I Remy) . A superb and sustained line, the best ( 7bc ~ 1 6c ·~ , ,(<17•tr-
1 ~·""• '-~ ---'!-/ and hardest to the summit at this time. ' (::+ ~ ti7~ ; '-f'"r \ ,...____ 

\ 

-- /r-il_\..;-1• 11 1 ; ' Equippedwith100bolts.Abseildescent. \ -.ea ~ 1~; i\6c ~ 
5b ! 1tl I I.~ \- - J - 1 -

' ._ , .,. .,~- ;. Descent from the Ta.Iii by the couloir 500 , --1: ) '-i's- 'f-1 {r° i li• S 
~ , · -~0 - •f' ~ 1 metres to the right of the face involves down- ', i Tue i Tue · .i .),7a \ , : 
>.. . Q \ ~ I '/~ - '- I 6c I _,,J ~ ,, ~ 
~ r -r;,ir-,- i climbing and several abseils and is not -r ' 1• ~ ·, .;;'o,<1~ < 

7 ' / 0 --------• - ~. ~ :,Jr •, recommend when there is a risk of storms. It is 1 7ab , , 7b -- -
7 b \ 1 'l ,;·, , , 1 ,..- "TRJ\SH" ''PAlN-K!IllR" 

\ ~ • f(~i- bettertodescendtothenorthbyabseiland i ' , ; - --,- _ 
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] ,:,· ~ ,/Srl~;·;;,,<-, IMNl;@I (2970m) _.-,;)~==" ~---· 
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\--/ ,_,.:.:.::..:;.c.:.: · ,,_, --- height of 500 metres, this incredible wall has and T. Ulrich, 1989. 500 metres/6c/A1 (7b+ 
--;":...,- I '~) more than fifteen lines. with two points) . One of the longest and, above 

Sa / \ ~ n·······. ~ all, most exposed climbs in the massif. \,) - ) ~F'tt , Equipped(numerousslings).Arackoffriends 
Sa __ 7~, \ j' ' • •~ is recommended. Abseil descent. 

' i 1 · ~ ;-1~ 
6 b / i J If I If'? '---- ■ Vrenli: Remy brothers, 1990. 500 \t · · · 1 - ------ f ': · ' ,I! ~ 1' r \ metres/Sc/A 1 (7b with four points or Ba free). 

_ 1 ~ , _ r: R AH ;--:=;~ ·· 6 b / '7~ i ~ \ 22 pitches long and equipped with 140 bolts, 

J_l 1 ; • .._3,:--- ' ' . ;.- _- : -Ji) ·~ '- '\ this is among the best of the area's long 
~ ';I ( 1: routes, situated in the centre of the face. 

This brief guide to the Tallistock, Wendenstbck - i 'nm' , j Abseil descent. • 
and Titlis chain offers a selection of the most 7 a t' •~, lt ',~ \ 
important or newer routes which all face south •·"' '\. 11" ~ j\ 

"--, h.~ 11 
and are described from left to right - from the ,I ; ~ ~: r,\ ' 
Tallistock to the Tillis. On every route a set of .- ' ~ )' · ........_ ·- \ 

6( ;• I ; "{"\ ,.> -...._ 
nuts and other conventional gear should be 0 , , ; ;.y , , 
carried along with 50-metre ropes. The grades ; y_o ~ Q) 

are French, the first indicating the minimum 7 b I - ~ :,':f;'m,-.li ~ ---..., / 
standard and the second the grade of an _ :::' ".::Jt- ·i ttt 

entirely free ascent. The routes can be I g,,fto,~ ,/ ; --_ 
described as 'sporting' with run-outs of six to - .w 1 f !• 1 d 

eight metres between each bolt being usual 7 a+ JV ;: i 00 , 
and those of ten not unknown. Bolts are most ; •{ '· " ..__ 1 

usually in place and are Mammut M1 Os. / -- '1 1r: ( , _ -
Getting there: Leave the peage at Furen or c; , 0 / •ft "c:: ) _ I 
Gadmen. For the approach on foot, paths are ~ Jr -,,, r · •~ t, :'. .., ;; 

h I C 1, ~ ~ l "Cl I" 1:J 
unmarked and very steep - t ey can a so ,'.'; I _;.--f~ c / ;; 

prove dangerous in the event of bad weather. './;' / / I ~ ·--... '.j77--.:=_11--~r 
Stout boots are recommended and ski-poles ; :,_j__ _ ~ ---+-'_:':;,, 
can prove useful. You should also be aware of ~ - -::::::,- -(~ . 
the risk of storms. -=- \ 

6b - ;~ /\
1

• ~ '----lf·)!!MC•I31 (2s19m) 

This is the first summit on the left of the chain 
overlooking Furen. A good introduction to the 
style of climbing. Nearly fifteen routes of 
between 300 and 400 metres. 
■ Talmud: Claude and Yves Remy, 1992. 400 
metres/Sb/A 1 (7a). A beautiful and varied route 

~~..... / 

·,o / 
~ l" - -
:::::-- --- 6b !J, ·1 

~ I 
~ =- _ ~ 23 OOm . 

'' LA NC E LOT " 

"' 1h J O 

Wende r. alp ,1 

PFAFFENHUET (3009m) 

On the beautiful and high south-west pillar are 
two lines, Sonnenkbnig and Trachsel. 
■ Sonnenkonig: R. Baldinger and Kaspar 
Ochsner, 1990. 23 pitches, 6b with one section 
of 6c. Completely equipped, although Friends 
1-1.5 are recommended. A fantastic and 
accessible route that has already become a 
classic. Abseil descent. 
■ Trachsel: M. Brechbuhl and Hanspeter 
Trachsel , 1968. 600 metres/Sb/A 1 (6b - FFA 
H. Buhler, 1983). A secret masterpiece during 
the seventies, the route was an ambition of 
many of that period's better alpinists. Its first 
winter ascent in 1973 by R. Descloux and H. 
Berger was an outstanding achievement. 
Descend on foot or by abseil down 
Sonnenkbnig. 
The other routes here, on the right-hand side 
of the Pfaffenhuet, Sternschuppe, Inuit and 
Stars Away have become classics as well. 

GROSS WENDENSTOCK (3042m) 

■ Excalibur: Lechner and Victor Amman, 
1983. 300 metres/Sb. This is one of the first 
modern routes of the area and offers an 
accessible climb in an exposed position. 

L-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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·. ''VIRus" 

Excalibur follows one of the rare obvious lines 
on the Wenden although the style of climbing 
is not typical of the area. Friends 2-3. Abseil 
descent. 
■ Lancelot: Remy brothers, 1990. 300 
metres/6b/A1 (7b- FFA Yves Remy). A 
brilliant ten-pitch climb equipped with 60 bolts. 
Abseil descent via Excalibur. 
■ Blaue Lagune: Ochsner and Ulrich, 1986. 

~O metres/6c/A1 (7b+ - FFA T. and A. 
Huber) . A brilliant climb, similar to the nearby 
Lancelot, but a little less well-equipped. Abseil 
descent via Excalibur. 
■ Legacy: Remy brothers, 1991 . 250 
metres/6c/A1 (7c. F.F.A. Yves Remy) . 70 
bolts. Abseil descent. 
■ lbicus: Remy brothers, 1992. 250 metres/6b 
or 6c/A 1 (7c - FFA Yves Remy). A brilliant 
climb, similar to Legacy. The line twists 
somewhat but was climbed free from the 
outset. Abseil descent via Aureus. 
■ Aureus: M. Grossen and Ochsner, 1985. 
250 metres, 6a/b/A 1 (6b) . One of the easier 
lines of the Wenden and recently re-equipped. 
Abseil descent. 
■ Charia: Remy brothers, 1991. 250 
metres/6a or 6b/A1 (7b - FFA Yves Remy). A 

beautiful and somewhat sustained route, 
equipped with 60 bolts. Abseil descent via 
Aureus. 

REISSEND NOLLEN (3003m) 

■ Cleopatra: Bruno Pfaffen and Fredy 
Tscherring, 1990. 200 metres/6c/A 1. (The free 
ascent was done by Beat Kammerlander and 
includes one short section of Sa on the third 
pitch; the rest of the six pitches vary between 
6c and 7b+.) A brilliant, well-equipped climb 
which takes the splendid pillar that separates 
the left side of the face. Abseil descent. 
■ Batman: Heinz and Ueli Buhler, 1989. 220 
metres/6c/A1 (7b/c- FFA Buhler brothers). 
Climbed on sight in 1992 by Beat 
Kammerlander. A brilliant six-pitch climb with 
60 bolts which takes a line up the same pillar 
of Cleopatra. Abseil descent. 
■ Trash: Remy brothers. 350 metres/6c/A 1 
(7b/c - FFA Yves Remy) . A route of great 
atmosphere which takes a line to the top of the 
big buttress. Equipped with 80 bolts. Abseil 
descent, some with pendulums. 
■ Pain-killer: Remy brothers, 1992. 350 
metres/6c/A1 (7b - FFA Yves Remy) . 100 
bolts. Abseil descent down Trash. 
■ Caminando: R. Baldinger and Ochsner, 
1989. 400 metres/6b+/A1 (7a+) . A brilliant 
seventeen-pitch climb that has become a 
classic , although it's not often climbed in its 
entirety. Follows a line on huge slabs. 
Abseil descent. 
■ Dingo: Ochsner and Baldinger, 1988. 400 
metres/6c/A 1 (7c - FFA Abeggelen). This 
takes a line on the huge wall to the right of the 
superb Caminando. Friends 0.5-2 useful. 
Abseil descent. 
■ Spasspartout: Baldinger and Ochsner, 
1988. 250 metres/5+/A1 (6a/b} . An amenable 
route at the base of the Reissend Nollen. 
■ Rockmantic and Virus: Remy brothers, 
1992. Both routes are 550 metres/6c/A 1 (7b/c 
- FFAs. Yves Remy). They both start at the 
base of the wall between Nachtexpress and 
Zyland and then follow the huge slabs to the 
right of the route As de Coeur. 

liii!II (3239m) 

The daunting savagery of the area is more 
noticeable here than at Wenden, and it's useful 
that there's a hut at Grassen - with space for 
eighteen. The only good access route climbs 
the Engelberg (1 ,500 metres of ascent, allow 
four hours). Descending from the summit of 
the Tillis is easily done, dropping 200 metres in 
a westerly direction to a glacier and the 
telepherique for the Engelberg . 
■ Truth of Human Desire: Kim Carrigan and 
Martin Scheel, 1985. 320 metres/6c+. This 
follows the obvious buttress 350 metres to the 
left of the south-east pillar. Martin Scheel was 
the best Swiss climber in the early eighties. His 
new routes had a reputation for their 
commitment and their high standard -
especially on the Ratikon - and he set himself 
a strict regime of climbing each metre from the 
start completely free. If that wasn't possible, he 
would leave the project for when he was going 
better or abandon it altogether. This respect for 
the rock - in the Alps at least - was very 
avant-garde. Friends 1-3 useful. 

Abseil descent. 
■ Wasserkraft: P. Schoch, T. von Atzigen, P. 
Abi and K. Winkler, 1988. 350 metres/6a/A1 
(6b). A fine, well-equipped route with 50 bolts 
in its eleven pitches. Easier than it looks, it 
takes a line up the central pillar, some 40 
metres left of the route Handstreich. Friends 1-
4 useful. Abseil descent. 
■ Handstreich: Howald and E. Neeracher, 
1981 . 700 metres/6b/A2 (6c) . The second 
ascent of this excellent line was done in 1984 
by Peter Diener, Edwin Good and Susi John 
who would eventually become Edwin's wife -
and champion of the world! The route is largely 
free apart from one section of A2. The fixed 
equipment is rather old. 
■ Incas: Remy brothers, 1992. 700 
metres/6b/c/A 1 (7a - FFA Yves Remy). Fixed 
with 75 bolts. Abseil descent via Tumi. 
■ Tumi: Remy brothers, 1991. 700 
metres/6b/A 1 (7a - FFA Yves Remy) . A route 
of great character whose first eleven pitches 
contains 65 bolts with the opportunity of 
abseiling off after these without continuing on 
to the summit on the continuation of the south
east pillar with many old pegs the occasional 
bolt and several sections of 5 and 6a. Friends 
1-2 useful for the upper section. 
■ South-east Pillar: Robert Boegli, Jean 
Braun, Bernard Meier, Raymond Monnerat, 
Martial Perrenoud and Michel Zuckschwert, 
1960. 700 metres/6a/A2. A route of great class 
and of great difficulty considering when it was 
climbed. Often exposed with old fixed gear and 
rock that isn 't always perfect. It has only had 
ten repeats so far. 
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multitude of high-class rou tes. After exhausting the few 

remaining obvious lines, these unwavering aficionados of the 

Wenden became more adventurous and started on the blank 

slabs. True, bolts provided the indispensable technical 

security but when you find yourself alone on this vertical 

ocean high above your last protection, the impression 

remains that the climbing is both real and incredibly 

exacting. 

Huber. This exposed line has sections of 7b+. Hanspeter 

Sigrist needed several seasons to overcome Andorra free, the 

final single push coming in 1989. This involves several 

pitches of 7b with a final pitch of 7c. Also that year, Bruno 

Pfaffen and Freddy Tscherring from the Valais climbed 

Sternschuppe, Inuit and Stars Away in only a single day. 

That's 30 pitches between 6b and 7a. 

The other major development in this period was the 

freeing of the few aid sections . The first two climbers to 

break through the 'septieme degre' were Alexander Ogi -

who in 1984 did the first 8a in Switzerland - and Robert 

Marti. They managed the first free ascent of Men at Work on 

the Tallistock where one 7a pitch is followed by a 7b pitch. 

But the Talli, say the purists, is just a warm-up for the real 

thing. 

From 1985, free climbing was practised exclusively in the 

massif. The best climbers in the country gathered to tackle 

such climbs as Andorra, Elephantenohr and Jednicka Nol 

free. The fixed gear - o ld pegs and s lings - did not 

encourage top-grade climbing. Among the many impressive 

achieven;ients was the first free ascent, almost on sight, of 

Blue Lagoon by the German climbers Alexander and Thomas 

Philip Steulet introduced 8a to the Wenden when he 

missed out the third belay of Cleopatra , although he failed to 

do it all in one go. This was left to the renowned Austrian 

Beat Kammerlander, seconded by his wife Cornelia, in the 

summer of 1992. Soon after Cleopatra, Beat added the free 

ascents of Jednicka Nol (7c) and an on-sight ascent of 

Batman (7b/ c). It was a happy day indeed that Beat came to 

the Wenden. First, he brought a new scale of difficulty to the 

area, and second, he makes a useful comparison to the 

Ratikon: 

'There the climbing is more technical and the difficulties 

are more continuous than the Wenden. If we compare the 

grades allowing for just technical difficulties then it's easy to 

say that the grades for the Wenden are a bit high. But other 

factors have to be considered - access, bad weather and the 

mountainous aspect of the area.' 

Yves Remy's speciality - and a rather 

wen~en ethics-------~ exceptional one - is to put up many hard 

routes very qu ickly and then climb them 

free immediately afterwards: Painkiller, 

Rockmantic, Torah and Virus all include 

There had long been rumours that the 
Wenden would be re-equipped to make 
its famous routes - Excalibur, Aureus 
and Lupus for example - more 
accessible to more climbers. Kaspar 
Ochsner confirms that he has replaced 
some of the ageing ironmongery that 
litters the face but warns that the actual 
number of bolts remains the same. He 
says: 'You have to give the rock room to 
breathe.' 

Kaspar and his friends in the Wenden 
have issued a warning about this. Any 
new routes should not cross or be 
mixed with existing lines and anyone 
who ignores this unspoken law may well 
find his bolts on his doorstep. They don't 
want to seem arrogant, or to claim the 
massif for themselves or to be 
guardians of a tradition - and, anyway, 
what does tradition mean in our fast
changing world? 
Nevertheless, faced with the wide 
diversity of climbers these days, we 
want to make everyone aware of our 
local concerns. We want to preserve the 
Wenden's distinctive character. Things 
haven't been done in exemplary fashion 
so far. Routes are already too close and 
some difficult sections have far too 
many bolts. Nostra culpa. 
Kaspar suggests it would be a good 
idea to extract superfluous bolts here 
and there, even entire routes. It's a 
fascinating idea, giving back value to 
the structure of the rock and it will take 
real courage. We need to avoid 
systematically plugging gaps and 
squeezing unnatural lines right next to 
each other. We need to avoid 
uniformity. Buoux and other over
equipped sites are great, but it would be 
a shame if all areas were the same with 
their bolts a regulation distance apart. 
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several pitches of 7b and 7c. But there are 

new horizons in the Wenden, such as on

sight ascents of long, hard routes or even, 

dare one suggest, soloing entire routes. 

Of course, the debate about eliminates 

and bolts and free ascents may be settled 

once and for all fairly soon by a genuine 

environmental crisis. There are plans by 

the army to build a huge missile-testing 

range on the Wendenalp. ■ 

Yves and Claude Remy are pro/;Jably the 

most enthusiastic climbers in Europe with 

new routes in the Alps, Verdon, Handegg 

and many other locations to their credit. 

Claude was a regular contributor to 

Mountain magazine and has written for 

most of the Continental magazines. 

I would like to thank: all those climbers mentioned in this 
article for giving their help so readily and generously. 
Bibliography: Schweiz-Extrem by J. van Kanel, 1989. Talli & 
Wenden with 12 routes described; Urner Alpen from the 
GAS, 1980; The Bernese Oberland by H. Grossen, 1982; 
Editions of Les Alpes from the Club Alpin Suisse have 
information on new routes; Various continental magazines 
have run articles on the area.; Mountain 132 had a feature on 
Wenden. 





DEPARTMENTS BOOKS 

IHI ASCINl Of IVIRISl 
JOHN Hum 
[HODDER & STOUGHTON, £12.99] 
In the 40 years since Everest was first 
climbed in 1953, John Hunt's 1be Ascent 
of Everest has introduced the strange 
passion of mountaineering to several 
generations. Out of print for several years, 
it has now been reissued by Hodder & 
Stoughton as part of the on-going anniver
sary celebrations. Th.is is a book for which 
a review seems almost superfluous. 
Nobody needs to be told what happened 
on the expeditions and the book hardly 
needs promotion, having already sold 
millions of copies in innumerable 
languages. 

In one obvious way the book deserves 
its classic status. The 1953 expedition was 

the culmination of the long British obses
sion with Everest that began with Howard
Bury's Reconnaissance Expedition in 1921 
and that saw so many dramas and 
tragedies before Tenzing and Hillary finally 
reached the summit 32 years and eight 
expeditions later. One would expect, then, 
the book of the trip to set the seal on that 
particular chapter of British mountaineer
ing history. And so it certainly does, but 
not in the way that it might have seemed 
at the time. 

1be Ascent of Everest is one of the last of 
the traditional mountaineering stories. In 
reading contemporary expedition books 
- a genre which really doesn't deserve the 
abuse heaped upon it - people have come 
to expect climbers to bare their souls. We 
look for terror, exultation and doubt to 
follow each other in quick succession; the 
personalities have become at least as inter
esting as the climbing. Hunt, however, is 
firmly of the Victorian school, where a 
manly handshake is about as far as one 
goes in tenns of expressing emotion. By all 
accounts the expedition was a remarkably 
harmonious one, but it is hard to believe 
that men under such stress for so long 
were not occasionally at each other's 
throats. 

The expedition itself was a triumph of 
logistics and reading the book one marvels 
at how smoothly it all went. It seems that 
Hunt approached writing the book in 
much the same spirit as he approached 
the expedition and, to be fair , he was 
under great pressure to get it written as 
quickly as possible. The virtues that made 
him so brilliant a leader are reflected in 
the book. He does a wonderful job of 
communicating the structure of the moun
tain and the various technical challenges 
it posed, but something of the excitement 
and grandeur of the high Himalaya is 
sacrificed. 

These are observation rather than criti
cisms, however. The Ascent of Everest is 
a classic, and rightly so. It is one of the 
great documents of that period of moun
taineering history and nobody with a seri
ous interest in the wonderful world of 
high-altitude climbing should neglect it. 
Hodders are to be praised for reprinting it 
with the original appendixes which 
provide a fascinating insight into the back
ground of the expedition. John Hunt and 
Ed Hillary have provided a foreword and 
postscript respectively, with the right sort 
of retrospective worthy sentiments, and 
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Charles Clarke reminds us in an appendix 
how the Mount Everest Foundation contin
ues to use the money from the original 
book for the benefit of the rest of us. 

My only real criticism of the reissue is 
that many of the splendid black and white 
photographs in my old copy seem to have 
been left out, although there are some 
new colour shots. 1be Ascent of Everest 
certainly deserves to be back in the book
shops. I only hope that there are enough 
people who don't already have a copy to 
keep it in print. 
Jose Bermudes 

AU GRIGORY'S IVIRISl 
FOREWORD BY JAN MORRIS 

[CONSTABLE, £16.95] 
Alf Gregory, the 1953 expedition's offi
cial photographer, was denied access to 
his pictures - which are images of great 
historic and cultural significance - until 
two years ago when he finally took his 
negative collection into his own keep
ing. The result of what was by all 
accounts a swashbuckling act is this fine 
collection of black and white 
photographs. They illustrate Gregory's 
obvious physical toughness - using a 
camera under such conditions is bad 
enough but having it as one of your 
chief responsibillities must have been 
even more demanding - but also his 
humanity. Gregory's main interest seems 
to be people - against the landscape, as 
individuals, as team-members - and the 
pictures of Sherpas are especially 
sympathetic. 



CORONAllON IVIRISl 

]AN MORRIS 
[BOXTREE, £6.99] 
There is nothing a newspaper likes less 
than to spend a lot of money sending a 
correspondent a very long way to cover 
an epoch-making event only for some 
enterprising hack to scoop them. The 
story of how Tbe Times got the biggest
mountaineering story ever back to Britain 
in time for the coronation of Elisabeth II 
and still a secret has become as much 
part of the mythology as the climbing 
itself. Curiously, according to the code 
the young James Morris struck upon to 
conceal the news, the most negative 
appraisal of the situation - 'Advance base 
abandoned, awaiting improvement' - in 
reality spelled success. 

The most striking thing about this book 
is how it has survived the passage of 
time. Tbe Ascent of Everest could never 
be written now. Britain has moved on to 
the extent that the Queen - crowned with 
such hope on the day the news arrived in 
London - now seems beset by troubles. 

Jan/James Morris' personal struggles 
have tended to overshadow her role in 
the ascent of Everest but this book has 
an energy, an exuberance even, which 
pre-dates that. She is full of telling obser
vations of the personalities involved, this 
one of Hunt moments before his triumph 
being typical: 

'There was Hunt, still hideous with 
ointment; a heroic figure , I thought, like 
some grizzled Hannibal in climbing 
boots. ' 

EVEREST 
THE !:JEST WRITING AN D PICTURES FROM SEV~NTY YEARS 

OF HUMAN EN DEAVOUR 

.... , .... ,.(1 ... 

S,r EDMUND HILLAIW 

IVIRISl 
EDITED BY PETER GlLLMAN 
FOREWORD BY Sm EDMUND HILLARY 
PICI1JRE RESEARCH BY AUDREY SALKELD 
[LITILE BROWN, £25.00] 
This spring seems to have turned into 
one long Everest 40th anniversary love
fest. There's nothing wrong with that; it 
was after all a tremendous enterprise well 
executed by a group of people who seem 
to have remained friends and that strikes 
me as a pretty good defmition of the ideal 
trip. 

Yet the most interesting thing about 
Everest, to a climber at least, isn't its first 
ascent. It is the fact that Everest is a 
common denominator to us all. Most 
climbers may never be equipped to face 
the obvious discomforts of climbing the 
big hill but it is a symbol of aspiration. 
It is our four-minute mile, our shot at the 
moon, our chance for the big time. 

This vertical community spirit is 
superbly transmitted in this sumptuous 
large-format volume. The pictures alone 
justify the admittedly unnerving £25.00 
price tag. The hand of Audrey Salkeld 
gets full recognition for this and properly 
so . She quite clearly knows as much 
about Everest, certainly the history of 
early attempts to climb it, as anybody else 
and it gives the book a depth that is 
almost tangible. There are so many 
pictures I hadn't seen before, from the 
shot of Mallo1y's backside to that of the 
Asian Friendship Expedition - a large 
crew with colour co-ordinated duvets -
raising a beer en masse to the lens. 

Various controversies and debates are 
pulled out into nugget-sized boxes to 
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make them accessible and the book is 
peppered with a host of pithy quotations 
garnered from a life-time's hunting. 
History, geography, geology and mythol
ogy are all represented. The routes, the 
summiteers, the all-too-many fatalities are 
carefully listed. Even the feel of the book 
lets you know what you're in for. 

The essays that form the backbone of 
this celebration of Everest have been 
published before and many are familiar. 
This isn't a disappointment since having 
Mallory , Shipton , Boardman, Scott, 
Zawada, Tabin and so many others 
brought together to express that feeling of 
shared experience is enough. Gillman is 
to be congratulated for bringing together 
so many talents - photographers, writ
ers, researchers - and steering the project 
to a successful and even conclusion. He 
says in his introduction that he luxuri
ated in his task. It shows. 
Ed Douglas 

BAIIOONING OVIR IVIRISl 
LEO DICKINSON 
UoNAIBON CAPE, £14.991 
We shall be reviewing Leo Dickinson's 
account of his latest adventure in the next 
issue, but it seemed only fair to include 
it here with the year's other Everest 
books. Dickinson's involvment with the 
mountain extends back to 1978 when he 
filmed Reinhold Messner and Peter 
Habeler making the first ascent without 
bottled oxygen. On page 90 he writes on 
his friendship with the American climber 
Dan Reid. 



BOOKS 

IAIIIAND : IANDSCAPl DI IMAGINAJION 
GORDON STAJNFORIB 

[CONSTABLE, £19.95] 
'Every man his own path-maker,' wrote 
Coleridge and while I have little personal 
sympathy for the Romantic view of 
nature, I would find it hard to gainsay 
this rebellious phrase. That it features in 
Gordon Stainforth's new book is not 
surprising. I once spent a day with 
Gordon for a magazine article and I still 
have fixed in my mind's eye an image of 
his spare figure striding ahead, camera 
on his back, making his own path. 

When I heard that after his great 
success with Eyes to the Hills Constable 
were rushing him into another volume, I 
was concerned. To so quickly threaten 
genuine success with an obvious pot
boiler would hardly do him or his talent 
any good. When I met him in the Lakes 
he was fretting about the same problem, 
but our fears were unjustified. While 
Lakeland: Landscape of Imagination is 
not as accomplished as Eyes to the Hills it 
is nevertheless a very fine book indeed. 

Those of us who make a living from 
writing about or photographing country 
that is well known to the public have a 
thankless task. If we dare to portray such 
places without the distorting affection of 
our readers then we risk not working. If 
we portray them as we think they are 
perceived then we risk abandoning our 

vision. Stainforth, who makes his own 
paths with the fervour of an evangelist, 
takes a subject like the Lake District -
comfortable, known, familiar - and 
breathes fresh interest into it. 

There are more average photos than 
Eyes ... , it is true, but for once I found 
myself agreeing with the puff on the dust 
jacket - Stainforth has astonished his 
admirers. There are photographs in this 
book that seem almost to mock the 
accepted view of these most harmonious 
and yet thoroughly wild mountains. There 
are photographs which present their 
perfect forms afresh. 

One example will have to suffice, 
although I urge you to pick the book up 
if you see it. On pages 144 and 145 are 
two photographs of Hollow Stones where 
Stainforth quite obviously spent the night. 
The stars over Pike's Crag wheel round 
his lens in the larger of the two and 
beside it is an excerpt from a poem by 
Terry Gifford which begins: 

'we lay back/replete as resting turf.' 
I've spent a lot of time in the Lakes, 

have camped at this spot more than once. 
These two pages brought to mind each of 
those occasions with an intensity I could 
never muster. I suddenly understood 
Stainforth's final remark in his introduc
tion: 

'Only later shall we realise just how 
inadequate our appreciation of it first was, 
as whole new worlds open up, far greater 
and richer than any we had previously 
imagined - or had been able to imagine, 
so limited and undeveloped were our 
creative powers in our earlier days.' 
Ed Douglas 

fNCYClOPAIOIA Of MOUNTAINHRING 
WALT UNSWORIB 

[HODDER & STOUGHTON, £16.99] 
Many climbers will have the previous 
edition of Walt Unsworth's 
encyclopaedia sitting on their shelves 
and it's nice to report that this new 
expanded version is altogether better 
than the original. 

It is a third bigger for a start with 
many more climbers mentioned and it 
has made some effort to take on board 
some of the developments of the past 
ten years. Especially strong on 
nineteenth century alpinists, the book 
does have a somewhat fogeyish air. On 
climbing breeches he writes: 
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'[they] leave the lower part of the leg 
unencumbered and are commonly used 
for all types of climbing.' Just ask Ben 
Moon - who isn 't, incidentally, thought 
worthy of an entry. Unsworth has also 
resolutely ignored Paul Williams ' 
Cloggy guide - a little too new for 
inclusion, perhaps, only having been 
published in 1988. 

The paper quality is low so the 
pictures are poorly reproduced and the 
book is hardly cheap at £17. 
Nevertheless this is a very useful 
reference source. 

OGWfN ANO CARNfODAU 
EDITED BY IAN SMJTii AND GEOFF MILBURN 

[CLLMBERS' CLUB, £14.99] 
This is an outstanding guide-book 
which brings together two areas rich in 
history but disparate in appeal. The 
book follows the twin-volume-in-one
cover approach already seen with 
Cheddar and Avon which - according 
to this book - was orginally invented 
to restore Carneddau to the nation 's 
attention while still making some 
money. It must be an imposing 
prospect to follow in the footsteps of 
Colin Kirkus and Menlove Edwards but 
the task has been achieved. Most of the 
photographs are excellent, the 
diagrams and crag shots are crisp and 
functional , the history is interesting and 
the whole thing leaves you with the 
impression that nobody is producing 
better guide-books than the Climbers' 
Club and nobody has a higher regard 
for our heritage. 
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DEPARTMENTS FOOD 

HAUH CUISINI 
Peter Berg looks at some tasty and nour
ishing options for hungry alpinists. 

I'M A MOUNTAINEERING gourmet - one of 
those tedious fellows who turns his nose 
up at a perfectly good tin of minted 
newly-processed peas or a mess of rehy
drated mashed potato. I'm not sure that 
I'd go quite as far as the group who 
climbed a mountain in Peru recently in 
order to hold a fu ll-scale dinner party at 
over 6,000 metres - the danger of frost
bite did rather restrict the conversation 
over the port and nuts - but I admire their 
enterprise. 

Of course, attitudes to food depend 
very much on time and place. There are 
occasions when more or less anything is 
welcome. 

My friend Derek Fordham tells me that 
after a hard day's slog on the Greenland 
ice cap, even pemmican slips down 
remarkably well and you fee l you could 
live on the stuff forever - a fee ling that 
evaporates immediately once you get 
down to the warm lllXl.lry, comparatively 
speaking, of the coast. 

I spent some time thinking about food 

during my three weeks in the Alps last 
summer. Food there fa lls into two cate
gories: the food you lug about in your 
rucksack and the food you buy in the 
hut. If you take food with you it's cheap 
but there's generally the added weight 
penalty of cooking equipment. 

For the huts, you need carry nothing 
heavier than a well-filled wallet or often 
as not in France your Barclaycard. Let's 
consider a few examples: 
The hut meal 
Here I've chosen dinner at the Grenairon 
hut perched at 2,000 metres in the moun-

tains north of Chamonix on 
a ridge leading to Mont Buet 
and the Cheval Blanc. From 
the outset I must say that this 
was an exceptionally good 
meal of its type far removed 
from the usual packet 
vegetable soup, cheese 
omelette and instant pink 
pudding that seems to 
appear in most huts. This 
may be partly due to the 
just-driveable track up which 
Marcel brings fresh supplies 
from the market in Sixt in his 

battered Jeep but most credit must go to 
Fran\;oise for the magic she works in her 
primitive kitchen lit by a single gas light. 
Here's the menu: 

■ Fresh vegetable soup 
- mainly carrot and potato. 

■ Ham in mustard sauce on a bed of rice 
topped with grated cheese browned 
under the grill. 

■ Green salad dressed with oil and vinegar . 
■ Cheese - a huge tranche of Tomme de 

Savoie dumped on the table · plus fresh 
bread and a glass or two of wine 

All very good and - at about FFB0/£9.50/$14.25 
per person · not too expensive. 

The dehydrated meal 
This was a disappointment as these prod
ucts are supposed to have improved in 
recent years. I must admit that the time
and-place factor may have played a signif
icant part, since for various reasons I 
didn't get around to preparing this one 
until back in London. I feel certain that it 
would have seemed better on a bivouac 
halfway up the north face of the Eiger 
than in a kitchen in WCI after a hard day 
at the word-processor. 
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■ Kno rr Super Chicken Noodle Soup 
■ Raven/BCB Shepherd's Pie. This sounds 

more appealing as 'Hachis Parmenter' or 
even 'Gehakl en Aardappelpuree' as the 
multi-lingual label suggests. 

■ Raven/BCB Rice Pudding with Sultanans. 

Total cost was about £3.75/$5.65 per person. 

Plenty of calories here, but not much 
gastronomy, though packet chicken 
noodle is in my view quite the most 
successful of dehydrated soups. The 
Raven products were both of the add
boiling-water-and-stir variety, but in the 
case of the shepherd's pie much more 
than the recommended quantity of water 
was needed and the rice had to be boiled 
for a further ten minutes to soften the 
grains. The pie was nice and oniony, but 
the rice was very bland and could have 
done with more flavouring - almond or 
vanilla, perhaps. 

The pre-packaged meal. 
This, as my son might say, was the busi
ness. For a start, the time-and-place factor 
was about a million - lunch sitting in the 
sun, sheltered from the wind in a gully 
at 4,150 metres just below the summit of 
the Breithorn while feeling elated and 
pleasantly tired after a successful, if unde
manding, ascent. 

■ Knorr Saupe Pecheur aux Trois Poissons 
in a carton . 

■ Majeste Cassoulet du Pays de Toulouse 
au Canard in a tin . 

■ Yabon Gateau de Semoule au Nappage 
Chocolat in a tin . 

■ Red wine in a handy 250ml plastic bottle 
and French rye bread which keeps well. 

Total cost was about FF25 francs/£3/$4.5 per 
person. 

The components for this meal all came 
from a French hypermarche and prove 
the point that food of good quality can 
come out of a tin or carton. The delicious 
fish soup, based on cod, whiting and john 
dory, flavoured with saffron and white 
wine, only needed heating - a matter of 
five minutes or so on our Camping Gaz 
stove. The cassoulet, with its succulent 
blend of beans , preserved duck and 



Toulouse sausage, took me straight back 
to student days when I spent one summer 
working in the Languedoc. As for the 
'afters ', I don't think the translation 
'semolina pudding' really does it justice. 

The meal to make up for the others 
Marc Veyrat is the supernova of the 
French gastronomic scene with no fewer 
than four chef's hats in the revered and 
feared Gault et Millan guide and 
his restaurant, the Auberg.e de 
l'Eridan, is by Lake Annecy, just an 
hour or so by car from Chamonix 

Marc l/eyrat who owns the 
Auberge d'Eridan and does 
wonderful things with red 
mullet and an achillea 
sauce. 

and perfectly located for some seri
ous eating at the end of a climbing 
holiday. Marc Veyrat is a moun
taineer himself and comes of 
Savoyard mountain-farming stock 
- he says he was a shepherd first 
and a chef much later - and has an 
intimate knowledge of all those 
little aromatic plants we trample 
under our boots which he uses to 
flavour his cooking. 

Our lunch was stupendous, from 
a tiny tartelette of snails and girolles 
via red mullet fillets in a sauce 
based on achillea; melon in 
alchemilla tea; ravioli using thin 
slices of celeriac and carrot instead 
of pasta containing Sicilian truffles 
and mountain herbs respectively, 
accompanied by polenta flavoured 
with wild thyme and fennel; pigeon 
breasts in watercress sauce; a trol
leyfull of local cheeses; sorbets of 
celery, almond, raspberry and 
gentian; custards of lavender, 

chicory and verbena, and finally, loads 
of delicious petits fours. And this was the 
smallest menu. At around £55/$85 per 
head, including wine, coffee and so on, 
it's not cheap, but you're up in the gastro
nomic clouds here so who's quibbling, 
apart from your bank manager? 

And what delicacies does Marc Veyrat 
himself eat when he's up in the moun
tains? I put the question to him expecting 
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descriptions of all sorts of complicated 
conjuring tricks on the Primus stove. The 
answer was nothing like that - just some 
local cheese and ham, a bit of bread and 
a flask of eau-de-vie de gentiane to raise 
the spirits. 

We would love to hear from readers who 
have recipes or cooking tips for moun
taineers bored with their usual fare. 
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Reebok Sponsors British Team 
REEBOK HAVE SIGNED a three-year contract 
with the British Mountaineering Council 
to sponsor the British Climbing Squad 
until the end of 1995. The money will be 
administered by the BMC and be used to 
help provide access to high-quality train
ing facilities for a squad of six men and 
four women. The sum is thought to be 
just under £20,000 a year. 

Reebok feel the British team has been 
disadvantaged in comparison to its 
European and American counterpans but 
the company does stress 'that climbing is 
only one aspect of the outdoors and it 
will continue to work with, and support 
the BMC to promote, protect and educate 
the wider public about the outdoors.' TI1e 
company does not, however, have plans 
to sponsor other BMC activities. 

The sponsorship deal coincides with 
the launch of a range of walking boots 
by Reebok who recognise that Olympic 
status for competitions could raise the 
sport's profile. 

WARNINGS ! 

REI issue warning 
FOLLOWING AN ACCIDENT in 1990, REI are 
warning climbers to check they are tying 
into REI's two-loop style harnesses prop
erly. The injured climber had tied into 
only one of the two loops and in a fall 

continued on page 80, column one>> 

Money for new rope 
In the last few years the rope market has been shaken up by 

innovation, price-cutting and the hard sell. Ed Douglas on 

the knotty question of where all of this leaves the climber. ' M any people ask how long a 
rope will last,' says the British 
Mountaineering Council's 

booklet entitled Ropes. James Oag stands 
in the half-completed shell of a new 
factory and test-rig in the remote 
Highland village of Newtonmore clearly 
trying to suppress his excitement about 
his company's plans to provide a new 
product that will do just that. When 
Cairngorm, founded by innovator David 
Wotherspoon, announced they had won 
a Department of Trade and Industry 
'Smart' Award for designing, in conjunc
tion with the University of Strathclyde, a 
rope that changed colour when it was 
dangerously stressed the news was 
welcomed by many climbers - especially 
those involved in outdoor education for 
whom the benefits were obvious. 

Rope-makers were a little cooler in 
their admiration, partly because the idea 
to produce such a rope had been around 
for some time - Cousin had even done 
some research into it - and partly because 
developing any kind of rope to the point 
of production is a long haul. Ropes are 
not like hardware which can be tested 
and measured precisely; they're made of 
artificial fabrics in the same way your 
breathable jacket is and - like your jacket 
- ropes are susceptible to changes in their 
performance if used in a hostile envi
ronment. 

Cairngorm, founded in 1989, couldn't 
match their technical expertise with busi
ness sense and the company was heavily 
restructured in 1991 - which is where 
James Oag came in as the representative 
of the new board. An injection of new 
money, development grants and a ten
fold increase in their turnover has been 
the story since. Cairngorm now -has an 
identifiable image and uses its Scottish 
roots as a selling-point, something which 
proves especially effective in France. But 
image isn't the sole reason; Cairngorm's 
standard ropes have simply improved out 
of recognition. 

The company has become less vocal 
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about its rope that changes colour not 
because it doesn't work, because it does. 
Last year the DTI gave Cairngorm their 
'Smart Two' award - which is made to 
bring innovation into production. 
Technical consultant Duncan McCallum 
has taken big falls off Marlene at Dunkeld 
and the rope 'bruised' when it should 
have done. As he explains: 

(i;J 
BRITISH 

M(JIJNTAINfERJN{j 
CDUN[L 

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

ROPES 

The British Mountaineering 
Council's booklet is due for 
reprinting and will be 
available from the 
BMC's office. 

'It's part of my job to be cautious about 
it and create problems for those devel
oping the rope. But I was pleasantly 
surprised to discover it really works.' 

Cairngorm's reservations about their 
fledgling invention come from too much 
publicity too soon which is deflecting 
attention from their other achievements. 
The message from others in the industry 
seems to be 'It looks good, but will it 
work?' 

Cairngorm believe that the rope will 
enter production late this year but are 
keen to stress that this is provisional. 

Another company that's made a very 
recent entry into the market is Marlow 



ropes. Unlike 
Cairngorm which is a 
small company looking 
to grow, Marlow had 
been making yachting 
ropes and specialist 
cordage for merchant 
shipping for almost 200 
years and employs 200 
people on a six-acre 
site. It was a purely 
commercial decision to 
move into climbing 
rope as their R&D man 
Chris Berryman says 
bluntly: 

'The market was big 
enough and the 
margins were there. ' 

Marlow certainly appreciate the use of 
margins as a marketing tool , offering 
ropes at prices well below their more 
established European competitors. 
Marlow also bought in expertise where 
they lacked it, chiefly an insider's view 
of the market. Eclipse, run by former Wild 
Country sales managers Steve Foster and 
Andy Bowman, was brought in to market 
the product. 

Foster is dismissive of the wilder claims 
his competitors make - although he sees 
a good market at outdoor centres for 
Cairngorm's new rope - pointing out that 
some innovations are largely marketing 
'kiddology': 

'Ropes don't break,' he says. 'They can 
be cut, or contaminated with chalk or 
paraffin from a stove, but have you ever 
heard of one breaking?' 

He also points out that testing in a 
laboratory is one thing but how a rope 
behaves on the crag is another. Ropes 
are treated with teflon or silicon-based 
lubricants to help reduce abrasion and 
these can wear off quickly. New 
European Community standards are due 
to be implemented soon that will get 
round many of these problems by autho
rising licensed testing-bodies to buy the 
ropes they test from shops, avoiding the 
risk that manufacturers will send in a rope 
that is especially well made. 

The current vogue for thinner and thin
ner diameters - coming up hard against 
the UIAA's minimum five-fall requirement 
- which has seen single 9.8mm ropes 
introduced is not the way to assess a 
rope's performance. Foster recommends 
examining weight-per-metre statistics as 
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Salt, dirt and other 
impurities can shorten your 
rope's life and should be 
washed out regularly. See 
panel right. 

a more reliable guide, a sentiment echoed 
by the technical expert at Edelrid, Bernt 
Prause. · Edelrid produced the first 
Kemmantle ('Core-sheath') rope in 1953 
and have been making climbing ropes 
for 55 years. Prause too stresses how the 
ingress of dirt and grit at the bottom of 
the crag will affect your rope more than 
the falls you take on it: 

'Most people only take a .4 factor fall 
on their ropes - if that - and that's with
out allowing for dynamic belaying.' 

Prause explains that when Edelrid gave 
their version of the 9.8mm - a rope that 
had performed adequately in the labora
tory - to their technical consultants to 
test in the field, they were shocked by 
the results: 

'When those ropes came back we put 
them on the test-rig and not one held a 
fall. Zero. It's all very well testing things 
in the laboratory but out in the field it's 
an altogether different pair of shoes.' 

Beal have only been producing climb
ing ropes since 1976 but they have - in 
terms of quality of product at least - the 
reputation of being a market leader. 
Michel Beal points out that his competi
tors' 9.8mm ropes are actually heavier 
than his 10mm Laser: 

'If it's just part of a rope's name then 
we could call the Laser a 9.8mm rope but 
producing a sub-60 grammes per 
metre rope is something else. Nobody is 
doing that.' ■ 
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buying and caring for your rope 
In the shop: Before you go know what you 
want to buy. Are you going to be travelling 
fast over mixed ground or hanging off a bolt at 
New River? The weight of a rope - not just its 
diameter - determines how many falls it will 
take so you have to balance speed and ease 
of movement with security. Use catalogues to 
compare grammes-per-metre and the 
maximum impact force - which must be 
below twelve kilo Newtons and gives an idea 
of a rope's elasticity. Tie knots with a few 
potentials and examine the sheath to see how 
well it's made. Think about getting an 
'everdry' treatment if your rope could get wet 
or cold . You'd struggle to find a rope without 
UIAA approval but if you do you probably 
shouldn't buy it. 
At the crag: Use a belay sheet if your local 
crag is sandy at the base. Most rope 
manufacturers make one. Dirt works its way 
through the sheath and increases abrasion 
between the strands of the core resulting in a 
greatly weakened rope. The thinner your 
corde the quicker the damage happens. 
Always keep an eye on whether the string is 
travelling over sharp edges, or whether a fall 
will bring into contact with one. Don't drop it in 
your acid tank, do keep it away from gas or 
cooker fuel, don't walk over it in crampons 
and coil it properly. As you belay, look for 
nicks or frays where the core is showing - if it 
is then cut that section out. If it gets wet, dry it 
in a well-ventilated room uncoiled. 
In the bath: Keep your rope free of dirt by 
washing it. You can do this is in your washing 
machine (warm water/gentle program/mild 
soap) but if you live in an area of hard water 
then the stuff that makes it hard crystallises 
out into your rope making it and your belaying 
technique somewhat stiff. Warm distilled 
water in a large bowl does the trick and 
avoids the problem. For information on 
specific brands contact: 
Edelweiss: Teufelberger GmbH, 
Vogelwiederstrasse 50, A-4600 Weis. 
Edelrid: Edelmann + Ridder GmbH. Achener 
Weg 66. D-7972 lsny. Germany. 
Mammut: lndustristrasse, Birren, 5703 Sean. 
Switzerland. 
Rivory Joanny: rue du Pont Fournas, BP 81 , 
F-42402 Saint Chamond cedex, France. 
Beal: 2. rue Rabelais - bp 235, 38201 Vienne 
cedex. France. 
Cousin: rue Abbe Bonpain 8, F-59117. 
Wervicq-Sud. France. 
Cairngorm: Newtonmore. Inverness-shire, 
PH20 1 DL, Scotland. 
Marlow: Diplocks Way. Hailsl1am, East 
Sussex. BN27 3JS. England. 
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> > continued from page 78 

the single tie-in loop tore away from the 
harness. This type of harness was manu
factured between 1976 and 1991 and is 
similar to other makes also sold in that 
period. REI states: 'If you are unsure of 
the proper way to use any piece of climb
ing gear, please seek further instruction 
before using it.' 

IHI INGINHR 
The Engineer suggests ways of preparing 
your rock boots for the rigours of the 
coming season, cutting down on footwear 
in the Alps and keeping your nuts firmly 
attached. 

Rock boots 
AH, THE JOYS OF SUMMER. Time for all those 
niggling life-style choices to raise their 
heads heavy from their winter hiberna
tion. Should 1993 be the year for that in
growing toe-nail op' Can you get through 
the summer with only a few shots of 
cortisone? Living rooms are already echo
ing to the squeak of tight Italian leather 
but for the late starters among us here 

are some tips on' breaking in new rock 
boots. 

Buying boots and slippers mega-tight 
is one thing, but if you go straight into a 
hard route and thrash 'em then you're 
sure to lower their life expectancy. All 
boots, and especially slippers, should be 
given time for the leather and the rubber 
to stretch even if it's just to the shape of 
your probably misshapen foot. 

Alternate your new footwear with old, 

use it a bit on the wall and wear it about 
the house - sticky rubber is excellent for 
getting stuff off the carpet. Shaping the 
boot to your foot can be speeded up by 
wetting the inside - don't soak - and then 
wearing. If you do this with a number of 
pairs in an evening, say red Lasers , 
orange Runouts and purple Mythos, you 
can produce a stunning tie-dye effect 
that'll look cool on the crag and stun your 
chiropodist. 

If part of the boot's chafing badly or 
applying severe pressure then try rubbing 
a bit of Vaseline into the spot. This'll 
soften up the leather and ease the aggra
vation, but go easy or your boots will 
become grease balls. A couple of small 
tips for the rubber; use sandpaper to 
lightly smooth off the sharp edges of the 
sole before the boots for the time first 
and later smooth down any 'feather' rucks 
which start forming on the sole or they'll 
grow deeper. 
Travelling light 
Everyone likes cutting down on weight in 
the Alps. Alas, Kamer doesn't make rock 
boots that double up as inner boots for 
plastics any more and the Boreal models 
have to be specially made. If you're doing 

a route with a short 
snow descent in your 
rock boots, carry the 
plastic outers in your 
sack and leave the 
inners in the valley. 

At the end of the 
route, a good fit can 
be achieved between 
rock boot and plastic 
outer by putting an 
old long sock on 
over the rock boot 
and then rolling it 
down to the ankle to 
form a padded area 
for the cuff of the 
outers. If you want to 
be a bit more sophis

ticated, then get an old pair of inners, cut 
off the cuff, attach Velcro inside the cuff 
and on the upper of the rock boot and 
you've got a slightly more up-market 
version. 

Of course, neither of these will give 
the warmth, support or comfort of a 
tailor-made inner-boot, but getting the 
sock off the rock boot will give you and 
your friends hours of harmless fun back 
at the hut. 
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Tight nuts 
On the subject of things alpine, many 
axes and crampons use nuts and bolts 
and it's always a real hassle when they 
start loosening up en route. You swing 
your axe and instead of a reassuring 
thunk you get a distressing rattle. You 
can dispel all such worries with a visit to 
your local toy shop. 

What you're looking for is Liquid 
Thread Lock made by the Tamiya Plastic 
Model Company of Japan and it'll cost 
you about £1.60. Put a blob on the 
thread, tighten the screw or the nut -
don't over-tighten - and they should 
remain secure until you come to loosen 
them again with a spanner or hexagonal 
key. 

WARNING: Altering, adapting or modifying climbing 
equipment may invalidate any manufacturers' 
guarantees and may endanger your life. Mountain 
Review disclaims any responsibility for any accident 
or loss of guarantee resultant from following advice 
given by The Engineer or any other Mountain Review 
equipment writer. 

Retraction 
Following the piece in MoRe 1 by The 
Engineer on adapting crampons, partic
ularly Grivel 2Fs, we are happy to publish 
the following information: 

1: The double rings on the ankle strap 
are five times stronger than fastex buck
les, not prone to fracture in cold condi
tions and cannot be broken during 
moraine-bashing, foot-jamming etc. 

2: The metal strap on the toe bail is 
such a vital component that other manu
facturers have copied it and this feature 
is likely to be incorporated into forth
coming European standards. To cut it off, 
dangerous in itself, and then postulate a 
separation of the front and rear sections 
beggars belief. Separating the halves is 
not possible with the foot in the 
crampon. 

3: 2F stands for two functions; as 
required, the crampons can be adapted 
for technical mixed climbing or sustained 
steep ice. Trekking or walking for 
extended periods in rigid mode is not 
recommended as it will reduce the life 
of the crampon. This is a well-known 
feature of all rigid crampons and not just 
2Fs - the only crampon outside Germany 
with TIN certification which corresponds 
to the new European safety standards. ■ 
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Victor Saunders explains how the three
screw trick always gets you home. 

I HAD A FRIEND ONCE, called David 
Bradney. His triangular face and haystack 
hair still trouble me in my nightmares. 
Bradney had an engagingly disingenu
ous way of dealing with scientific or 
intellectual obfuscation. I remember his 
lean, mountain-hardened figure silouhet
ted against the on-coming frontal depres
sion, swathes of operatic clouds scything 
the blood red sky. I asked what sort of 
clouds he thought those were and what 
they might portend. 'General Action, 
matey, definitely General Action clouds,' 
he said. 

Everything was General Action to 
David. Under the Eiger we bivouacked 
in the rain while David threw up again 
and again. We were always vomiting in 
those days. We were real survivors: food
poisoning survivors, achohol-poisoning 
survivors, ganja-poisoning survivors. This 
time it was the food. In between retch
ing, an ashen-faced David managed to 
announce that his education to date had 
failed him comprehensively: 

'I only ever needed to know two 
things, how to roll a neat joint and how 
to put in good runners. And they never 
taught me those ... aaaargh!. ... yuuurrghhh.' 

I was sitting on the loo thinking. 
Sometimes I just sit. I was thinking about 
Bradney, thinking about the things you 
need to know to get down safely from 
big unclimbed mountains. There is a 
certain amount of problem-solving in 
attemptiQ.g new routes, which is absent 
from repeating climbs. I am not saying 
that exploring hew bits of mountain is 

GEAR/ K IT L I ST 

any more valid or difficult than follow
ing previously climbed lines, just more 
interesting. So there I was, just sitting 
and thinking, and slowly the solution 
came to mind. 

This was two years ago when Steve 
Sustad and I were planning a possible 
40-pitch retreat from the south face of 
Ultar. We began with the problem of 
getting down, before looking at the 
ascent. That made sense, we were 
cowherds after all , but cowherds driven 
by this one intriguing problem. Climbing 
in a single push was going to severly 
limit our gear. The face was twice the 
size of the Eiger, and the way down was 
also the line of ascent. As it transpired 
we failed after 2,500 metres of climbing 
- about one and a half Eigers - and the 
down climbing reduced our abseils to 
twenty pitches, but we still only needed 
a couple of pegs, twenty metres of abseil 
tat and three ice screws. We brought the 
ice screws home. The sitting and think
ing had brought a neat solution to our 
problem; descend on ice and use the 
three-screw trick. This enabled us to 
carry only five screws for the whole 
climb, as well as some rock gear. We 
certainly couldn't have carried forty bits 
of abseil gear. The three-screw trick was 
part, an important part, of our solution 
to the problem of this huge unclimbed 
face. 

So, David, I would like to add to your 
list, because while your two special skills 
might get you up big walls, it's in the 
getting down that all the danger lies. Get 
that wrong and you are in deep, deep 
doo-doos. 

For the three-screw trick you need a 
metre of 10mm tape - not cord - per 
anchor and three of those nice Russian 
titanium screws. One must be fat enough 
for the others to fit inside. You drill the 
holes with the fat screw. The holes 
should meet at approximately 60° form
ing an equilateral triangle of ice round 
which you thread the tape with the help 
of the thinner screw. The teeth only bite 
the tape when twisted clockwise, and if 
the hole is not wide enough, the threads 
will catch the edge and force the screw 
to turn anti-clockwise as you withdraw. 
That's why you need the nice big fat 
screw. 

If you can't quite see why now, you 
will the moment you try it out. Some 
things, mountaineering techniques espe-
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cially, only rea lly make sense when prac
tised in the rea l world , on route , in 
descent, at night. 

When you get down to the next stance 
you repeat the operation and tie the rope 
through the next anchor for the last 
person down. We always do that; I have 
now seen that precaution save two 
climbers from certain death. So far only 
two screws used up, what about the 
third? Thats the back-up. They say that in 
Buddhism, the ceaseless repetition of 
the mantra 'om mani padme horn' brings 
peace of mind. In abseiling the mantra is 
'back-up back-up back-up' . I am told the 
same is true of computers. You suspect 
the structural integrity of the ice? The 
triangular thread looks a little thin? Well, 
the back-up gives you peace of mind. 
Allegedly. Because the last one down 
takes out the back-up, it is extremely 

I 
You might get up big 
walls , but it 's in the 
getting down that all the 
danger lies. Get that wrong 
and you are in deep, deep 
doo-doos. Rime ice on 
Cerro Torre . 

important to arrange the back-up's sling 
carefully. This sling must take no load 
from the main anchor, (remembe.r that 
10mm tape stretches under load) or else 
how can you know the anchor works? 
And that's it. The three-screw trick. Now 
back to the sitting and thinking. ■ 
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AIPINI JICHNIUUIS 

Mark Diggins writes on coping with scale 
and objective dangers. 

THE MOST SIGNIFICANT differences between 
the Alps - and similar ranges - and areas 
like the Scottish hills are scale and objective 
danger. First seasons are often spiced with 
near-misses involving crevasses, rockfall 
and other jollies like enforced bivouacs. 
These are such regular occurrences on 
particular climbs that they are often referred 

to by the locals as 'Englishmen's bedrooms'. 
The Forbes Arete on the Aiguille du 
Chardonnet is one such route. 

Initially, coping with the problems that 
these differences present is something of 
a mystery. The environment is often unfa
miliar and the knowledge and techniques 
required to climb safely and efficiently is 
scant. The transfer of cragging or short ice
climbing techniques and attitudes directly 
into alpine situations can result in slow 
ascents. A lack of awareness creates unnec
essary exposure to a catalogue of dangers 
by being, for example, on a glacier late in 
the afternoon when heavy wet snow gives 
poor conditions underfoot, increasing the 
chances of faUing through a snow bridge 
into a crevasse. On snow slopes bad snow 
increases the chances of slipping and 
falling. Late afternoon stonefall is ready to 
clobber anyone that wanders into its inno

cent path. 
The difference in scale between the Alps 

and British mountains, for example, is 
substantial. Alpine routes are commonly 
around 1,000 metres in lengtl1 while even 
the longest routes in Britain rarely exceed 
400 metres. For a first-time alpinist, whether 
they're coming from Stanage or the Gun.ks, 
scale is difficult to grasp. 

Alpine guidebooks often refer to 
hundreds of feet in one sentence as 
opposed to familiar rock-climbing guide
books which may describe just one move 
in a sentence. On home ground the stan
dard climbing system which comprises a 
leader and second belaying at 50-metre 
intervals is a sufficient system for most 
routes to be completed in one day. In the 
Alps, the majority of day-routes require 
faster systems in order for the clin1b to be 
completed in daylight and be off the moun
tain in time to miss deteriorating afternoon 

conditions. Techniques can be learnt but 
their application takes time and practise for 
them to become efficient and second 
nature. These skills will be covered in a 
later article. To understand objective danger 
requires a watchful eye and an under
standing of the environment in which you 
are climbing or travelling. Objective dangers 
are beyond our cona-ol and always threaten 
certain areas eitl1er continually with faUing 
ice and rock or temporarily according to 
the time of day. 

With respect to objective dangers in the 
alpine mountains roughly four zones can be 
identified. 

A: Definite no-go zones such as serac or 
permanent stonefall areas. 

B: Danger zones that always threaten but through 
which passage can be made with speed and 
attention. 

C: Temporary danger zones that are threatened by 
stonefall or snowslides depending on the time 
of day. 

D: Safe zones that are free from objective dangers 
- ie ridges and alpine meadows! 

In observing your chosen alpine route 
you should be mindful of these zones. 
Choose a line that avoids no-go areas and 
gets you through dangerous areas quickly. 
Organise yourself in terms of fitness and 
acclimatisation, co1Tect rope techniques and 
route-finding so as to move efficiently and 
escape tl1e temporary dangers that the rising 
afternoon temperatures create. 

The last points are so important that the 
alpine day is geared around starting for 
your route in the early hours of the morn
ing and returning in tl1e early afternoon -
around 2pm - which avoids the sun's debil
itating heat and the soft snow that slows 
progress and increases tl1e chance of slip
ping because of clogged crampons, aside 
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from the fact that you feel rather twitchy. 
Descending most of your route on the more 
secure firm neve in the latter part of the 
morning is altogether 

route - the east ridge for example - the 
seracs are a well-known no-go area and 
appear as zone A on the diagram. The 

more comfortable. Aiguille du Chardonnet (3323m) 
To make these points 

more clearly, I have 
chosen the Aiguille du 
Chardonnet in the Mont 
Blanc massif as an exam
ple. It is a fairly accessi
ble mountain which 
requires all the above 
factors to be taken into 
consideration. The two 
most popular routes 
being the north buttress 
at difficile standard and 
the east ridge - also 
known as the Forbes 
Arete - at assez difficile 
standard. 

When looking at the 
mountain in ter~s of 
identifying your chosen Glacial terrain - Zone C 
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Left: Anne Twight and 
Marile Waltsch on the north 
face of the Chardonnet. 
Below: A diagram of the 
northern side of the 
Chardonnet illustrating the 
different zones of objective 
danger. 

approach route crosses close by zone A 
and should therefore be traversed quickly 
and with awareness. 

Likewise there is also a section on the 
no1th buttress that may be threatened by 
serac fall. Zone C includes the ice boss on 
the east ridge, the descent on the west ridge 
and the glacier itself. The upper pa1t of the 
west ridge is subject to stonefall in the after
noon but largely the terrain in zone C 
comprises snow and ice. 

The ice boss becomes more difficult as 
the summer progresses because of the 
diminishing snow. The upper reaches of 
the west ridge are much safer underfoot to 
descend in the firm snow conditions of the 
late morning. All the glacial terrain (zone C) 
is much safer in the early morning than in 
the late afternoon. Snow bridges are more 
delicate and fatigue may increase a care
lessness of movement and a lack of aware
ness. Zone D on the east ridge should be 
safe from objective danger. 

Climbing in the Alps is such an enjoy
able experience but there is obviously risk 
and danger. Taking unnecessary risks , 
however, might curtail your Alpine career 
rather abruptly. ■ 

To Albert Premier Hut 



above 
the rest 
"simply the best" 

Jerry Moffatt 

DR International Climbing Walls 
are an internationally 

renowned company who provide 
top quality Rock Climbing 

Walls. 

We offer expertise on all forms of climbing 
walls, free-standing towers, 

competition walls, modular and mechanical 
systems, bolt-on holds, sprayed 

and sculptured poured concrete walls and 
special climbing wall blocks. 

For the best advice in this specialist field, 
contact: 

■ 
INTERNATIONAL 

CLIMBING 

39 Steps, Leeds Road, Pool Bank, Otley, 
West Yorkshire, LS21 3BR, UK. 

Telephone: 0532 842369 
Fax: 0532 843128 

The Mount Everest Foundation wishes to thank 
all those who have made donations to the 40th 

Anniversary Appeal, all of which will in due 
course contribute to mountaineering and 
scientific expeditions to the Great Ranges. 
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Bruce K Reid TD Dm:on Paul G Hurwood 
CL Creswlck WIINam R Rollo David W Holler 
Derek Fordham Angela and Jack Soper Miss Nicola F Marlow 
Josephine Crockatt Ian Arnold Nigel Abbott 
Terry White K J Addison-Scott K HaUleld 
KC Wakefield JohnPotollar Miss M Hyde-Parker DBE 
H Wraight DReed Prince N Obolensky 
Moray Mountain SpoMs Chris Bonmaton Ashbourne & District 
Shirley Bridges Martin I oowson Probus Club 

John Boyle R M Parkinson Sir Peter Danielrs 
Jo Rallng s M Rlcbarmon Charitable Trust 

Angela RalNng Tony Henley AJMuston 
Chris Rallng J Freeman-Attwuod R MBeatson 
H W Nlcholsoo Roger Smith Dr Roger H Wallis 
Ls Cruse CmdRCPell)I Nicky Southln 
J T fastgata Lord WIison or Tllyorn John Sellar 
uonel Fretz RV Giddy Peter Hunt 
Peter Stone AD Malcolm Joe Brown 
Richard B Allan Lord Umerlck The Rolex Watch Co Ltd 
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Wlfflam L Putnam R A Coatsworth F Viney 

Dr Jim Person ADM Cox Prof R J Brocklehurst 
Dr RI Dunn George Band Brian Needham 
EH J Smyth MB Thomas Kodak Umlted 
BI Richards o Turnbull Dr Aarseth 
K J Wllaon Dr TereBB Tate 

Further Donations 
(Cheques: 'Mount Everest Foundation') 

or better still Covenants 
(write for form) will join this growing list. 

Our Appeal Office address 
is as follows: 

Jo Railing, MEF Appeal Office, 
211 Lillie Road, London SW6 7LW 



An active interest in 
mountaineering and climbing 
is all you need to become a 
Mountain Review subscriber. .. 

You may have difficulty in getting hold of a copy of Mountain 

Review - stockists are not on every street corner, but only 

specialist climbing and mountaineering equipment retailers. 

If finding your copy is difficult (shops have been selling out), 

what better reason to subscribe. Let us get it to you, and for 

less than the cover price. 
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of selected special offers, such as special prices on 

mountaineering books. 

All in all a superb package of information and entertainment. 

And great value - just£16.00 for six issues (£20 overseas 

rate). The most collectable climbing magazine available, a 

limited number of Issue 1 are still available. 

Subscribe today using the form below, 
or call our credit card hotline on 0298 72801 
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Dr Clarke describes high-altitude 
pulmonary and cerebral oedemas, how to 
spot them and some basic responses to their 
diagnosis. 

IF YOU READ MY LN,T article you might have 
wondered what all the fuss was about -
the headaches and misery of acute moun
tain sickness (AMS) are scarcely serious 
medical problems. There is, unfortunately, 
more to it than that, though the main 
8,000-metre ascents of the 1950s were 
made in total ignorance of these more seri
ous forms of AMS, pulmonary and cerebral 
oedema, which are lethal illnesses. 

In 1960, the American doctor Charlie 
Houston (Nanda Devi in 1936, K2 in '38, 
Everest Reconnaissance 1950), whose team 
so very nearly climbed K2 in 1953, made 
the first of several personal observations 
which revolutionised mountain medicine: 

'On New Year's Eve I received a call 
from a young man who had left his sick 
companion in the mountains near Aspen, 
Colorado to ski out for help. A rescue 
party was assembled and the following 
evening the patient was brought to a 

hospital for treatment of what I anticipated 
was pneumonia. Instead the young man 
had an accumulation of fluid in both lungs 
(ie pulmonary oedema) and that was 
unlike the inflammation seen in pneumo
nia. ' Major discoveries are easy, aren't they? 

Within months the paper was in The 

Lancet. high-altitude pulmonary oedema 
became an immediate curiosity, of no 
interest to sea-level doctors, but a well
recognised killer above 4,000 metres. It 

was soon christened HAPE because that's 
how you spell edema over there. 

The lungs fill with fluid from the blood
stream in pulmonary oedema. Cough and 
breathlessness follow. As the hours pass an 
ominous gurgling, crackling sound is 
heard - either audibly, or by listening with 
your ear to the chest. If this continues, a 
member of the party will not be joining 
you for dinner. 

First, recognise pulmonary oedema. It is 
common and unpredictable, it occurs 
around 4,000 metres or higher, occasion
ally lower. It almost always improves 
rapidly with descent or treatment and 
recovery is complete. Think about the 
members of the party. One will be rather 
silent, puffing on the hills more than they 
should. Then you'll notice they are paus
ing during sentences or mouthfuls - not 
wolfing their scoff at speed like the rest 
of the group. Perhaps they'll cough at 
night, starting with a dry hacking croak 
which keeps everyone awake. Your irri
tation will turn to abje.ct horror when the 
dry croak turns to froth, first white, then 
pink and blood-stained, like candy-floss 
at the seaside which is where the patient 
will be expressing a desire to visit. 

You are both now in deep trouble. Six 
hours have elapsed since you first thought 
there was something wrong. It is dusk, 
you are in the western cwm at 6,000 
metres. The very last thing you want is to 
have a torch-lit procession down the 
Khumbu icefall in the rising evening mist. 
But that is what you must do. Don't hang 
about, just get down - somehow. 

Miraculously, after a long evening 
descent, your patient may well be cured at 
base camp by the morning and you will 
know you made the right decision when 
they say: 'I wasn't that bad anyway, and 
I'm sure I would have got bener up there 
by myself. ' 

Pulmonary oedema is now so well 
known that it is recognised not only in 
the meadows and footpaths of Nepal, but 
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in the Japanese Alps around 3,000 metres 
or at the Capanna Margherita (4556m) on 
Monte Rosa. About two per cent of us 
who stay above 5,000 metres will develop 
the condition, so it isn't just a curiosity. 
You will probably have seen a case by 
your sixth Himalayan trip. Your medical 
knowledge has increased, but there is 
more to come, so press on. 

The body responds to accumulating 
water nowhere more violently than in the 
brain, protected yet trapped within the 
rigid box of the skull. This is high-altitude 
cerebral oedema - or, for Americans , 
HACE. When I began Himalayan climb
ing in 1965 (I do not lie), I was told firmly 
that there was little more to be learned in 
clinical mountain medicine. Charlie 
Houston was soon to put the matter 
straight. 

At Shanta Bhavan Hospital in 
Kathmandu in 1970, Houston , with a 
British physician called John Dickinson, 
described the cerebral forms of AMS and 
the features of a high-altitude illness in 
which the lungs were not, primarily, 
involved, and where breathlessness was 
not a feature. 

The early symptoms of that dreadful 
headache of AMS (see MoRe 1) blend into 
a sort of drunkenness that is regularly 
experienced among the British hills. 
Speech is slurred, the patient sways when 
walking, the rope looks doubled when it 
isn't, focusing is difficult. The similarities 
don't end there as the patient may vomit 
and fall asleep. 

Responding at first to well-aimed prods, 
the slumber becomes deeper. Your patient 
becomes unrousable, indeed is in a coma 
with a severely swollen brain. Thereafter 
the likeness between alcohol and HACE 
ends because while the drunkard will 
wake next day with a hangover, your 
climbing partner is well on the way to 
their demise and it is probably too late to 
do much about it. 

HACE has caused many fatalities. Like 
pulmonary oedema it is not necessarily 
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an illness of great heights above 
6,000 metres. Trekkers in Nepal 
and Tibet are just as much at 
risk as climbers, though it is the 
better publicised - and higher -
deaths of Alan Rouse and Julie 

Above: An x-ray illustrating 
the state of lungs with 
high-altitude pulmonary 
oedema . 
Left: Retinal haemorrhage. 

Tullis on K2, and of Dr Peter Thexton on 
Broad Peak which are more often recalled. 

Once again, think about cerebral 
oedema, don't allow someone to make 
excuses for the sort of behaviour I have 
described. If they have a bad headache 
and are wobbly, or even just wobbly, get 
them down. You do not need special 
equipment or medical knowledge to make 
these diagnoses, though there are all 
manner of abnormalities for an experi
enced doctor to find on examination. 

There are also various dmg regimes to 
grapple with, oxygen sets to turn on, 
bottles which run out and regulators that 
go wrong and portable pressure bags 
with fabric vulnerable to the point of a 
crampon. I'll address a few of these 
matters in the next issue of MoRe, by 
which time some of the readers will be 
on their way to the hills. See you after 
the monsoon ■ 
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EXPEDITIONS 
KHAN TENGRI /7 OlOm/23 000ft) 17 Jul· 14 Aug, Leader: Paul Potter 
A stunning mountain in the remote Tien Shan. £2,950 
PIK LENIN /7 134m /23 406ft) 24 Jul · 17 Aug. Leader: Dave Green 
An easy snow climb on a mountain of Himalayan stature. £2,350 
ELBRUS /5.642m/18 510ft) 31 Jul• 16 Aug. Leader: Bruce Herrod 
The highest peak in Europe, plus Mount Kazbek (5,047m). £1,350 
THE HIMALAYAN CLIMBING SEMINAR /c.6 OOOm) 4 Sep· 2 Oct. 
Climbing instruction in the Indian Himalaya. £1,995 
PARCHEMO /6,187m/2O 298ft) 26 Sep• 22 Oct. Leader: Steve Findlay 
A great climb and a crossing of the Teshi Lapcha. £2,250 
MERA (6.476m/21.246ft) 10 Oct· 5 Nov. Leader: Simon Lowe 
A climb in the Everest region and trek over the Mingbo La. £2,150 

PLUS MANY MORE! 
Full details and colour brochure available from:· 

Imagine yourself standing below Mount Everest in 
Nepal, at over 18,000 feet· one of many 
Himalayan experiences offered by Explore. 

Our colour brochure gives details of 130 unique 
adventures in over 60 countries. Hike to the 
summit of Mount Kilimanjaro, wander through 
Alpine meadows below Mont Blanc, follow the 

Inca Trail to Machu Picchu in Peru ... 
Tours, treks, safaris and expeditions, Small groups, 

Aif'o ATOL Explore Worldwlde (MO), Aldershot, 
Ill\. 2595 GU111LQ '11' 0252 344161 124hrs) 

Mountain Guiding 
& Instruction 
Scotland - France 

Switzerland 

Throughout the year we try 
and turn mountain dreams into 

happy memories. 

l!S 8 s 

Brochure: \ AMI } 
Alan Kimber 

'Calluna', Heathercroft 
Fort William, PH33 6RE 

Scotland 
Tel: (0397) 700 451 

THE BEST OF TIMES AT 
BEST OF PLACES 

The Hotel 
The Beer and Food 

The Club Dinners and Parties 
The Climbing Wall 

The Bands and Discos 
The Big Screen Video 

The Rock Climbing Tuition 

" 

The Muttl-Actlvtty HO,ldays 

The Alpine Courses 
The Welsh White Water Rafting 

The Himalayan Trekking 

:c The M.L.T.B. Courses 

The Mountain Arst Aid Coorses 

Accomodatlon with a late bar 

from as little as £61 --t Why bothe, camping? 

"'~-LLANBERIS 
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offer 

HIDDEN PEAK 8068m during June/July 1994 

* No British attempt to date 
* UIAGM Guides ALAN HINKES & KATHY MURPHY 
* Total logistical support 
* Cost £8100 land only 

For details and information phone or fax Dai Lampard 
on (UK) 0286 871184 

~ "Dedicated to your success" 

UK Office - Ty Gwyn, Nani Peris, Gwynedd, Wales LL55 4UE 

HIMALAYAN GUIDES 
What's leff in '93? 
BOBISGHAR 6415m, Karakoram led by SIMON YATES. 4 wks, 24 July. Full cost £2460. 
Simon's one of Brrtain's leading mountaineers. NANGA PARBAT 8125m led by RICHARD 
PAWLOWSKI. 5 wks, 1 Aug. Land cost £3200. Richard's taken clients to the summrt of Annapurna 
1 by S Face (Bonington route) and Arna Dablam. DHAUUGIRI 1 8167m led by CHRISTOF 
WIELISKI. 6 wks 7 Sept. Land cost £4480. Christo! made the first winter ascent of Everest, and 
has summrted wrth clients on Annapurna 1 S Face and Manaslu. PUMORI 7145m led by HENRY 
TODD. 4 wks 9 October. Full cost £2980. Henry led the successful British Arna Dablam Expedition 
92. We run an introduction to Himalayan expeditioning, 3 Trekking Peaks in the Khumbu. 24 
days, 18 September and next March. Full cost £1780. In Feb 94 we go to Aconcagua (Polish & 
Ordinary Route) £2380. In Oct 94 we go to Arna Dablam (SW ridge again) 4 wks £3380. 
Our brochure isnl glossy, (saves £150 per person per trip) but for further information please get in 
touch, we're happy to help. 

106 Thirlestane Rd, Edinburgh, EH9 1 AS Tel/Fax: 031 447 4036 

MERA & ISLAND Pk. 64 76m April/Oct 93/4 ............. £1795 
PERCHARMO & RAMDUNG 6273m Oct/May 93/ 4 ... £1720 
DHAULAGIRI 1 8167m Sept/ Oct 93 ......................... £3450 
ACONCAGUA 6940m Xmas 93 ........................... £2685 
CHO OYU 8153m May 94 ................................ £3800 
TILICHO 7134m April 94 ................................. £2750 
ALPS Matterhorn, Mt Blanc, Summer 93/4 .................. £885 

Forthcoming Expeditions: Huinchuli, Manasalu, Annapurna 1, Lhotse. 

OUT THERE TREKKING 
Expeditions - 1993 

Muztagh Ala x Pik Karl Marx x Pik Lenin x Everest 
Pik Korzhenevsky x Pumon x Cordillera Real 

Expeditions - 1994 
Arna Dablam x Changtse x Cho Oyu & 

Shishapangma x Aconcagua 

Trekking Peaks 
Mera x Ararat & Damavand x Ecuador Volcanoes 

Mexican Volcanoes x K2 & Gondokoro La 
Elbrus x Bieluka 

For full details of these and all our other treks and 
expeditions, send for our new colour brochure 

OTT 
UK: he NHIUHAM ROAD. SHEFFIELD S8 8SX 

TEL: 11741588jll8 FAX: 1174, jjJhll) 
USA: PO BOX j4)1. BERKELEY. CA 94M: 

TEL:(jl11)841h!c4 

C[assic 'J{epa[ 
Specialists in small group climbing and 

walking holidays throughout the 

NEPAL HIMALAYA 
For a brochure contact: 
Classic Nepal Ltd. , {M), 
33 Metro Avenue, Newton 
Derbyshire, DESS SUF 
Tel: 0773 873497 (24 hrs) 

FULLY 
BONDED 
~ 
CAA 

~ 

CUILLIN GUIDES 
Courses in all aspects of 
mountaineering 
Ridge Walking & Scrambling 
(Skye Munro's) 
Basic Rock Climbing 
Classic Routes 
Cuillin Ridge Traverse 
Alpine Courses 
Wild Country Back Packing 
Winter Mountain Craft 
Snow & Ice Climbing 
Private guiding by arrangement 
(throughout U.K.) 
Send stamp for brochure to Gerry 
Akroyd, Stac Lee, Glenbrittle, Isle 
of Skye, Inverness-shire. 
Telephone: (07478) 640289. 

& PERU 
CHILE 

111 lf1< PATAGONIA 
~ VENEZUELA 

ANDES, 53 Castle St, Kirkcudbnght, 
DG6 4JD Scotland. (0557) 31747 

lREKKING, MOUNTAIN BIKING AND 
MOUNTAINEERING IN SOUTH AMERICA 
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INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF 

iTAISGMTZERL~N~ 

tk -.tfe, fn, ~ ~ 
CLIMBING COURSES -Alpine Introductory, Intermediate 
/>Jp1nism, 4000m Peaks by Clas@c Routes, Mont Blanc 
Special, Oberland Giants, />Jpme Snow & Ice, Matterhorn 
Ascent, Advanced Alp,nism. 
HIGH ALPINE TREKS - Zermatt Region, Swiss Haute 
Route, Trans-Oberland Trek 
ENQUIRIES (UK): ISM, Brwyn Gwynant 

Lodge, Nani Gwynant, Gwynedd , 
LL55 4NW_ Tel. & Fax. (076686) 441 

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 
OF ROCK CLIMBING 

Rock climbing at its best at one 
of Britain's top climbing centres. 
Holidays and courses through
out the year. Beginners to 
advanced. 
Rock climbing in Cornwall April
October inclusive of accomm. 
Small friendly centre run by pro
fessional guide. Alpine training 
course (summer). Experienced 
and professional staff. Private 
guiding by arrangement. 

Please send sae to: 

Rowland Edwards J\ 
Compass West, l!l W International School of ~ '===J Rock Climbing, BRITISH 

Sennen, Cornwall TR19 7AR 1.\ou••Ai~ 
Tel: 0736 871447 (24hrl GUIDES 

" Lake District National Park 

Self catering accomodation high on 
the slopes of Blencathra or 

Helvellyn. 

At Blencathra a comfortable cottage 
from £91 per week, at Blencathra or 
Helvellyn a companiable hostel from 

£5. 70 per person per night or 
throughout the Lake District a choice 
of eight camping barns at £2.50 per 

person per night. 

For further details apply to: 
Blencathra Centre, Threlkeld, 
Keswick, Cumbria. CA1 4SG 

Telephone: (07687) 79601 

--
WEST·MERCIA 
INSURANCE• SERVICES ... _,, .... 

Leisure insurance 
specialists for over 

20 years 
Travel and Equipment insurance for 

Mountaineering and all outdoor 
pursuits including mountain biking. 

Special schemes for Expeditions and 
School Groups. Commercial insurance 

including leaders and instructors 
liability, commercial property and 

equipment. 
For full details contact 

WEST MERCIA INSURANCE SERVICES 
High Street, Womborne, 

Nr Wolverhampton, WV5 9DN 
Tel: 0902 892661 Fax: 0902 894212 

~~ mountain MERLIN activities 

Rock Climbing, Mountaincraft, 
Navigation & Guiding 

Snowdonia, Lake District & Alps 

Structured courses of instruction for the 
novice and the experi enced, for individuals 

and g roups. 

Guiding for all leve ls o f ability 

For more information, brochures and bookings: 
Merlin Mountain Activities, 

PO Box 726, Llanrwst, LL26 0PZ. 
Tel: (0492) 641241 (8.00am - 9.00am) 
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MOUNTAIN -= ;""'" 
EXPERIENCE -= ~~; 

THIS SUMM ER OFFERS 

ALPI NE CLIMBING COURSES- lmok!advanccdlc\.'ffl,al!l!Ml 
Blanc.BasedOmmx 
THE BIG THREE - Mattethom, Eiger& Mt Blanc in a fortnight. 
4000 FORTNIGHT - Based in Zennatt climbing 4000m 
peaks. 
AUTIJMN HIMALAYAN EXPEDITION TO ISLAN D & 
MERA PEAK. 

UIAGM QUALIFIED GUIDES. 
Brian Hall, Mountain Ei:perieoce • 0663 750160 {24 hrs} 

l=l-1-H+i 
FOR A GREAT VIEW OF MONTE VISO 

Climb to the dome of the church of the Superga in Turin. 
Fifty miles SW, Monte Viso's snows tower above the 

surrounding hills. For Will McLewin, Monte Viso was an 
ever-present southern sentinel as he climbed all of the 

Alpine 4000 m peaks. 

IN MONTE VISO'S HORIZON 
by Will McLewin 

WINNER OF THE BOARDMAN TASKER AWARD 
From good bookshops or direct from the publisher 

£16.95 POST FREE "1 
The Ernest Press, 1 Thomas Street, Holyhead 
Gwynedd LL65 lRR Tel: 0407 760988 RNE T 

SECONDHAND MOUNTAINEERING 
Literature. List available or visit the shop on 
your way to Gogarth. Jack Baines, 1 Thomas 
Street, Holyhead, Gwynedd LL65 1RR. sae 
for free list. 

iii;iii►i 

CLIMBING GUIDES (PHONE ORDERS) 
Mountaineering Books (0813401953) 
Second hand mountaineering books. 
Catalogue available. 

MLMSYSTEMS 
A totally new concept in Expedition and Research planning 

* 

* 

TURNKEY OPERATIONS - Worldwide 

TOTAL LOGISTICAL SUPPORT - From start to finish 

If TIME and EFFICIENCY are important to you, 
why not talk to Dai Lampard on 0286 871184 (UK), and hear 
how we can put YOUR project into action, without any of the 

organisational headaches. 

~ "Dedicated to your success" 

UK Office - Ty Gwyn, Nant Peris, Gwynedd, Wales LL55 4UE 

MOUNTAIN REVIEW 
I 

Classified Advertising can work for you 
and your business 

Phone Jane on 0298 72801 for details 

or fax for information on 0298 72839 



DAN REID 

Dan Reid by Leo Dickinson 

' H i, I'm Dan Reid.' 'Hi, 
I'm Rick Sylvester. I 
was hoping to be the 
only American on 
this trip. ' 

Dr Reid didn't respond except for a 
slight narrowing of the eyes. I wasn't sure 
what that meant but weeks later on our 
siege of Torre Egger, battling fierce winds 
and dodging the giant mushrooms of ice 
that constantly bombarded our route , I 
found out. 

The team was severely depleted. Mick 
Coffey had fallen into a crevasse and had 
bruised ribs, Eric Jones had torn a liga
ment in his knee by boulder-hopping a 
boulder that moved when it shouldn't 
have. Leader Whillans was still weighing 
up the mountain and I wasn't feeling on 
top form either. 

'Leo,' Dan said after examining me, 
'you've got shingles. It will take you 
exactly two weeks to recover and I can't 

do anything about it .' 
Our two remaining 'stars ', 

Martin Boysen and Paul 
Braithwaite, considered the 
route far too dangerous. They 
were, of course, absolutely 
right. However, danger is a 
perceived state and open to 
interpretation. Dan had 
volunteered for Vietnam, 
serving in combat with the 
Green Berets in the early 
seventies. The man was 
clearly on a different plane of 
existence. With the exhorta
tion that things weren't as bad 
as they had been 'back in 
'nam,' Reid narrowed those 
eyes and returned to the fray. 

Sylvester was his unfortu
nate rope-mate and Dan was 
not in the mood for turning 
back. For three days they 
gave it their very best with 
the ropes wearing thin and 

the chances of survival looking even thin
ner. With a 100-foot icicle hanging over 
their heads like the sword of Damocles, 
Dan decided that enough was enough, 
even for him. Whillans was impressed -
which took some doing - and awarded 
him the sobriquet of 'that mad American'. 

Dan wasn't a man to do things by 
halves and his first route in Yosemite was 
No1th America Wall - the sixth ascent. In 
1981 , on the east face of Everest, Dan 
slipped his role of a base-camp-bound 
doctor to follow George Lowe up the 
initial steep buttress when the weather 
kept the other climbers in their tents. 

It was then that he tried to solo a verti
cal icicle at 21 ,000 feet with a back-rope; 
the weather had grown too bad even for 
George. Naturally enough it was Dan's 
first crack at such technical ice and he 
took three 40-foot falls trying to over
come the problem. 

Dan Reid didn 't climb for two years 
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after that, concentrating on his medical 
practice in California, but in 1983 he was 
back on Everest, arriving at base camp 
in a kilt while blowing on the bagpipes. 
He had the motto the 'little engine that 
could ' emblazoned on his jacket. Not 
surprisingly he summitted despite again 
intending to remain at base camp. 

Dan was an eccentric , dressing up 
entirely in green during a fly-fishing 
phase to imitate the fly he thought the 
fish would want. He was a patriot, serv
ing not just in Vietnam but also in Kuwait 
during Desert Storm at the age of 49. 
Above all , he was warm-hearted and 
great fun. 

In 1991, just before I left to fly in a hot
air balloon over Everest , I got a letter 
from Barbara - Dan's wife and a sport's 
medicine specialist - inviting me to come 
to his fiftieth birthday party. 

I knew I wouldn't be able to make it, 
but as Eric and I swept over the summit 
and looked down on Dan's route up the 
Kangshung face I thought of his silly 
smile and sillier giggle, of his John 
Lennon specs and outrageous behaviour. 
I hope he would have approved of our 
adventure as being something after his 
own style. 

I couldn't know it then, but Dan and 
Barbara were already dead. They were 
found on September 29th, 1991, at the 
base of the Ice Window on Mount Kenya, 
after becoming separated from the rest 
of their party. 

Barbara hadn't been on a technical 
route before and Dan hadn't climbed in 
eight years - they were on the trip to 
celebrate Barbara's 40th birthday. It's 
often said of climbers but in Dan's case 
it's true; he fitted rnore into his near 50 
years than most people could in twice 
that time. ■ 

Leo Dickinson 's new book Ballooning 
Over Evererst is published by Jonathon 
Cape at .£14.99. 



SOME PEOPLE THINK WE DO 
OUR R&D IN THE OFEICE 

We don't. Foinavon Wester Ross, is just 
about as far as you can get in Britain 
from our offices and there's no 
better place to try out new ideas. 

It's wet, windy, wild and 
wonderful but totally unfor
giving of badly designed, 
badly sewn or taped 
waterproofs. 

Phoenix do not 
employ anyone else to 
product test - we get out 
there and do it ourselves and 
then we listen to you, our 
customers, to incorporate your 
ideas for improvements as well. 

The Kishtwar was developed and 

tested this way - not in Wester Ross but it's 
namesake in the Himalaya - a beautiful 

wild mountain region. What it produced 
is a brilliant soft, mesh lined, multi-purpose 

Gore-Tex fabric jacket, one of our 
"Driphter" series of similar garments. 

Take a look at these and all 
other Phoenix products 

then judge for 
yourself. Lots 
more than 

twenty years of 
experience in the mountains and in 
design and manufacture shows. 

Contact us for our brochures 
detailing all Phoenix mountain 

clothing, lightweight tents and skiwear. 

♦ . PHOENIX 
F<lse. ~ #vs, Ol"r:,fll'Y»T( 

PHOENIX MOUNTAINEERING LTD, COQUETDALE TRADING ESTA TE, AMBLE, MORPETH, 
NORTHUMBERLAND, NE65 OPE. ENGLAND 

TEL: (0665) 710934 TELEX: 537681 FAX: (0665) 712585 

Kishtwar specification: Mesh lined 2 layer Gore-Tex Stowaway fabric. 3 outer pockets 1 inner map pocket, detachable tuckaway hood, fleece collar lining, 
will accept In terphace fleece jacket. 



IN THE COMPANY OF EXPERTS 

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG 
It's a daunting responsibility producing equipment that 

you need to depend on. Here at Lowe Alpine it's a 

responsibility that we embrace with 

confidence. Our experienced team of 

designers and field testers know 

exactly what's required in the harshest 

of.environments, and 25 years in the business means 

you can trust the quality of our range. A range which 

uses only the best available fabrics, components and 

manufacturing methods. So when you 're using Lowe, 

you 're in good company. 
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